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FRONTISPIECE: View east down Old Mans Pond. Low rounded hills to 
the north and south of the pond are underlain by shales 
and siltstones of the Otter Brook Formation, Old Mans 
Pond Allochthon. 
J 
/ 
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ABSfRACT 
The Old Mans Pond area is positioned betw~en the ~umbe; ,...., 
Arm Allochthon 
t) 
to the west and the exposed eastern edge· of · 
the A p pa 111 c h·i a ·n miogeocline eaiJt of · Deer Lake, , thus 
providing . a unique opportunity to study a complete section 
ac!oss the deformed ancient - continental margin of eastern 
,, 
North America. The geology of tf'le area demonstrates 
virttiall·y all. elemE!nts of the relict margin including, from 
northwest to south.east: ( l ) an autochthonous Paleozoic 
~arbona~e bank ~eq~ence including the,well known si. George 
afld Table Head 
fenguin <;oye Formations; 
Groups and lesser kn~wn Relucta~t Head a?~ 
( 2) a pr~viously unrecognized 
allochthonous rise prism clastic s e q u e n c e ( 0 1 d M a n s P·o n d 
Group) which is similar to, and may have at .· one nme be-en 
cantinuous with, the Curling Group of the Humber Arm 
• A 11 a c h t 'h on ; (3) a newly recognized structural slice _ (Hughes 
LakeAllochthon) involving Grenvillian basement rocks (Round 
"!and Com~lex) and a thick' clastic cover sequ~nce (Mount 
Musgnive Group) correlative 'in part with the Labrador Group 
and Fleur de Lys Supergroup. Ca.rbon if e r6us strata of ··the 
oe·er Lake Basin over~e· older Pale o zoic rocks in the area 
with profound urtconf~rm~ty. 
Strut:turally the Old Mans Pond area is .dominated by an 
imbri~ate stack involving the allochthonous a s semb.lages 
(H) 
,·' 
·-
0 
,. 
. ,. 
.-:· 
mentioned above. Structural e~idence and regional tectonic 
cons· ide rat ions lndi ·cate that the sta~k was assem~led from 
the east and empla"'ced against ~he autochthonous carbonate 
sequence • during the Taconic: Orogeny. ~eformation was 
polyphase in nature aad westerly time tr~nsgresstve. Early 
I 
fabrics which are evident in the trans-ported _sequences are 
not p~esent in the carbonate sequence . ~ implying thai: the 
"c a ·r b o n a t e bank· was not involved in the ear l iest stages of 
the Taconic! Later il'lvolvement . is evident frora the 
ommtssio~ of mu~h of the carbonate sequ~nce beneath the Old 
., 
' Hans Pond Allochthon. 
# 
Subsequent orogenic activity (Acadi-an?) is responsi bl~ 
for 
0 
overturning thrusts and fabrics generated during the 
Taconic, ·thus producing the marked reversal, in 
structural 
polarity ~hich characterizes the area. 'The Acadian_Orogeny 
. had little qther effect on the area due to its she 1 t ere,d 
position northwest of 
.., 
a minor reeRtrant in the ancient 
. . 
margin. 
The Alleghanian Orogeny evidently had little . effect on ' . . ··~ 
the area since Carbonif~rous strata along the western ~~rgin 
of the Deer - Lake Basin are undeformed. 
\ 
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PART ONE-INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE 
1 .I LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY 
The study . area lies. within NTS map sheet 12H/4 
(Pasadena,Newfoundland) and- comprises roughl y 3 20 square 
kilometres of the central portion of this .sheet between 
Goose Arni of the Bay of Islands and Deer Lake (see Figure 
1 ) • 
During the 1981 f.f,eld season access to the study area 
was provided by several gravel roads in the vicinity of Old 
Mans Pond. These had been constructed by Bow ate r s of 
Newfou ndland for logging purposes. At 
one of th'e road~Q leading fro111 Deer 
the time of the · st.udy 
Lake to Goose Arm, 
looping around t o the north of the study- area, had not ·been 
maintained for a nuiTib e r of .years and was in di s repair. A 
second road leading directly to Old Mans Pond provided the 
primary means of ac ce ss to the c.urrent logging operations 
a nd was well . maintained and in good condition. This road 
.'!l~o provided a super 'b tranAe c t of the ·area since 1 t 8 
constru c tion had exposed abundant new outcrops. In a ddition 
·1 
I ' 
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FIGURE 1: Location of Old Mans Pond area, western 
Newfoundland. 
.. 
3 
. " 
to thi~ much of the area immediately . ' surr9u~ding. Old Mans 
Pond had been recentiy logged and numerous trails remained 
which were easily walked and provided adequate exp-os'ure. 
Areas to the north and sou·th of Old . Mans Pond are 
:co-ve red by thick stands " of ·· spruce and fir jlnd 
·a-ccess 1 ble 
.. 
on.ly orf foot or ?Y helicopter . which may be chartered in 
nea r'by South Brook. The ' small size of most lakes_. ,i 'tt the 
area precludes fi~ed wing access. 
1.2 GEOLbGIC SETTING 
I 
The island or Newfoundland lie~ at the north-eastern 
terminus of the AppJllachian Orogen and provides &-well 
exposed cross-section thrbugh this orogen • Based on 
contrasts • strati g ra'phy and structural style of 
mld-O~dovician and older rocks, the Appalachian . Orogen in 
Newfoundland has been d i -v 1 ded into four 
tectono-stratigraphic zones. ( W i lli .a m s , 1 9 7 6 ; 1 9 7 8a • b; 1 9 7 9 ) • 
The E>ld Mans Pond area lies within the most westerly of 
these zones, the Humber Zone. The geology of the Humber 
Zone records the evolutio~ and destruction of the a n cie n t 
continental margin of eastern North A•erica during o pen i~ g ( 
and ~ubsequent c lo s ur e of the proto-Atlantic (Iapetus) ' oc e an 
. . , 
4 
-during late Precambrian through Paleozoic time. 
three zones: Dunnage, Gander and Avalon, represent · a 
vestige of the Iapetus Oce~n and terranes which lay ~o the 
east of it respectively (Williams,l979). The eastern 
boundary of the ·. Humber Zone is drawn at the Bale 
Verte-Brompton Line (Williams and r . St.Jul1e~,l978;1982), a 
steep struc~ral zone characterijted by mafic and ultra.-mafic 
" rocks of p~op~sed ophiolitic affinity. The we1tern•boundary 
is arbitrarily taken to be the western,limlt of . Appalachian 
deformatio n (Williams,l979). 
Cristalline rocks formed during the trenville Orogeny 
ClQOO' ·rn ·.y.) comprise the base11ent to the Humber Zone. · These 
rocks are overlain by a sedimentary sequen~e which shows a 
' rna rked f.<~cie s variation from west to east. To the west a 
thin s~quence of shallow water, predominantly clastic r oc ks 
ref e rre.d to a s ,the La-brador Group (Schuchert a nd 
Dunba·r, l934) overl.ies the Grenville basement and is itself . 
conformably overlain by an eastward - thickening, shallow 
water carbonate bank sequence (St.George 0 Table " Head). To 
the east th~ sediment~ry sequence thickens dramaticall~ ~nd 
is now represented ·by the Fle u r de Lys -. Supergroup 
(Church,l969). Basal parts of / the Fleur de Lys are also 
indicative of shallow water deposition; howev e r,. the bulk 
o f the sequence, some 10,000 metres, is c h a racterized by 
s h a l e s, siltstones. greyvackes and min o r poorly sorted 
· ·;·· · 
.;: 
... 
. ,..} 
·. 
5 
.conglom.e rates interpr~ted as dee~ water turbidite sequences 
(Williams and Stevens,l974), 
Broad correlatibns betwee~ the Labrador Group and Fleur 
de · Ly s Supergrou~ are generally accepted~ a physical link 
bet~een them is iare l,Y, if ever, preserved, . Rocks 
rf!presentative of those sediments deposited at or . near the 
. morphological break between the continent a l shelf and 
• thicker portions of the rise pris~ are no~ eithe·r covere~ by 
you~ger rocks or have been structurally removed and are now 
far to the west of their original site of deposition, for 
example, in the . Humber Arm t\116chthon· (Stevens,l970), At no 
place along the length of the Appalachian ' system are rocks 
representative of this particular env·i ronment found :.in 
situ' (Rodger~~l968). 
Mafic volcanic dikes ~nd flows ln the lower part of the 
Labrador Group and amphlbolltic units in the Fleur de Lys 
Supergroup have been r'elated to tensional rifting during' the 
in it 1 a 1 opening of the Iapetus Ocean basin (Strong and 
Willi;lllu; ,1972). 
The closing of I~pet~s and aubseque~t destruction of 
the continental margin began in ' the latest part of the early 
Ordoviciari (W!li1ams,l979) ~nd produ~ed a strong structural 
and metamorphic contrast across the Humb&r Zone. In the 
.. 
6 
west me.tamorphism and. deformation ar e ·slight. Here, t he 
initial ~losi~g of Iapetus w~s heralded first by founder i ng 
of the carbonate bank, followed ' by the progradation of a 
clastic wedge from the east and, finall 'y, .e.mplacemen~ of a n 
allochthonous assemblage which includes off-shelf, · 
continental rise facies equivalents of the ca·rb onate 
its low.e r p a rt (Bird and Dewey, l 970; pla ~ form· in 
Stevens, 1970) and oceanic c t'\.lj; t and . mantle s equences 
(ophiolice) in its uppermost part (Church and Stevens,l9 7 l) 
/ 
onto the undeformed carbonate platform. 
/ " 
-~"' 
F a r t h e r ' t o t h e east, the platform rocks were 
p.rogressively more metamorphosed and structurally imbricated 
• · with polydeformed clastic sediments a nd crystalli rle ba ~ ement 
rocks along east-d i pping thrusts which are essentially ha r d 
and sharp in nature (Kennedy,l9jo; 
... 
Smyth,l981). Along t h e 
easter'n margin of th e Hu mber Zone ; Fle~r de Lys sedimen t s 
we re metamorphosed . to upp e r gr e enschist and amphibolite 
grade and both basement ahd cover rocks were ca u ght u~ i n 
polyphase deform~tion (DeWit.l972; 
• 
Hibbard, 1979; Hibbard 
· e t al;l980). The Old Hans Pond are a conv e nie n tly s t rad d l e s 
th e tr4n~itl on from undeformed in th e we s t to polyde f o r me d 
i n t h e,. e a s t and contains virtually a ll elements of the 
o r i gin a l ma r gin in vary i ng de g r ees of pre s e rva t i o n. I t t hus 
pr o v i des a unique opportunity to study a c o mp let e 
s t r a t1grRp h1 c a nd st r uctural sec t i o n a c r o ss t hE.' a n c i ent 
( . 
~ 
.. 
I 
,, 
. '-... . 
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margin. 
Rocks with nearly 
.-identical depositional and 
de f O:t m a t i o li a 1 histories to those of th~ Humber Zone ~n 
Ne~foundland may be reco~nf~ed . along the re n g 't h 0 f the 
Appalachian system (Rank1n,l975) and in the-Caledonides of 
t he ,ll r i t 1 s h I s l e s , N o r way a n d S we d e n ( W i lli a m s , I 9 7 8 b ) • 
1.3 PREVIOUS WORK 
\ 
"In science. as in all other departments of inquiry, no 
thorodgh gra&p of a subjec~ can be gained unless the histo~y 
of its development is clearly appreciated." (Archibald 
Geike, · as quoted by Ba1rd,I975) 
The history of geologic inves~igation in Newfoundland 
reaches back to the year 1S39 when J.B.Jukes cond~cted the 
f :1 rs t systematic geological survey 
(Jukes,l943). Since then, a considerabl e 
of. the't~ island 
number of \1111inent. 
ge~logists have concentrated their energies towards solving 
the geological putzle that is Newfoundland. Fo .r a 
comprehensive account ot the early history of ge o logical 
investigation in Newfoundland the reader is refetred to 
Baird (1975). 
Much of the work to date has been focused on the west 
•. 
coast of the island where investigations have been ong~ing 
since the 1800's. The bulk of this work w'as focused on 
··- -·- -·- ! 
. , . 
.... 
8 
coastal a·reas and along inlan.d waterways and, ,as a result, 
.( 
1
the area in the vicinity of Old Mans Pond remained virtually ' 
uncharted up until the time of the· present survey, 
• A brief e~am:!.nation of the a rea l>by· the Geol_o gi ca 1 
Survey o~ Cariada in 1948 (s 'ee Lilly, 1963-) took into account 
the meta c lastics between Old Mans Pond and Deer Lake. These 
rocks had previously been co~sidered to be , Precambrlan In 
ag~ and thus cor~elative with gneisses of the Lont Range 
Mountains. They were rein t erpreted as Lower Cambrian in age 
by the Survey during this "study.· A seco.nd lo9k At · the a rea 
in 1959 as part of a reconnaissance survey of the Sa ndy Lake 
(12H) we,t half sheet (Ba~d,l960) did little to amend the 
findings . of 1948. \ 
At about the same ti~e as was carrying out his 
study another worker, Hugh Lilly, was working between Humber 
Arm and Goos e Arm of the Bay of Islands (Lilly,l963). Wh i le 
primarily c tincerned with the carbonate sequence and clastics 
of the "Humber Ar~ group", Lilly was ·the first and only 
' • 
worker to look 8t the terrane in the vic1n1~y of .~ld Mans 
Pond in any detail. Rocks of ··this area were asslgne'd to the 
Mount Musgrave Formation (McKillop,l961; Lilly,l963) which 
was subdivio:fed into a lower arenaceous member southeast of 
Old Mans Pond and an uppe~ Rrglll a ceous member to t h e 
nor t hwest. Based primarily o n , lithic similarities thl!se 
L . 
• 
I 
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rocks were correlated with the lower part of the Labrador 
Group (Bradore and Forte au Formation·s). To the west · of, and 
therefore presumably _above the Mount Musgrave Formationf lay 
an extensive carbonate sequence including th~ · well · known 
St.George and Table Head Groups and the newly recogni~ed 
Reluctant Head and Penguin Cove Formations~ Portions of\ 
this seque11ce - were interpreted to have moved westwar-ds over '\ 
the Mo~nt Musgrave Formation alo~g a zone of deta ch me n t' 
(L1lly,l963,p.25), To the southeast ~f Old Hans Pond the 
..., 
arenaceous member of the · Mount Musgrave Formation was 
belie.ved to grade into the metamorphic gneisses ~f the Long 
Range. 
. 
More recently, work in · the Hdjoining area to the 
,. 
south 
(Kennedy, 1981) has delineated a previously unr~cognized 
stratig~aphy in a highly metamorphosed clastic t e r r ·a ne and 
de.flned a major system of thrust faults which essentially 
transpose metaclastics in the east against a relatively 
undeformed · carbonat~ sequence to · the west. This thrust 
system was pre~umed to. extend into the Old Mans Pond area. 
1 .4 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
Within the framework of re c ent concepts concern i n g t h e 
geolog·y of the Humber· Zone, several of the findings of 
' / 
10 
previous ~orker• jn the area warrant further considerat i o n . 
The recognition of a crude st rat 1 g r aph y w i t hJ. n · the 
metaclastic terrane of the a rea· (Lilly,l963), which was 
assumed to be broadly correlative· with th~ Labrador Group, 
required more detailed consideration in h opes of confirming 
' l ).-h 1 s cor r e 1 a t 1 on and I 6 r 1 ink 1 n g l'1t e stratigraphic seque nce 
with that rec o gnized by Kennedy (1981), 
The suggestion made by Lilly (1963) that the ,carbonate 
sequence in the area had slid westwatd over the clastic 
sequ_ence along a 'zone of det·achment' no t 
. ~ only contradic t s 
the presently accepted view of an essentially autochthono u s 
car~pnate t~rrane 
\ . 
..... \. 
along th~ west flank of the App3lachian Oroge~, but is also 
throughout we"!! t Newfoundland, and all 
at variance with more recent work to'th e south of· the 
a rea 
which documents thrusting of the metaclastic sequence over 
thrusts extend no rthwards into 
' 
the carbonate terrane al~ng a 
. \ 
(Kennedy,1981) . These same 
series of major thrust faults 
the Old Mans Pond area where they were observed to steepen 
and then either b e co me overturned (Kennedy,!981), or die out 
(Baird,l960; Will i ams,l967), If the latter we r e the c a s e 
it would provide a rare opportunity to view the rocks of the 
carbonate sequence and clastic prism linked throughou t thelr 
d epositional and deformational history, 
• 
11 
' ., 
In addition to all of this, the mere fact that much· of 
the ground between Goose Arm and Deer Lake was virgin 
ter~1tory made this area an extremely alluring prospect~ 
The purpose of thi~ study then was two-fold: 
• 1) To look at the geology of the area between Goose ArM 
and Deer Lake with ~n eye towards delineating the nature and 
distribution of the various lithologic units . ana possible 
correlatiqns with other lithologies outside tfue area. 
2) To outline the structure of the area, especially any 
contrasts in structural style between the clas•t1c and 
carbonate terranes, and to attempt to fit the structure into 
a 1 regional tectonic framework. / 
To accomplish thfq three months of field ,. work were 
completed in the Old Mans Pond area during ~he summer of 
1 9 81 • This ~ork formed part of a larger project to map the 
\ ~sadena 
---.." 
map sheet (12H/4), 'Newfoundland (Williams et 
al,l982). Many major advances were . made in terms of 
reco~.nitlon and delineation of the salient _geologic elements 
of th• area and it is hoped that the findings presented here 
will provide future workers with both a base from which to 
launch more d~ta1led studies and . the impetus t o do eo. 
With regards to the 
lla 
results presen~d ~erein, the a~t h or 
~ishes to draw attention t9 the fact that many of the f~lrige 
areas within the s t udy region were m~pped and interpreted, in 
whole or in part, by Drs. H. Williams and D, Knapp. In parti-
cular , Williams looked at the entire area, as was his responsi- . 
billty, a~d kindly allowed the a~thor use of data c o llected · 
. . 
from the n orthern margin of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon and 
the carbonate terrane in that area. Knapp provided lnf~rmation 
from the carbonate sequence in the uppermost northeast corner of 
the area and · also did much of the work on rocks of the S o u t h 
Brook Formation on the easterb and western sh~res oi · Deer Lak e . 
• 
... 
r 
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PART TWO 
GENERAL GEOLOGY 
The Old Mans Pond area is underlain by rocks which are 
for the most part early Paleozoic (Cambrian-Ordovici a n) in 
age. Exceptions to this are crystalline rocks i n t h e 
vicinity of Hughes ,Lake which include possible Grenvillian 
basement of Helikian or earlier a_ge, and Carbo n1 f e rous 
str-ata of the Deer Lake· Basin. The ea"rly Paleozoic and 
older rocks lend themselves to subdivision into contrasting 
( 
11 t hi c a s s e,m b 1 a g e s the most fundamental of which involves 
t he s epa· I' at 1 on of pre dominantly c a r bon at e 1 i tho 1 o g 1 e s t o the 
west and north from a dominantly clastic te·rrane underlying 
the central portion of the area. Rocks of the carbonate 
terrane are esse_nt1ally autochthonous and correlative with 
s imilar carbonate sequences of west Newfoundland (Williams 
and Stevens,l974). Rocks of the clastfc terrane are 
. • 
allochthonous. witn respect. to the carbonate sequence and 
·have been subdivided into· ·two separate asse111blages: 1) a 
m 1 x e d a ·r- g ill a c e o u 8 -a r e n a e e o u 8 g r o u p o f · r o c k 8 w 1 t h some 
carbonates . occu.py the central PO!'tion of the area. These 
are named the Old Han's Pond Group and toge~her with a few 
sma 11 me tag a b b roic bodies make up the Old Hans 
Allochthon; 2) crystalline (Round Pond" Complex) and 
Pond 
~ -
more 
t. ./ 
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arenaceous clastic rocks (Mount Musgrave Group) to the 
southeast make up the Hughes La~e Allochthon (see Figure 2). 
The contacts between these two contrasting clastic 
assemblages and between the carbonate sequence and the 
clastic. terrane are tectonic in nature and marked by narrow 
zones of intense ·deformation. While neither of t hese 
contacts are well exposed over any distance a combinatio n of 
topographic expression and marked lithic contrasts allows 
delineation of each with accuracy and confidence. 
' The predominant structural grain of the Old Mans Pond 
a rea, . as defined by bedding, cleavage and fold axes, trends 
nort;h-northeast except in the northern part of the area 
where these features 8Wing through a broad arc to trend 
nearly due east. Dips . vary from moderately easterly in 
western portion~ 
'· ! 
of the area . to moderately westwards in 
eastern and centra. parts. To the north dips are vertical 
to slightly inclined either north or south. 
The following four chapters concern themselves with the 
de6cription of the lithologic character of each JDa jo r 
a 88 emb lage in the a rea as_ well as interpretation and 
t 
possible correlation of these assemblages ·with rocks outside 
of the a rea. As the 8 t ratigraphy, age and regiona 1 
correlation of the carbonate sequence is best understood 
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these rocks will be d.iscussed first, followed by a 
discussion o f t h e 0 1 d H a n s .1'-o n d A 1 1 o c h t h on 1 n C h a p t e r 3 a nd 
the Hughes Lake Allochthon in Chapter 4, ·Cover rocks of the ' 
Carbonifl!rous· Deer Lake Basin are described briefly in 
Chapter 5. ... A.brief introduction _ and summary acao•pany each 
chapter to which the reader may refer for a quick appraisal 
' of the geology of each terrane. A ta~le of format~ons_ is 
given in Table l. !" 
By way of clarification the reader is advised of 
certain aspects of format tO· be used 1 n the chap t e r s t o 
follow. Firstly, in order to facilitate the _ description and 
location of specific outcrop lo~alities cited, e~ch locality 
h8's been allocated a number • . A rnap on which numbers 
have been compiled is g~ven in the back pocket of this 
report •. Sec.Qnd, in many_, cases uno.fficial , nJmes . have I 
- giv~n to :certain geographic features within the 
Wherever .an unofficial name i~ used it is placed 
·been 
are a. 
within 
single parentheses eg.' 'Old Mans Pond Road' .• These names 
are not marked on existing topograp~ic maps but · have been . 
marked on the geologic map given in the back pocket. 
> 
I I . 
I 
TABLE l: Table of formati ons, .Ol d Mans Pond .area. 
~ CARBO'NATE OLD MANS POND HUGHES LAKE ·) SEQUENCE . ~LLOCHTHON ALLOCHTHON ,-E . ' 
CARADOC : .. 
o , 
z LLA~D 
~ LLANV (.) 
- -> · 
-{ . . 8 0 ARENIG 8 . C' . ..:I c Sj/ GEORGE ..:I ::.::> ::.::> .:X: a: ~ 11.4 0 11.4 
TREMADOC I 
. B~UE CLIFF ' ? METAGABBRO ? u E-< ( Le;~tesque, 1~77) Ul :::J • / ~ 
r 
~ :X: z " 8 < tl) 0 - M ::.::> BOBBYS BROOK z a: ~ 0 al :X: p. E-< Po. . . ~ U) ::::> 
< COVE ~ 0 ~ OTTER BROOK ~ SOUTH BROOK (.) 1- --- ? ---- - (.OJ E-< ~ P.. - t--- --.,- --- ~- ..,.... ---- - - 5 e> 5 . .. L Cl 
. ..:I Qtl)~ 
POND 0 ~:::Jt.:l . CANAL LITTLE NORTH POND ~ 
-----------
.-tADAYNIAN \ / DEER POND VOLCANICS ? ' . ? f-- -- - - -------HELIKIAN & OLDER ROUN D POND C0t-1PLEX 
.. 
j 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CARBONATE SEQUENCE 
2 .I INTRODUCTION 
Rocks of the ~arbon~te sequence underlie ~ 
portio!' of th•e Olii Mans Pond area. They are best exposed at 
Goose Arm and can be traced .northeast and eastward ·across 
the northe·rn fringe of the area where they become 
progressLvely more meiamorphosed and recrystallized. Low•st 
exposed units along the western margin of the area have been 
referred "to as the Penguin Cove, Formation (Lilly,l963) at 
Goose Arm and the Relucta~t Read Formation (Lilly,1963) at 
Old Mana Pond. Som' revi~lon of this nomenclature may be 
pend i n g (Levesque , 1 9 7 7 ):.' 
The bulk of the remainder oi the carbonate s~quence has 
been -correlated ·with the lower Ordovician .St ~ George Group 
although, locally, roc~a of Upper tambrian age have been 
delineated 
Goo s e Arai ;_ 
(eg. overlying the Penguin Cove Format i on a t 
L e v e s q u e , 1 9 7 7 ) • Roc k a o f t h e m i d d l e 0 r do~~ c ~1 n 
Table .Head Group , (Klappa et a l;l980).nave been ' recogniz:ed 
just west of 
\ 
I the are a of interest 
' 
(Williams et a l,l98 2 , 
i 
I 
·• 
i 
18 
1983). 
The "various . units of the carbonate ~equence a re 
discussed below. 
2.2 PENGUI~ COVE FORMATION: 
(i) Definitiqn and n~menclature: 
• 
The Penguin Cove Forma~ion is e~posed in the cores o f 
two ~pright to w~aterly inclined anticlines 6n opposing 
shores of Goose Arm. It is also found between Goo~e · Arm and 
Old - Hans · Pond where it has through a 
combination of foldin~ ind faultin~:· 
Lilly (19~3) was ~he first to recognize and define this 
formation where. it · is exp~sed on . the 'north ·shore of Goose 
. · · A . .. . . 
Arm at Penguin Cove • . Le_vesq ,ue ·(1977) r;eexami~ed th·e Penguin 
Cove- Format'io'n on both the north aRd south shor~s of Cbose ~' 
Arm a ,nd inte.rpre.ted it ·to _ con.sist of two separate parts: a 
i . . . . . . l~wer, clastic se·quence ,which he .recommended re~at..p the name 
Penguin Cove and . an upper, predom~naritiy ~arbon~te sequence 
which he renamed .the Wolf Brook Formation, Despite this 
more . . recent reclassifrication ..,. . the . early nomencla~ure . is 
retained here. pending formalization of th~ strafigraph1c 
) 
19 
\ 
names. 
(ii) Lithology, _ stratigraphy and thickn,ss: 
At Its type section the lowest part of the Penguin Cove 
is characteri~ed by in~erbedded whit~ to pinkish quartz 
s andstones, dark grey siltstones and shale. The sandstones 
are well sorted and certain beds show features suggestive of 
soft sediment deformation or slumping .( L ill y , 1 9 6 3 ; 
Levcsque,l977). Middle parts of the section consist 
p r'edomiuantly of thin-bedded siltstones, sandstones and 
Hhale .with ~inoc limestone and dolostone interbeds. Upper 
beds are predo~inantly dark grey lim'estones and buff 
do los tones with minor shale i n t ·e r be d s a n d a r e quite 
distinctive in thai the limestones are commonly ?olitic and 
,· 
contain ·oncolites or "button algae" • 
. 
Between Goose Arm and Old Hans Pond the Penguin Cove 
Formation consists of dark grey, oncolitic limestones as 
well as mi~or dolpstones, black shale and pin~ quartzites •• 
The stratigraphic o~der of this sect_ion is poorly understood 
· · I 
and may be complicated by folding and/or faulting. Lilly 
( 1963) suggested that thi's exposure constitutes an anticline 
which is overturned to the west. 
At Goose Arm the Penguin Cove · Formation is con f o rmabl y 
- -.... ·-··-~---- -.r- . -··- - - - --
\. 
2o 
overlain by buff dolomitic carbonates which are Upper 
Cambrian in age (Levesque,l977). In th~ vicinity of Window 
Pond, rocks of the Reluctant Head Formation reportedly 
uncon·f orma bly over lap the Penguin Cove Formation 
(Lll.ly,l963). The base of the sequence is nowhere exposed. 
The exposed thickness of the Penguin Cove Formation at 
its type section is . roughly 200 metres. 
(iii) Age and correlatio'n: 
\ L 111 y ( i 9 6 3 , p • 2 9 ) reported that e ;x: p o s u res o t P'e n g u 1 n 
Cove equivalents near the village. of Lomond to the northeast 
of ~he study area are separated from rocks, of the Forteau 
• i 
Formation of the Labrad~r Group by a narrow channel and that 
the upper beds of the Forteau are id-entical · to the bottom 
beds of the Penguin Cove, thus.implying that the Penguin 
~ 
is for the most part . Y.ounge.l:' than middle Lower 
Cambrian. 
part 
Leve~4~e (1977) was able to de(ine the age of the u~per 
oi. the Pengtt>1J1 Cove ForJAa~_~n as ea~ly Middle Cambrian 
or younger on the presence of ptychopa r 1.o1,d trilobite and 
. . ~ 
phosphatic brachiopod fragments collected from the base of 
his Wolf 
.. 
B..r o 9 k f o r 11 a t·i o n ( u p p e t Penguin Cove) . .. By 
lnferrence this suggests ~ late lower Cambrian age for the 
\ 
. . 
. ;.- ,~, 21 . 
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lower part of the Penguin Cove making Lt correlative in part 
with the Hawke Bay Formation of the Labrador Group (James et 
al,l98Q). · The upper p~rt of the Penguin Cove ma..x also be 
correlative with the Hawke Bay Formation which is oolitic 
- \ . I 
and oncolitic in its upper parts at Canada Bay an4 where it 
overlies the Indian ,Head Complex (James et al,l980). 
Alternatively, it may be correlative with the March Point 
~ormation of the Port au Port Gro~p which is lithologically 
simi'lar (James et al.,l980;in prep; N. James, pers comm 
1982) • . 
/ 
Durlng ~the ~odrse df this study a fragment of the 
trilobite Ko o t e n i a !.E. ~ (identification by D.Boyce,1982; 
see Plate 1) of upper Middle Cambrian age was found in an 
\. 
oncolitic bed in the section between Goose Arm and Old Hans · 
Pond, lending further suppprt to the ab~ve ~orrelation. 
Koot~nla is also found in the base of the Cow Head Group and 
in the Cooks Brook Formation of the Humber Arm Alloch t .hon 
(R.K.Ste .vens, pers comm,1982). 
, 
----------------- .. -
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PLATE 1: Kootenia ~· from the Penguin Cove Formation, Old 
Mans Pond area. Identification and photograph by 
D. Boyce. Magnification l.SX. 
2.3 RELUCTANT HEAD FORMATION: 
(i) Definition and nomenclature: 
Lilly (1963) was the first to use the name Reluctant 
Head to describe that sequence of thinly interbedded 
limestones and muddy dolostones exposed at 'Reluctant Head' 
on the south shore of Old Mans Pond. Schuchert and Dunbar 
(1934) had recognized a lithologically similar sequence in 
the Humber Gorge 30 km to the south of this locality which 
Walthier (1949) later allocated to his Grand Lake Brook 
Series. McKillop (1961) promoted this sequence to group 
23 
status and, more recently, Kennedy (1981) divided the group 
. into two formations and applied the name Reluctant Head to 
the upper, more extensive of the two. · He also suggested 
rhat the type locality of the Re~uctant Head Formation be 
taken as that section exposed along 'Grand Lake Brook ' . 
This sugges~ion is refuted herein since the Reluctant Head 
Formation is best expased and least deformed at tbe type 
locality on Old Mans Pond ~uggested by Lilly (1963). 
(11) Distribution: 
Rocks of the Reluctant Head Formation have been 
recognized and delineated as far north as Long Pond and a s 
. far ~outh as Balls Pond during this phase 
Equivalent lithologies were observed to ~~e north of the map 
area while to the south simi.lar lithologies are known in the 
Humber Gorge 'and beyond in a belt which extends to th.e 
. 
southern end of ·crand Lake ~Kennedy,1980; see Figure 3). 
Best exposures occur at 'Reluctant Head' .on Old. Hans 
Pond and just north of the bend in Hugh~s Brook where a 
large, slightly overhanging c:l1 f f face exposes 
\ 
a nearly 
complete sect 1 on through the Reluctant Head Formation 
(Locality 414). Immediftely north of Old M~ns Pon d recent 
logging operations have exposed num~roua outcrops of this 
"' formation including a well expos~d transect across its 
/ { 
\ · 
\ 
i 
/ 
FIGURE 3: Reluctant Head 
Formation and equivalents in 
the Old Mans Pond-Corner Brook 
Lake area. 
(after Williams et al, 1982 
and Kennedy, 1981) 
LEGEND: 
~ Reluctant Head Formation 
CIJ Grand Lake Brook Group 
0 Bobbys Brook Formation 
0 Twillick Brook Formation 
~ ···  
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contact with overlying St.George Group carbonates (Locality 
2 8) • 
(iii) Lithology, stratigraphy and thickness: 
The Reluctant Head is a distinctive lithologic unit 
' characterized- by thin (2-3 em) interbeds of limestone and 
muddy dolostone. Where weathered the limestones are grey 
·and the . dolostones ·a dull br o.wn. In relatively fresh 
expostres. such 'as those present along recently constructed 
wo~ds roads. the limestones are medium grey while the 
dolostones weather a brillant orange giving the rock a 
s~riking ribboned appearance (Plate 2). In these relatively 
unweathered· exposures the limeston~and dolostone interbeds 
may be seen to be comprised of very thin (l-2mm) laminae~ I . 
" No other primary sedimentary features were ob~erved. 
Also characterisitic of 
"\ 
the Reluctant Head are 
carbonate breccia or flat-pebb~e conglomerate units (Plat~ 
3). These breccia units are usually present as- lensoid 
bodies 
metres 
tabular 
which are no more than two metres thick and 10-20 
long. Internally the 
limestone fragments 2- 3 
b~'ta 
tltWY1 ~m'f!jlck 
units consist of 
and up to 30 em in 
length which are oriented ' roughly parallel t" ··one anoth-er. 
ln·tac t strata which bound , these breccia lenses _above and 
below generally demonstrate a conformable relationship; ie • 
.. 
\ 
s.; 
-5~ 
4.; 
-3.; 
-2~ 
PLATE 2: Thinly interbedded limestone (dark grey) and 
dolostone (light grey) of the Reluctant Head 
Formation. Scale is in inches. 
PLATE 3: Platy carbonate breccia typical of Reluctant 
Head Formation. 
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the brecci.as do not appear to scour into underlying beds nor 
do they protrude through overlying strata. The proportion 
of clasts or fragm~nts to matrix in these breccias varies 
and the matrix is g·enerally scericitic and variably 
dolomitic in nature. In most of the occurrences of these 
breccia units observed north of Old Mans Pond both the 
limestone fragments and matrix. are commonly oolitic, 
Lilly (1963) attributed these breccia as being 
related to slumping into a basin •. Levesque ( 1977) has 
described virtually identical "edgewise conglomerate" units · 
in Middle and Upper Cambrian Btrata · which he ascribes to 
being storm generated in origin. The latter interpretation 
is preferred here. 
The uppermost beds of the Reluctant Head are invariably 
oo 1 it i c. nature. A t hi ri -sect io·n of one of these oolitic beds 
revealed the oolites to be slight'ly flattened and 
demonstrating a relict radiating structure. Lower and 
middle portions of the Reluctant Head are poorly understood 
from a stratigraphic standpoint. Lilly (1963) proposed that 
the distinctive carbonate breccia units mentioned above . .... 
characterize lowest ps>rtions of the Reluctant Head only. 
Observations made during this study failed to substantiate 
this and 1 n s t e ad i t w a s f o u n d t h a t t h e b r e c c i a u n i t s .o c c u r 
throu·ghout the section. Recognition of 
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large, isoclinal, recumbent ,east-vergfng f olds in the t ype 1 
section and similar, smaller• structures at other local e s 
indicate 
' that, . interna.lly, the Reluctant Head •is much mo r e 
complex than first realiz e d and that the order ..Df specifi c 
urrits is s t: ru c t u r a 11 y rather than stratigraphic a lly, 
controlled. 
The thickness of the Reluctant Head at the type locale 
p 
was quoted as roughly 800ft (250m) by Lilly (1963). In 
vie~t of the structural complexity of the f~ation this 
.,, 
thickness 'may be considerably eu'ggerated. 
(iv) Structure: 
Bedding and cleavage in the Reluctant ffead Formation 
both s t r i k e a p p r oX 1 m a t e 1 y . n o r t h e a s t a n d d 1 p m o d e r a t e 1 y t o 
the northwest. Large, east-vergent isoc.lines wer e n o t ed i n 
. I . . . . 
the section at ' Reluctant Head' and a eim'ilar fold style is 
suggested in the cliff section north of Hughe s j Brook · wh e re 
r~pid alternation in : the aBsymetries of small scale fo l ds 
across the section in.dicates large scale recumb e nt 
I> . foldi ng. 
Fold axes are invariably near~y horizont a l and t r en d 
no rthe a s .ter ly. 
Along t he shore line nortl)west of 'R e luctant Head' a 
. 
1ma 11 -s c a le, east-dipping thrust involving Relu c t a n t Head 
j 
. ;; 
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rocks is evident (Plate 4) • This thrust steepens and 
eventually becomes overturned alon& . strike to the north. 
PLATE 4: East-dipping thrust fault exposed along the north 
shore of Old Mans Pond. This fault places the Rel-
uctant Head above the St.George Group. To the north 
the fault steepens and becomes overturned to the 
southeast. 
Detailed work on the carbonate sequence in this area 
indicates that as much as 200 to 300 m~res of section is 
missing beneath this fault (H. Williams, pers comm, 1983). 
(v) Contact relationships: 
The contact of the Reluctant Head Formation with 
overlying rocks is well demonstrated in a number of 
localities including the type section at 'Reluctant Head', 
the cliff face just north of the bend in Hughes Brook and, 
·- ---· 
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'-. along the woods road which leads from Old Mans Pond to Goose 
Arm. · At each locale the overlfing lithologies consist of 
massively bedded, . buff to almost w_hite do lost ones, These 
• 
0 
do los tones were correlated with .the . lower Ordovician 
St,.George Group by Lilly (1~63); however, critical 
identification has 
not yet been made and the possibility 
exists that they may be at least partly 
upper ~ambrian in 
age. 
The ~_pper contact of the Reluctant Head is' best exposed 
along the woods road l~ading fro~ Old Mans Pond to Goose 
Arm. Here the Reluctant Head becottes progressively mrire 
dolomitic neaf the contact and extensive ~urrowing is 
' evident (Plate 5). The upper few thin limestone beds only 
are solit1c and these mar.k an abrupt contact with the 
"" 
overlying massive 
dolo a~ ... 
... 
The strafigraphic base of. the Reluctant He a d Formation 
is nowhere preserved. Its contact w-ith the Old Man.s Pond 
group is a narrow .interface cha~acterized by intense 
deformation, This contact repres~nts an important 
structural juncture in the Old Mans Pond area. 
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PLATEs: Typical burrowed nature of the Reluctant Head For-
mation near its contact with massive dolostones· 
above. Photograph taken along woods road north of 
Old Mans Pond 
(vi) Age and correlation: 
.. 
The Reluctant Head Formation was al~tted a Cambrian 
age by Lilly (1963) based on correlation with similar rocks 
at the Humber Gorge (Grand Lake Brook Group) from which 
Schuchert and Dunbar (1934) removed a few poorly preserved 
trilobites. The similar stratigraphic position of both the 
Reluctant Head and Penguin Cove Formations below more 
massive carbonate sequences infers approximately equivalent 
ages for both although a presumed unconformable overlap of 
the former over the latter near 'Window Pond' suggests a 
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'.slightly younger age for the Reluctant Head (L·illy, 1963). 
It is the opinion of ~his author that the Reluctant 
Head is in fact slightly younger than th~ Penguin Cove 
Formation and may be equivalent to portions . of the· Petit 
Jardi~ and/or March Point Formations of the Port au Port 
Group (James et al, in prep.) which are lite middle to upper 
Cadlbt'i an in age. An attempt to confirm this inferred age 
throu_gh analysis of several samples for conodonts proved 
fruitless eJtc.ept in revealing ~ few sm,ll worm tubes which 
remained after dissolu.tlon in acetic .acid. 
Lithic similarities ~nd inferred age cons ide.ra ti ons 
suggest that the Reluctant Head Formation represents a 
.proximal, ~utochthonous facies equivalent of the Cooks . Brook 
Formation of 'the Humber Arm Allochthon. Both are 
characterized by thin bedded ' limestones with either muddy 
dolostone (Reluctant Head) or shale (Cooks Broo~) int~rbed~ 
and both contain subordinate carbonate breccia units, 
parts of the Reluctan.t Head · are oolitic and 
. litho ~o·g~ ~ave been , reported in blocks , within 
Brook Formatlon (James et al,l9BO). 
\ 
the 
Up.p e r . 
s~milar 
Cooks 
, . 
., 
(J 
' I 
·-
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2.4 THE ST. GEORGE GROUP IN THE OL~ MANS POND AREA: 
The bulk of the carbonate rocks ex~os~d in the western ' 
portion of the 
I .. 
I 
Old Mans Pond area have been at best only 
superficially examined except where they are exposed at 
· Goose Arm ~lly,l963; Levesque,l977) and north of . Old Hans· 
" Pond (this study). · In both localities the sequence consists 
of medium to thick-bedded grey t~ white limestones and buff 
' • 
dolostones which, in the case of the Go.ose Arm section at 
least, conformably•overlie strata of Upper Cambrian age and 
ar~ characterized by abundant ichnofossils, scattered _body 
fossifs _ (including coi·led gastropods·) - and 
strom~~litic and cherty horizons (s~e Plates 
less CO!IImon 
6A ~nd 6i3). 
These feat u re.s have led to -correlation -of these rocks, and 
by· inference the 
( • 
bulk of the rearainder of the ·exposed 
carbonate sequ~hce, wi(h the well known St~George Group of 
~o~er Ordovician a~e. 
Based on the better ·exposed sections, stratigraphic 
aubdt vision of these r'oclts into a number of formations · 
(Lilly,l96J) o~ members (Levesque,l977) has been proposed. 
Application of this stratigraphy to the· remainder of the -
carbonate rocks of the area has been hampered by generally 
poor exposure and the rugged nature ~f the terrain. 
St.Gerirge Group equiv~ienti in the Old Mans Pond area 
. - . 
-. 
PLATE 6A: Coiled gastropod in St. George Group north of 
Old Mans Pond. 
PLATE 6B: Block of stromatolitic limestone from the St. 
George Group. Southeast shore of Goose Arm. 
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are involv&d in folds which are open . and upright to slightly 
J 
west vergent • . At R·agla·n Head.' the folds are notably ' bulbous 
in nature . and were previously dubbed ... rabbit e ~ r f o'l d s" " 
(Lilly, 1963). 
northeast in 
Fold axes, beddin~ and 
• 
the ~estern portion of 
cleavage all 
· trend 
I 
the area and swing 
through a broad arc to trend easterly in the northern part 
" of the area. Local recry~tallization of these rocks is 
a common adjacent to major faults in the area (H.William~.pers 
co'1bm ~ 1982). 
\ 
2.5 EASTERN CARBONATE TERRANE: 
Those rocks east of Long Pond which are physically 
continuous with the western carbonate sequence but have been 
'extensively rectystallized are herein : re .ferred to as the 
"eastern ~arbonate terrane". The bulk of these rocks are. 
considered to be metamorpho~ed equivalents of the St. Ce orge 
Group; however, a nuaber of · exposures ~f distinctive 
liihologies unlik~ any of the known St.Georg~ Group do occu~ 
. , ' ' 
and ar~ described below. All of these exposures were 
\ 
observed along ·a large ridge extending south-southeast from 
North Brook. This rid~e is boun~ed by a steep fa~l~ along 
- ' . ~ts wes'tern margin while to the east· and sci'~th s.ubh~ri:tont.al 
Carboniferous sediments drape its (see map _in bac k • 
po·cket). 
. , . 
• 
·-·-----···------ .. ·-- -
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The first of the anomalous lithologies occurs along the 
'Old Mans Pond Road' (Locality 1~~) where a massive, white 
weathering marble containing thin quartz stringers and 
abundant scattered quar~z grains is exposed. In hand 
specimen these grains are well rounded, 1-2 mm in diameter 
and appear to be frosted. In thin section this frosting may 
be seen to be the result of etching by the surrounding 
carbonate material. More significantly though, petrographic 
study reveales that roughly half of these grains 
feldspar (Plate 7). 
PLATE 7: Polycrystalline quartz grain (Q) in carbonate 
matrix. Eastern carbonate terrane, Locality 184. 
The association of feldspar and quartz and 
are 
the 
• 
· ... 
. '
, 
undulose-polycrystalline 
' 
nature of 
3 7 . 
the quartz grains . 
themselves indicate de.rivatian from ~ preexi~ting 
crjstalline pr clastic source area. "./< 
· S i mil-a± s ili c i c l a s t i,c 
carbonates are known in the Cow Head proup (beds 5 · and 6) : 
and within the Petit Jardin .Formation at Felix Cove on the 
Port au Port Peninsula (James et al,l980; · R.K.Stevens, pers · 
comm, 1982). Interesting 1 y, both of these siliciclastic 
h 0 r 1 z 0 n s a r e. 0 f roughly the same age (Middle to Upper 
Cambrian). An additional occurence· of sil t c i clastic 
carbonates was found by H.Williams during the 1981 field 
season along the 'Go~se Arm Road' to the nor~h of the map 
area. these racks ac_cur w:t-t{in a structural slice of the 
H u 111 be r · A r m A 11 o c h t h ·a n ( H • w·illi a m ~ , p t! r ~ com m , 1 9 8 3 ) , F o r 
purposes of comparison a ,sample from this ·iocality ~nd · from 
Bed 6 of th~ Cow Hea-d Group were sectioned and e·xamined 
alon.g with the _sample from the 'Old Hans ~ Pond Road'~· All 
were found to be remarkably similar with r~spect to · . ,, . 
grain composition, size and sha~e, all of which .would t e n.d 
to suggest a Cambrian' rather than Ordovic~an . age for these 
) 
rocks in the Old Mans POild area. 
The second 11 tho logy of 1 q. t e ~ e s t. i n eastern 
carbonate · terrane outcrops roughly 2 It m · sou t .h west of the 
first locale in a large knoll which breaks through the 
surrounding Carboniferous stra ta (Loc~ lity 314). This knoll 
consists of a rather spectacular recrystallized carbonate 
-~ L 
\ . 
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breccia containing equant, angular limestone blocks ranging 
in size from a few centimetres to a half a metre and set in 
a darker carbonate matrix (see Plate 8). 
PLATE a: Blocky marble breccia, eastern carbonate terrane, 
Locality 314. Note equant, angular nature of blocks 
compared to platy breccias of Reluctant Head For-
mation (PLATE 3). 
These breccias are not at all like the pl~tey breccias of 
the Reluctant Head Formation but do vaguely resemble some of 
the breccias found in the Bobbys Brook Formation (Chapter 3, 
Section 3.4). Some of the breccias at Cow Head are similar 
in nature to these breccias but insufficient evidence exists 
to make any direct correlation. In any event, breccias of 
this type are not known in the St.George Group and again a 
broadly Cambrian age is suggested. 
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The last df . the andmalous lithologie; . of the eastern 
carbonate ter'rane occurs along th~e~~~~~h~rn end of 'Helens 
. ·. r:::""' . ~ . . . 
(Locality 464) and alon·g N~.rth Brook just east . of the Brook' 
juncture with 'Helens Brook'. Here silver-grey to greenish 
• phyllites interba~ded wfth buff marbles are exposed. 
Banding is on the order of 1-Z em ~nd isoclinal folding is 
common. This lith~logy is almost identical to portions of 
·' 
the Bobbys Brook Formation of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon 
and, if one takes into accou;nt metamorphism . and 
deformational contrasts, a correlation with the Reluctant 
Head Formation i~easible. Outcrops of this lit holog'y 
along 'Helens Brook' are overlain by' massive, "grey marbles 
. to 
_correlait~e with the St.George Group, suggesting a Cambrian· 
age for"' these ' rocks.' Along North ~rook the"thin ~anded 
marbles and phyllites are separated from massive grey 
marbles to east "" by an 
, ..... 1nl1ei of . ~arboniferous 
conglomerate. 
4 
2.6 CARBONATE S£QUENCE: SUMMARY 
Old 
Carbonate rocks make up a signifi)ant fraction of 
Mans Ppnd area. Except at Goo e Arm these rocks 
the ; , 
are 
poorly exposed; however, broad corr~lationa With better 
known port ions of the autochthonous. carb.()nate sequence of 
, west Newfoundland are possible (see Table - 2). Basal 
' 
" 
r 
.. 
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TABLE 2: Correlation of autochthonous sequence of wes.t 
Newfoundland with carbonate sequence, Old Mans Pond area. · 
z 
<( 
u 
-> 0 
0 
a: 
0 
CARADOC 
LLANO 
LLANV ·· 
AUTOCHTHON 
WEST NE\fFOUNDLAND. 
(James et al, in prep) 
TABLE HEAD 
CARBONATE TERRANE, 
OLIY MANS POND AREA 
TABLE l;fEAD 
1--------+-------- ...... --- r------- -...!._ - --
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ST GEORGE 
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u PETIT JARDIN 
-· .. 
\ 
0.. 
:::l 
0 
Q:; 
(!1 
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(Levesque, 1977) 
~ p:; 
~----~--------~----~ 0 ' ~-------------~ 
MARCH POINT 
~M 
p.., 
::J 
< 
E-o 
IX: 
~ · 
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\~~~~, ~~~~--r---~~------~ 
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~ . 
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~ 
( 
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port: ions of the section are referred to as the Penguin · Cove 
Formation at Goos.e Arm and the Reluctant Head Formation at 
Old Mans Pond ( L i 11 y , 1 9 6 3 ) of 1 ate Law e r - and 0 p per . mi d d 1 e 
Cambrian age respectively. : 
Overlying these · units, and making up the bulk of the 
carbonate sequence, a r e ' m a 8 s 1 v e c a r b o n a t e s c o r r e 1 a t 1 v e ·f o r 
t h e m o 8 t · · p a r t w 1 t h t h 1e lower Ordovi c ikn ( St .George Group. 
." \ _j I To 
the north and east rocks pf. the carbonate sequence have bee n 
extensively recrystalli:r:ed to grey and white . 11arbles·, the 
bulk of which are also correlative with' the St.George Group. 
Notably,minor lithologies not character1s1tic of 
St .Georf~e ·Group were observed. 
l • 
S t r ·u c t u r ~ s 1 n the carbonate sequence show 
t ~e known · 
lfJ 
a marked 
reversal in polarity. In the western part ~'\. the· area 
bedding and cleavage t'rend roughly northeast and t~e rocks 
• 
are involved in open folds which are upright to we s terl y 
inclined. In the vicinity 'of Old ' Mans ·Pond f olds i n the 
.Re luc tan t Head Formation a.re isoclinal and s t 'rongly 
ea8t-vergent while bedding· and c'leavage both t~end northeast 
and - ~ dip moderately to the ho~thwest. In the north e rn pa rt 
of .the ar e a bedding, cleavage and fold axes swing tHrough a 
br.oad arc w.,hi"ch is convex northwards. 
' 
At p r esent .only the broad structur a l and stratig.ra phic 
' . ' 
• 
" 
. ,_ 
I 
,. 
features 
' known. 
terrane 
viewed. 
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of the carbonate sequence presented above are 
, 
Local observations s .uggest t·hat the geology of t hi B 
is much more varied and complex than presently 
More detailed and thoro'ugh study of thes~ r.ocks and 
equivalents exposed to the north . may well prove crucial to 
the understanding of the overall geolog i c · .. history of this 
region. 
· \ 
. i 
, 
------.... - .... 
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CHAPTER THREE 
'{ 
OLD MANS POND ALLOCHTHON 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
r 
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The Old Mans Pon~ Allochthon occupies the central 
..... portion of ,the map area centered roughly on Old Mans 
Mountain ·and eKtending north tQ ~ndian Dock Pond an·d 
south 
to Balls Pond (see Figure 2; also map in back pocket)~ It 
; I 
is surrounded on all s"ides ~ rocks of the carbonate terrane 
except t 6 the southeast where it ~s bounded by the Hughes 
Lak.e Allochthon. 
Rocks of the ',Old '!.!ana Pond · Allochthon hAve been· 
' 
subdivided into thre.e formations . based .on lithic contrasts • . 
To the north, in the vicinity of Canal and Long Ponds, and 
in a small outlier· · just northeast 
of Indian Dock Pond, 
g r e e n ish grey wacke s , sandstones and pur p 1 e s 1 ate s make 
the Can"al Pond Formation. Along the ~outheast m~gin of 
up 
the 
Old Mans Pond Allochthon lies a b'elt of thinly interbedded 
marbles and phyllites r . which are called the Bobbys Brook 
Formation. Completing the Old Mans Pond Allochthon is the 
Ott e r Br.ook Formation w~ich is· primarily acgillaceous in 
1 
\ • . 
( . ( 
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natu,re. being characterized by slaty to phyllitic grey 
shales and silts~~nes with minor coars~r clastic beds. 
·Tog,ether these three formations are designated !} as the Old 
Mans Pond Croup. 
Also included in the Old Mans Pond 
pair I of deformed metagabbro bodies whiQh 
' 
a Allo~n are 
sit :n or\near the 
nor,thern contact of - i the - allochthon f with 
... 
. carbonate 
· sequence. In the sections to" follow a ,. discussion of each of 
t h e ·· 11 t h 1 c u n 1 t s w h ~ c h • JD a k e ~· p t h e , ~ { d . M a n s Po n d Allochthon 
a r e d e s c r i b.e d • This is followed / by a discussion of the 
and the carbonate sequence. 
contact relationship between the 01d 1 Mans 
I 
Pond Allochthon 
'· 
3.2 CANAL POND FORMATION 
(1) Definition and nomenclature: 
the Canal Pond Format ion consists of a series of 
arenaceous metasedimen(s w h 1 c h c h a r a c t e r i z e •. t h e no r t he r n 
portion of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon and are well exposed 
on the shores of Canal Pond. J~e predominantly arenaceous 
--. 
nature of this ·formation ~aakea it inore resistant to 
weather;ing than surrounding rocks. and, as a result .• it forms ... 
large. mostly barren hills and ridges. These barren11 were 
I. 45 
noted by Baird (1960) who thought them ' to be underlain by 
l... . 
sligbtly older rocks than the surrounding terrain. 
. . . A s ma 11 
outlier of Canal Pond rocks occurs tiet~een Indian•Dock Po nd 
and North Brook and probable equivalents ~nde~lie . the 
barrens due south of 'Reluctant Head ' on Old Mans Pond. 
(ii) Lithology: 
The Canal Pond Formation consists primaitly of greenish . . 
grey micaceous greywackes, grey to white quartz 
11andstones and quartz pebble conglomerates. Distinct i ve 
greenish and purple slates for~ a minor yet significant part 
of this formation, All pri~ary feature~ in these sediments, 
including bedding, ha've been masked by a strongly deyelo ped 
micaceous cleavage which generally parallels the reg i onal 
fabric: 
In thin section ~he gr~ywackes consist of undulose to 
polycrystalline quartz and plagioclase feldspar in a matrix 
of IIUSCOVite, ch l orite_ an-d fine grained quartz and feldspar, 
.. 
Accessory eu~edral to subhedral zirco~ are also c ommon. 
~ 
(iii) Structure and metamorp~ism: · 
As p r eviously mentioned, the d olll i lla n t · 
..... 
structural 
element in th e Ca nal Pond Formation i s a st r ongly developed 
. 
• 
• 
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~icaceous cleavage defined by the orientation of ~econdary 
muscovite. This"~leavagc generally trends northe~st ' except 
along the northern margin of the Old Mans Pond Alioch~~on 
• \ where . i,t g r a d u a 1 l y s w 1 n g s a r o u n d to ·trend east-west. 
Commonly a secori~ . cleavage is present ' whioch is nearly 
coplanar with the domin~?ntJcleavage and lends a reticulate 
.. , 
~r phacoidal fabric ~o the rock. 
Heta~orphic grade in the Can a 1 Pond ForiJia t i~'n is 
generally low. The most common mineral assemblage . is 
muscovite-chlorite indicating lower quart.z-feldspar-greensi~ist faci.es metamorphism or less (Winkler,19.79). 
' 
(iv) A~e and Correlation: 
The greenish greyw~ckes and s~ndstones and purplish 
slates of th·e Canal Pon.d · Formation are remarkably similar to 
parts of the Summerside Formation of the Humber Arm 
Alloch than (Stevens , 19 6 5) • In the southwestern part of the 
area'Canal Pond rocks are separated from exposures, of the 
Summerside Por~atiQn.by a mere 3-4 km gap an~ . the lithologic 
character, a~ru~tural style and metamorphic grade of the two 
\ format.ions In 'th.ls are.a is nearly identical (H.W1lliams,pers 
comm, J982) • . If· correlation of these two formations iB 
~ctepted ( roughly lover Cambrian age is implied for the 
Canal P~nd Fo~mation • 
. , 
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3.3 OTTER BROOK FORMATION 
(i) Definition: 1 
The Otter Brook Formation comprises th~~ aeries of 
r~cks whi~~ underlie~ the major - portion of the Old Mans Pond 
\ . . . . 
Allochthon from the east end ' of Old Mans Pond to Otter 
Brook. Due . to the· shaly natur~ of this formation 
0
exposure 
is general!~ ·poor ex,cept for newly created outcrops along 
the 'Old Mans Pond Road' and subsidiary logging roads • and 
"along stream beds in the vicinity of Old Mans Pond and Balfs 
Pond.' 
(illy (19~3) originally interprete~ i:he pre dominantly 
argillaceous lithologies 6f t .he Otter Brook Formation as 
being conformable above that sequence · of arenaceous rocks in 
, 
the vicinity of Hughe~ Lake and 
/ Little North Pond and 
allocated both to .the. Mount Musgrave Formation~· With the 
aid of the reeently CQnetructed wood~ roads a new unit has 
heen recogniied between the argillaceous and arenaceous 
members . of . Lillys Mount .)Musgrave Format 'i on and ._., the 
relati~nship betweep all three has been reinterpreted. 
Lillys nomencl~ture ii therefore discontinued. 
'. 
4.8 
{i i .) Litho logy: 
.. 
The bulk of . the Otter Brook Formation consists of 
predominantly · dar.k grey shales and lighter g'rfy s .iltstones 
' . . ( . 
with subordinate amounts of coarser cl~stic material ranging 
from gr~enlsh, micaceous sands to pure white quartzites an~ 
quartz pebble conglo~erates. 
Metamor p hism. of these rocks is slight, not . e.xceeding 
.lower · .greensc"hist facies, however developmeni of ~ str a ng 
slaty cleavag€ and transposition pf bedding has all. but 
destroied primary . sedim~ntary features and stratigraphi~ 
continuity within the sequen~e. As a result of the strong 
' transposition, coarse~ clastic units are usually prese n t ai 
. . 
d i s c on t 1 n u o u s be d s . o r l e n s e s • . I n . ma•n y c a s e s t h e · b e d s s h ow 
grading which indicates tops alternate}y ~o t~e west and 
east suggesting large scale isoclinal foldini t~roughout the 
sequence. In one instante, what appears to be a single bed 
is graded outwards from the centre, indica,tins that it is a 
. 
single isoclinally folded bed. The hinges of such f~lds are 
rarely preserved but are invariably anti formal where 
o .bse rved. 
Several anomalous litholQgies ma~ e up a minor part of 
the. Otter Brook , Formation and while it is not possible to 
place.strat1Rraph1c constrafnts on these 
.. 
1 
occurrences they 
.. 
. - ~ 
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may be significant in terms of paleoenvironmental 
interpretation and regional correla"tion and thus warrant 
consideration. 
In the area between Otter Pond and Tern Pond (Locality 
120) several occurrences of carbonate fragments associated 
with dark grey shales outcrop. In two of these outcrops the 
fragments consist of white recrystallized limestone augen 
oriented with their long axes parallel to the slaty cleavage 
in the shales (Plate 9). 
PLATE 9: White limestone fragments in grey, 
of Otter Brook Formation. Scale is 
slaty shales 
in centimetres. 
Other outcrops in this area consist of large mounds or hills 
of carbonate breccia surrounded by dark grey to black 
'· 
J ) 
·!. 
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Co m p o n e 'n t s o f J th e se brecc!as .are exclusively shales. ., grey 
marble fragmen s 
which generally do not exc~ed 10-20 em in 
diameter. The isolated nature of these outcrops makes 
. . _ iJ·irpretation 
-./ <>·-~ 
ifficult. 
~ 
-South of 0 d . Hans Pond (Lo c ality 249), carbonates are 
again found 3fSSo~1ated with 'the Otter Brook Forma.tion . In 
this locality buff. marble f·ragments up to half a metre in 
~~along ~ith fragments of ~ark shale 
-diameter are found in a medium to coarse pebbly sand matrix., 
and r~~dish sandstone. 
Th(!se rocks are obviously conglomeratic in nature. 
P~stdepasitional deformation h~s flattened the frag111ents 
into discs. A similar ~~sociation of carbonate fragments 
and · clastic sed.iments has been reported from the Irishtown 
Formation of the Curlin~ Group (Stevens,l965; pers. 
co mm • I 9 8 2) • . 
A short s~ction of purple shales and s(ltstones occur-
1 n t"he SE!'cond 
(Locality 254). 
st~eam to the west of the above•lo~allty 
Thls · ia · the only documen~ea occurrence of 
such lithologies in the otherwise uniformly grey Otter Brook 
Formati on although similar rocks are common in the Canal 
~ond Formation. 
Along · the . 'Old Hans Ponf Road' just east of tbe ·contact 
with ~he Reluctant Head Formation (Locality 48). the Otter 
.. ' . 
l . 
. 
i. 
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'-...... 
Brook Formation changes . cha~acter significantly. Here 
gre~ 
shales 
and siltstones gi~e way to predominantly greenish 
----
s il t .s tones , a n'd, in · one locality, medium beds o( buff 
dolostone and quartz sandstone o~cpr 1n . dark shales. Again 
~uch lithologies are atypical of the Otter Brook Formation 
and, tlt present, no knowri correlatives exist tn the area. 
I t m.a y ~ 11 be t p a t t h e s e r o c k s a r e c o r r e 1 a t i v e w i t h c 1 a s t i c 
~ediments . which locally underlie the Re l uc tan t Head 
Formation to the south (Stag Hill Formation of Kennedy,l98l) 
although more de~alled work would be necessary to establish 
this co ,rreJation. Alternatively, ~imilar lithologie~ have 
been reported from the . Irishtown· Formation where exposed a ·t ·' 
Bonne Bay (Quinn and Williaru,l983) ~. 
Exposures of white quartz sandstones and coarse pebbly 
conglomerates in the falls at the mouth of Otte~· Brook and 
under the hill , east of this loc~le (Locality 81) are 
anom!lou~ within ihe Otter Brook Formation and were formerly 
though~ to be correlative with parts - o~ the Penguin Cove . 
Formation (Lilly,l96,J). These · sedlments are thickly bedded . 
and demonstrate grading in places. Clasts '1 n the 
comglo~erates are primarily blue . quartz, however, lesser 
. . 
a mounts of grey phyllite, red haematitic sandstone and w.hite 
. ~ 
s ubhedral feld~par are pre s ent. These sandstone!! and 
conglomerates are identical to certain parts of the Cana 1 
Pond Formation, especiallt where ~~posed in the v1c1nltj of 
• 
, 
' ' 
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Tomtit Pond and, along with .tHe purple slates typical of the 
• 
C~nal Pond Formation described.above; serve to demonstrate 
the difficulties inherent in separating two lithic 
units in th~ field. 
~ m1nor yet ubiquitous component of the Otter Brook 
Formation is thin, discontinuous quartz-feldspar-chlorite 
stringt-rs. The significanc~,of thes~·stringers is not fully 
understood. - They may be similar to those described by 
Kennedy (1981) which he has relat e d to magmatic "events to 
"the east (Topsails Batholith). Simliar stringer8 are found ' 
in the remainder of the Old Ma~s Pond Group and in the 
I . 
Hughes Lake Allochthon but none are present in the carbonate 
" 
.sequenc:e. 
(iii) Structure: 
The predominantly argillaceous Otter Brook Format i on 
exhibits a strong slaty cleavage throughout. 
trends roughly northea~t and invariably dips 
the northwest. In a 
I 
few instances ~ this 
Th i s c 1 e a vag e 
moderately to 
cleavage i s 
d~monetrably ~xlal pianar to eaat-vergent tight to i s o c l i nal 
. . 
folds which vary from ~ few centimetres to one or two metres 
in ~ize. Alternation s in facing directi o n as · determined 
from gr-ading 
0 
a nd variations i n b e dding - clea vage 
relationships lndicate .. that large acale isocl i na l f o l d ing 1~ 
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common throughout the sequence. Other structural elements 
~ ; 
in the Otter Brook Formation include a weak ~leavage which 
is nearly coplanar with the dominant cleavage, local kink 
folding of the dominant cleavage about horizontal 
axial 
planes ah,, an open, east-dipping late fracture cleavage. 
' ' 
(iv) Meta~orphism: 
As previously stated the rneta~orphic grade of the O''tter 
Brook Fotmation is low, not exc~eding lower greenschist 
facies. A s~ight metamorphic gradient does exist from west 
to east with the shales becoming progress.ively .more 
phyllitlc towar.ds the east. 
.• 
Along the 'Old Mans Pond Road', just south of Old Han 
Mountain (Locality 1 4 7) a • number of occurrences of s mali:' 
i ncip i e·n t porphyroblasts were noted in 'the slates. 
Examination of thes~ porphyrdbla~ts under the petrographic 
microscope revealed them to be chloritoi~ (Plate' 10). 
Chloritoid is characteristic of metapelttes of fairly 
restri~;ted composition (high Al.a,03 and Fe/Hg ratio) but may 
be stable over a wide r~nge _ of P~T conditions depending upon 
associated minerals and the partial pressures of 
water and 
_oxygen in the rock (Hiyashiro,l975) • 
.. 
---- -------------
• 
' ,. 
,. 
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PLATE 10: Chloritoid porphyroblasts in slate, Otter Brook 
Formation. Magnification 40X. 
(v) Contact relationships: 
The boundaries between the Otter Broo-k Formation and 
the other units of the Old Mans Pond Group are generally 
poorly defined. The relationship between the argillaceous 
rocks of this formation and the arenaceous Canal Pond 
Formation is highly esoteric, involving more of a broad 
transition than a well defined contact. As mentioned 
previously it is not uncommon to find rocks typical of the 
Canal Pond Formation intimately associated with the Otter 
Brook Formation and vice versa. This intermixing is 
•• 
probably a direct result of structural complexity withi n the 
Old Hans Pond All o chthon. 
!. 
) 
The contact with the to the Bobbys~ Brook Fo~tion 
southeast' is sharp e r b u t nowhere exposek. This r esu l ts 
largely from the fact that both units are ' es -s e ntially shaly 
. in nature and therefore n o t well exposed or easily separated 
in the f ield. That the contact between the t~o is te,cton.ic 
in nature remains as a distinc t possib:llity which arises 
larg-eiy out of its sharp na_t;ure and simple outline and the 
apparent thinning or omission . of the Otter Brook Formation 
along ita ~ortheastern end. 
(vi) Age and correlation: 
Lilly ( 19_63) cor related the· a rgillace ou s rocks of the 
~ 
Otter Brook Formation (uppe~ member .of his Mount Musgrav e 
,.--
Formation) with the Fort:eau Formation . of the La.brador Grou p . 
thus inferr_ing a Cambrian age foi these rocks • . To date no 
fossils have been found in the Ott.er Brook Formation. 
Lithi c aim 11 a r1 t 1 e s suggest . that the Otter Brook .. 
·\ formation is a co~r e lative of th e Iriahtown Formation o f the 
Humber Ar.m Allochthon, thus imply~ng a late ·. lower Cambr i a n 
age ~ The presence of limestone con glome rates and 
distinctive qwart z pebble conglomerate units 
~ in both t h e 
' 
. . 
. ' 
. / 
/ 
1 
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Otter Brook and Irishtown Formations selv~s to strengthen 
this correlation. Missing· in the Otter Brook Formation are 
L , • 
coarser conglomerate units of the Irishtown Formation (Quinn 
and Williams,l983). ' 
The Otter Brook Formation may also correlate with mo.re 
distal portions of the Hawke Bay Formation of the Labrador 
/ 
Group which outcrop in the vicinity 
north of the map area. These 
of Bonne ' Bay to the 
rocks are lithologically 
similar· to the Otter Brook (R.K.Stevens, per a comm,l982); 
however, detailed sedimentological · evidence would be 
required to prove whether the Otter. Brook is in fact 
correlative with these rocks · or with the . more d.istal 
Irish town. It is suggested here t:ha t , rocks · of the Otter 
Brook Formation 
were originally situated &Gmewhere between 
the Hawke Bay and Irish-town Formations and are 
~} 
correlative with both. 
3. 4 BOBBYS BROOK FORMATION · 
(4-). Definition and nom~ncla~ure: 
thus partly 
The Bobbys Brook Formation was previous1y unrecognized 
in the Old Ha~Pond area. Lilly (19f)3) makes no mention of 
thesf! rocks and pres~mably failed to distinguish them -from 
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his Mount Musgrave Formation. 
Th~ _ type locale for this formation is where 'Bo.bbys 
Brook.' crosses the 
'Old Manj Pond Road' east of Old Mans 
Pond. Best exposures by far occu .r along the 'Old Mans Pond 
Road' and the subsidiary woods road which leads to t .he south 
...  ~ 
8hore of Old Hans Pond • 
(11) Distribution an"d thickness I 
The Bo?bys Brook Formation fies J. n · a belt extending 
along the 
southeast border of the Old Mans Porid All9chthon 
from the 'southern end of the easterp. carb6'nate terrane to 
Balls Pond. The width of this belt averages t .wo kilometres, · 
however, the true s t rat !graphic thickness . of the Bobbys 
Brook F'orma t 1 on is certainly very much less tha_n this • 
having been repeated 'many times through intense folding .and 
transposition. 
·· cut) Lithology: 
At 1t s
1 
type locality the Bobby a Brook F o rmation 
\. consists of 2':"'3 c1i thick interbeds of coat"'sely crystalline • 
grey to buff IIUlrble separated by layers of silver-grey 
phyllite {Plate 11). A'lao· present a re- thick ( 2-3 •) beds of 
marble breccia. 
., 
Blocks in these breccias range from equan·t 
·-·~· 
--..... -, .. :""'._ ... -~. :~-"". . "":"."" __ ,....., _________  
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PLATE 11: Thinly interbedded grey marble and silver-grey 
phyllite, Bobbys Brook Formation, type locality. 
Note bedding-cleavage relationships. Scale is · in 
inches. 
PLATE 12: Well preserved oncolites in breccia matrix, 
Bobbys Brook Formation, Locality 334. 
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to tabular and generally do not exc~ed 30 em in diameter. 
I Towards the southeast the Bobbys Brook Formation 
progressively more shaly .but . st)ll contains thin wisps of 
marble. 
Of special note are two anomalous lithologies within 
·the formation. The first of the•e occurs at the southeast 
end of . Balla Pond (Locality 334) where coarse carbonate 
breccia containing oolites and oncolites in their 
matrix outcrop (Plate 12). Thes~ breccIa beds overlie a 
sequence of limey shales and phyllites which contain a few 
sandstone beds and are overlain by interbedded marble and 
phyllite. The hill to the north of this o~tcrop is 
comprised almost solely of a spectacular carbonate 
containing equant blocks up to half a metre in diameter. 
The oceurrenc~ of oncoiites / ln the matrix ·of these breccias 
ls signific"ant in that it represents the only fossil 
locality in the Old Mans Pond Group. 
The second lithology of iniere~t occurs near the 
extreme north end of the belt of Bobbya Brook rocks along 
the .. contact with Otter Brook and Canal Pond lithologies to· 
the northwest (Locality 497). Here a single outcrop of 
dark, thick!~ bedded oolitic marbl! Wf.S found to outcrop 
along with thin bedded marble and phyllite and marble 
breccia. Exposure . in this area is poor and the ~elatlonship 
6 0 
between these three lithologies could not be determined. 
It is note~orthy ehat both of these occurrence~~;'J 
oolitic/oncolitic li.thologies 11~ at or near the northwest 
boundary of the Bobbys Brook Formation. It may be that 
these rocks represent a stratigraphic m~rker within the 
foxmation, however, as with the Otter Brook Fprmation, 
structural complexity precludes a~y inferrenc e as to exactly 
where in the stratigraphic seqdence they may fit. 
A number of samples of the Bobbys B ~oo~ Formation ~ere 
dissolved in acetic ~cid in an attempt tq extract conodonts 
for age dating purposes. While the search for conodonts was 
unsuc c essful, the presence of sponge spicules, bornite and 
chalcopyrite in the residual heavy fraction provided an 
'.':" 
interesting sidelight. Also of interest was ~ thick oil 
film which develQyed on the sur;face of the acetic acid baths 
during dissolution. 
(iv) Structure and ~etamorphism: 
As with the Otter Brook Formation, t he pr~domina n t ' ~ 
structural ~le•ertt ·within the Bobbys Brook Formation is a 
···.:\ , 
well d e v e lo,ped north~ast -trending, nor~hwest-dipping 
cleavage. Unlike the Ott e r Brook F.ormation, in which . t his 
cieavag~ is .axial plari~r to fold~ which involve be~d1n g . th e 
• 
I o 
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cleavage in the Bobbys ~rool Formation is axial planar to 
isoclinal folds wh~ch fold both bedding and a well developed 
bedding-paralle 1 " fabric, This early fabric ls best 
demonstrated by the phyllitic inter-layets. 
The grade of metamorphism of the Bobbya Brook Formation 
is higher than that of t .he Otter Brook Formation~ Original 
carbonate beds have been 
recrystallized to coarse-grained 
marbles and argillaceous interbeds have been recrystallized 
to strongly _micaceous phyllites, Aside from mica . no other 
secondary •inerals were observed ln thes~ rocks. 
(v) ContaGt rela(iorlshlps: 
The nature ?f the contact of the Bobbys Brook Formation 
with the clast,ic Jr.ocks ~o. the northwea-t i ,s poorly 'Understood 
at thts time. This contact was ~ever observed, ho~ever, it 
must be a fairly abrupt - transition since in a · number of 
localities (.eg. alo~g the 'Old Ha~s Pond Road' , Loca:li t y 
159) the two sequences a ·re separat.ed by a narrow ( l-2 metre) 
' 
gap • I n .. t u it i ve 1 y , t b is contact is thought to · be 
str\&tigraphic ln nature, however, the poss1b1l1ty · that it is 
· at rue tu ra 1 cannot be 
ruled · out cons ide r.i ng the extreme 
thinning, or oaiasion, of the Otter Brook. For~aa t ion along 
ita northeastern end. Its abrupt and simple outline \ ot~er contrasts ~harply with the contact between the tw.o 
.. 
I· 
.I 
L 
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~embers of the Old Man~ Pond Group. 
· The ~ontact between ~h• Bobbys Brook Formatron and ~he 
Round Pond Complex to the southeast will be discusRed in 
Cha~ter 4. 
(vi) Age and correlation: 
., 
B~sed primarily on lithic similarities the Bobbys Brook 
Formation may be correlated with a nu~ber of units in the 
immedi.ate area·. 0 
Its thin-bedded 'arbles and phyllites and carbonate 
breccia units bear· a strong resemblance to the R~lu~~ant 
• Head Form~tion of the carbo~ate sequen~e while the preaence . 
of oolite~ and oncolites noted in two localities suggest 
that at least part of the Bobbys Brook may I • be correlat..tve 
with the uppe~ part o f . · t he P e n g u i n Co • e F o r m a t'i o n • B y 
inferr~nce. the corr~laii6n of the Bobbys Brook formation 
with the Reluctant Head Formation also 1aplies a correl~tion 
with .the transported Cooks Brook Form~tion of the Humber Arm 
Allochthon. /" Oolitic/oncolitic . breccias p~esent alon& the 
'[ . I 
no~thwest margin of l ' the . Bobbys Brook Formation may be 
represented 
Cooks Brook 
. '---.. 
by simil~ccias 
(Jalles et rl· .1'180). 
found · near the baae of the 
• 
', 
1 
J 
.. 
•, 
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The Bo'l>bys Brook Fo.rmation is physically continuous 
with. and nearly identical i; both lithology and metamorphic 
to. )r~cks of grade the Grand Lake Brook Group ·exposed south 
of the map area • Of particular interest here Is the report 
by McKillop (1961) of oolites and oncQlites in Grand Lake 
Brook Grouv rocks very neaJ their contact with overlying St. 
Georg~ Group carbonates south of the Humber Gorge. 
f ' 
. ' 
'• 
In all of the above correlatio~s a · broadly_ middle to 
upper Cambrian age is sugge~ted for the Bobby a Brook 
Formation. 
3.5 THIN-BEDDED CAMBRIAN CARBONATES IN CENTRAL WEST NEWFOUNDLAND 
It is evident f~om the precedil]g discufislons of the 
Bobby a Brook and Reluctant Head 
n 
~....~,, 
Formations and the 1 r 
correlatives that there exists an extensive sequence of 
thinly bedded~ cartonates of roughly Ca•brian age which 
comprise a regionally si~nificarit lithologic unit in the 
central part of west Newfoundland. To date little detafled 
work has been done on these rocks ~d it 
' '----? ~ould be ti~ely to digress slightly here 
is felt · that it 
to highlight the~r 
salient features and possible significance to the \.· 
geology, 
regiona 1 
as well as so11e of the outstanding problems 
as~ociated with the•. Figure 3 ill~st~~tes the distribution 
II 
....  __ •. --·- . . -· - --·-- --- ... 
{ , 
6 4 
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of these 'rocks and the existing terminolo~y which has been 
applied to vario~s part s of the sequence (see p.24). 
. 'Iihe · 
) 
Reluctant 
I • 
H~ad 
j 
Formation (11lly,l963) is 
essentially unmetamorphosed at i~s type section at Old Mans 
Pond put is physically continuous to the BOUth With more 
highly metamorphosed equiv~lents which Walthier (1 949) and 
McKillop (lj61) assigned tb th~ G~and Lake Brook Group. 
Kennedy (1951) subdivided the Grand Lake . Brook Group into 
two formations and named that formation co.prised o f 
r • thin 
bedded c a r b o n..a t e a the Relpctant Head Formation. 
Unfortunately, he also suggestad that the type ar~a fo~ the 
Reluctant Head Formation be taken as that - section exposed 
!ilong 'Grand Lake Brook' in the Corner Brook Lake area. It 
is recommended here that the original typ e section ·at 
Reluct.an.t Head (Lilly,l9~3) be retained since these ro·cks 
are best exposed and least ~etamorphos~d there. Those thin 
be d d e d c a r b o n a t e s t o t h e s o u t h o f t h e . 0 1 d · H a n s Po n d a r e a_ ~ 
be referr~ -· to as the Grand Lake Brook Gro';lp until . 
-~ ,·· s~ch tim! as the p~o~lems of metamorphic 
should 
g r.ade and· minor 
lithic• contrasts with the Reluctan~ Head Formation at Old 
.. 
Hans. Pond can be resolved. 
J:' 
As ~ent io n e d in the preceding section, the ~o~~ys Broo~ 
Format'ion iri • the Old Hans Pond area ia litholog ically and 
met~morphically identic~! to the Grand Lake Brook Group at 
• I 
I 
/ 
., 
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Humber Gorge and shows a much ~loser affinity to the§e rocks 
than does the Reluctant Head Formation. At present, the 
Brook is as formitig part of a 
structurally imbricated and transported sequence ( 0 ld Ha.n s 
Pond Allo~hthon) and. is separated·from the Grand Lake Brook 
Croup by a thrust which r·uns through ·Balls Pond • . A. similar 
situation occurs in the Corner Brook Lake area· ·where the 
Twillick Brook Formation (Kennedy,I98I) i~ corr~lated · with, 
. . 
.. 
but strucfurall;Y separated from;_ the . Grand Lake Brook Group. 
0 I 
Age restrictions which may be placed ~n the Reluctant 
Head For~atlon (see Section 2.3) and litbic considerations 
suggest that these rocks, · and by inferrence .the rest of the 
sequence described above, are correlative with the well 
\ 
known Cooks Brook F,ormatio.n of the t.rat,tsported Cur:ling Group 
'(stevens,I970). This correlat~on is ~1gnificant ih that it 
provides a crucial link between autochthonous (Reluctant 
Head Formation and Grand Lake Brook Group), scr~cturally 
:mbrtcated · (Bobbya Brook and 'Twillick Brook Formations~~nd, 
highly allochthonous portions of a se~tmentary sequence 
which may have in1tialiy fo~med a laterally continous 
sedimentary package during· the evolution of the ancient 
_margin. 
.IHth the atove in mi n.d, further wo.rk on these 
lithologically distinct aequertces could concentrate on: 1) 
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Jirmly ~stablishing t~~ c~rrelationa suggested above (most 
essential to t.his is accurate dat.l'ng of .the individual 
sequences. The Reluctan~ Head F~rmati~n has the IIIO!Jt 
potent~al for success here.); 2) documenting the 
. -'('""" ,.,. 
stratigraphy of these/~eque~ces wherever possible \with an 
eye towards detailing iny c~anges in ~hickness and/or facies 
both along and across strike. 
3.6 DEFORMED HETAGABBROIC ROCK~: 
A pair of deformed metagabbroic boqies were found at or 
near t}le northern contact, of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon by 
H. Williams during the 1981 field season (Localities 450 
and 82). Both occur as isolated dun-brown coloured knobs in 
topograp~lcally low areas. I~ hand specimen the rocks are 
greeniah in ~olour and consist of saussuritized plagioclase 
feldspar and chlorite with minor biotite and possible relict 
hornblende. · 
~imilar mafic to ultramafic _bodies occur a long .a 
tectonic carbonate-metaclastic contact at the south end of 
Grand Lake. (Kennedy, 1981) and have been interpreted there 
~o b~ of ~phidlitic affinity. A similar interpretation h•s 
been adopted here. As. shall be se~n later (Section 
3.7(vi)), th'e · presence of these ~eforned ~afic bodies of 
\ 
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probable ophiolitic affinity at the .. , carbonate-metaclast1c 
terrane boundary in the Old Mais Pond area lends support t o 
t h e 1 n t e r p. r e t a t 1 o n o f this ' contact as 
. 
~major tectoni c 
juncture. 
3.7 OLD HANS POND ALLO~HTHON-CARBONAtE SEQUENCE CONTA CT 
define the 
consideration of this study ~as to outJine 
5--
and 
nature of the contact between the meiaclastic 
te;ran e and t~e carbonate sequence in the Old Hans Pond 
a rea. · Recent work to the south of the area (Rennedy,l980 ). 
t, . 
• ha~ established thab the metaclastic roc~s are thrust over 
the . carbonates to the south in the Corner Brook L~ke area, 
The ~ame study alao noted ~hat thi~ thrust contact steepened 
and lost all expression in the Old Hans Pond area. Indeed 
the contact is generally poorly exposed in the map area; 
however, existing 
G~ ·. 
the ' sur.rounding 
exposures, com'bi ned with a know 1 edge of 
geology, have . allowed for adequate 
characterization of the contact during this s .tudy . A 
description Of each Of the " locales I Where •the COntact WaS 
o bse·rved is gi ve'n be low, followed by a discussion o f its 
overall character, iqterpretatio~ and si&nificance. 
-· 
' 
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(1) N.orth of Ot't.er Pond: 
.. 
The metaclastic-carbonate contact was first observed in 
a s m a 11 s .t ream w h i c h f.l o" s s o u t h i n t o 0 t t e r P on d ( L o c a 1 1 t y 
203). At this lo-cality a small falls and sharp bend in . the 
~trea~ correspond to · a narrow, highly cleaved shaly zone 
between more coherent shales and siltst~nes to the south 
(Otter Brook Formation) · and more massive carbo~ates to the 
north ( St • George Group). The ' Reluctant Read . Formation is 
dras~ically thinned or 
. . missing here. The contact zone 
itself is roughly 1-2 metres'across, dips moderately to ' the 
nort~wes. t and ia chaJ;acterized by intense calcite veining • 
The dominant cleavage · in the' Otter . Brook · Formati"oh and 
be4ding ~n the St~ George Group on either side of the 
.. }-
~Qntact zone are only slightly discordant making recognition 
of t he ., c o Jlla c t ·i t s e 1 f d i f f 1 c u 1 t ( P 1 a t e 1 3 ) • 
.c 
,. 
L 
."· -
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PLATE 13: Thrust contact between Reluctant Head FormatioTh 
(right) and Otter Brook Formation (left). Thrust 
dips moderately to the northwest at this locale. 
Locality 203. 
(ii) Woods road north of Bowaters Camp: 
A subsidiary woods road north of the Bowaters camp on 
Old Mans Pond crosses a small stream very close to the 
contact between the Reluctant Head and Otter Brook 
Formations (Locality 90). The actual contact itself is 
poorly exposed, although intense quartz veining along the 
contact zone makes it slightly more resistant than the 
surrounding rocks. Slates and siltstones of the Otter Brook 
Formation south of the contact zone show a complex and 
intense deformational history while immediately north of the 
contact zone the Reluctant Head Formation is only mildly 
.. 
, ... 
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defoqiled. 
(111) Streaus north of Hughes Brook: 
; 
~a.$t of t-he bend in Hughes B r o o.k a a e r i e s of small 
streams flow 
. .across the contact between Otter Brook 
Formation . shales to the north and the Reluctant I Head 
Formation to the • south (Locality 410). Because of the 
predominantly shaly nature of bo. th of ~hese formations the 
contjact ' itself is generally difficult to discern. Where 
exposed, it is invariably characterized by black, highly 
cleaved shales with small blocks of sandstone and carbonate, 
thus appearing rather melange-l'ilte. Abundant quartz - ·calc 1 te 
veining ,characterizes the rocks on either side of the 
contact zone • 
. • 
(iv) C).iff face north of ,Hughes Brook· : 
T,he lower portion of the Reluctant Head Formation and 
the· underlying Otter Brook Formation are exposed . tn a , sm.all 
cliff face northeast of the bend in Hughes Brook (Locality 
400). The Reluctant Head at this locale consists of coarse 
carbonate breccias and thinly interbedded limest-ones and 
muddy doloatonea. These give way to moatly shales with a 
., 
~\ 
I 
'• 
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few thin beds of sandstbne cha~acterisfic of the Otter Brook 
Formation over a narrow covered interva-l. Conjugate sets of 
calcite veins were noted' in the rocks on either side of this 
covered interval. 
( v) 'Helens Brook': 
'H~lens Broo.k' essent~ally follows the contact between 
the" Canal Pond Formation to the northwest and a large ridge 
which forms part of the eastern car-bonate terrane to the 
southeast. In a number of places along the middle and 
northern reaches of this br~ok . the contact itself is exposed 
(Locality 465). At these localities the shallowly dipping , 
Canal Pond metasediments have been intensely contorted and 
metamorphosed to highly micaeous schists and phyllites while 
the more massive · carbonates to the southeast have been 
r e c r y s t alli z e d t o f i n e - g ra i n e d my 1 o n i t i .e 111 a r b 1 e • The break 
between the two is sharp and cuts , across the fabric of the 
rocks on either aide. 
(vi) Discussion: 
' · 
The -eas~nd.al characteristics of the 
me~aclaatic-carbohate contact are as f o llova: • 1 ) 1 t 18 
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: .. 
always a sharp feature marked by intense deformation and/or 
I . .; _. .. .. ·-· .. 
qua~;tz-~·:calcite · ve_ining; 2)' it invariab1y dips parallel to · 
the regional fabric, except along ' Helens Bro.ok' where the 
contact is approximately vertical; 3) in places it 
truncates ~tratigr~ph1c units (eg. Locality 203 north of 
tl Otter Pond). 
·' •,-"' •• ~-. , , • • • • r • "r• ~ · "' • , . 
. Based on these features this contact has been 
interpreted as ·a sinuous f au 1 t • Where · not expose d .(eg. 
along the northern margin of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon) a 
c ombination of m·a rke d topographic express"! on · · and 
stratigraphic support this content ion. 
Interpretation of the Old Mans Pond Group as c~rrelative 
with the transported Curling Group of th~ Humber Arm 
Allochthon and recognition of two small deformed 
metagabbroic bodies ~lDng th• contact " between these rocks 
and the carbonate sequence leads . to the conclusion that this 
. . 
contact is not merely a sJ",eep fault · but a major thrust. 
This ' applies to the entire metaclastic-carbonate contact 
f 
f o'r . that segment along 'Helens Brook' which 
repreaents a 1 a t e a t a g e _l;J_l.o c k f au 1 t • Lilly (1963) was the 
first to identify this . thrust and interpreted it as a "zone 
of detachmen~" along which the carbonate sequ~~ee had sli~ 
westward over the metaclastic terrane. A. preferred 
interpreta~ion here ia that the thruat repreaenta a normal 
eaat-d1pp1ng surface 
whUch haa been •odified into 1ts 
J 
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present configuration by later events. The reader is 
referred to Chapter 6 for a more detailed disc~ssion of this 
.. 
concept. 0 
3. 8 OL~ANS · POND. ALLOCHTHON-SUMMARY 
The Old Mans Pond Allochthon represents a · newly 
·.re-cognized . alloch~honous · assemblage in west Newfoundland. 
It comprises three lithic units of formational status which 
designated as the Old Mans Pond Group. Two of these, the 
Canal Pond and Otter Bro6k Formations, are made up of mainly 
clastic 
sediments with the ~ormer being moTe arenaceous and 
the latter largely argillaceou~ in character. The . third 
unit, the Bob bys Brook Format 1 on, · consists of thinly 
interbedded marbles and phyllites with ~ocal occurrences of 
marble breccia beds which in plac~s contairi oncolit~s and/o~ 
" ") 
oolites in their matrix. Two deformed metagabbroic bodies 
comprise a minor yet . significant component of the 
allochthon. 
Contact rel~tionahips betwe~n the three members of the 
Old Mans ! Pond Group are poorly understoo4. The boundary 
between the Canal Pond and Otter Bro-ok Formations ia .complex 
and intimate intermixing of the tvo i• comm6n. The contact 
between the Bobbys Brook and Otter Broo~ Por~ationa ia 
auch 
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sharper in nature and better defined but nowhere exposed. 
Leek of cle·ar contact relationships bet.ween · formations 
and poor str~tigraphic and ~alaeontological control within . 
formations preclude determination of the order . of 
stratigraphic units and the absolute age of the Old Hans 
Pond Group .• However, marked lithic similarities between 
and lowest units ln the Humber Arm Allochthon 
sugge~t ~ direct correlation between these two sequences. 
The arenaceous Canal Pond Formation similar to the 
Summerside For~ation, the Otter Brook Formation is in many 
respects analogous . to the Irishtown . Formation and, the 
Bobbys Brook Formation resembles the Cooks Brook Formation. 
. t ' 
j.. 
This correlation suggests a lower to middle Cambrian age for 
the Old Hans Pond Group ,with the Canal .Pond being t~ oldest 
and the Bobbys Brook For•ction the yobngest. 
In addition to the above, the Otter Brook Formation is 
to more distal portions of the Hawke Bay Formation ' ' p 
of the Labrador Group .such as are exposed in the vicinity of 
Bonne Bay-Bfg Pond (R.K.Stevens, per~. comm.,l982). The 
Bobby a · B r o o k r o "rlaa t 1 o n ·is s i a i 1 a r to the Re 1 u c tan t 
Formation and parts of the Penguin Cove Formation to the 
west and nearly identical to portions of rhe Grand Lake 
Brook Group (Walthier, 1949) 
·, 
to the south. a correlatio~ 
which is atren~thened by the locali~ed occurrence of oolitea 
' . 
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and oncolites in all three. The Old Mans Pond Group then 
~ould ~ppear to share features with both autochthonous and 
transported sequences of approximately e q ·u i v a 1 e n t age. 
Based on this the Old Hans Pond Group has been interpreted 
to have been paleogeographically situated some~here between 
the proximal shelf sequence to the west and the more distal 
.~· 
Curling Group which originally lay much farther to the east 
(see · T~ble 3). Without better paleoenv:ironmental andl 
paleontologies~ c~ntrol this suggestion must remain suspect. 
South of O.ld Mans Pond,' rocks . of the Old Manr . Pond 
. " Allochtho·n are separated by a mere 3-4 km gap from 'nearly 
identical rocks which make. up . par:t. of the Arm 
Allochthon. This raises the tantalizirig ~rospect · of the two 
\ 
being one ~nd the ~ame. a possibility wh~ch requiies serious 
consideration assessing the geological synthesis 
1 
presented herein (Chapter 7) and when c~n~ucting any further 
werk in th~ irea. 
The doainant structural element in the 01~ Mans 
... Pond 
Allochthpn :is 
a pervasive cleavage which generally trends 
northeast and dips moderately to the northwest except in the 
=::. no rt:he rn part ·of th~ area where it awings t~rough a broad 
arc following the border of the -allochthon and dips nea r _ly 
v e r t i c.a 11 y • This cleaYa&e ia , axial planar to iaocllnal 
fold• which, ia the Otter Brook P'oraatioa at ·leaat, are 
l . 
TABLE 3: · Correlation of Old Mans Pond Group wi.th established autochthonous and 
allochthonous stratigraphy, west Newfoundland. 
~ AUTOCHTHONOUS SEQUENCE OLD MANS POND HUMBER ARM ALLOCHTHON . WEST NEWFOUNDLAND ALLOCHTHON (Stevens, pers conun,l982 (James et a1, in prep) . 
CARADOC 
.·.· 
' 
z LlANO HE~ C( -. - LLANV ( 0 TABLE •. 
- v 1--------?------> \ BLOW ME DOWN BROOK 0 ARENIG .· Q 
a: ST GEORGE . 
0 
" TR-EMADOC - MIDDLE ARM POINT 
8 ? METAGABBRO ? u P.ETIT JARDIN a: 0 
\ 
0.. 
0.. 
::l b 
· Z oc( g 0.. C( 0 MARCH POINT 8 (,!) BOBBYS BROOK ~ COOKS BROOK p - M 1%1 · 0 a: 0 ~ (Batb:z:uriscus a: m j)., ~ elrathina) (,!) :1 . (/) (,!) 
C( OTTER BROOK ~-~ 2: () HAWKE BAY IRISHTOWN H 
L a: ~ 
(Olenellus z.one) ~ 
FORTEAU. ~ .. b 0.. u ::::> CANAL POND 0 BRADORE 0 SUMMERS! DE 
:§ a: LIGHTHOUSE COVE (.!) 
----------- - -~--HADRYNIAN BATEAU ? ? 
HELIKIAN & OLDER LONG RANGE COMPLEX 
• 
\ 
( 
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· ' 
demonstrably east - vergent based on ·primary sedimentar y 
.. 
structural fea.tures. incl.ude weakly 
criteria. Later s#age a 
l• 
developed cleava_ge which is c,lose to parallel • to the 
dominant cleavage, folding of the dominant cl~avage about 
I • 
' roughly horizontal . fold axes 'and, 
an open, east-dipping 
fracture cleavage. 
The Old Mans Pond Allochthon has been intetpreted as 
having been thrust over the carbonate sequence t 6 the west 
along a c onventional east-dippJ,ng thrust wh ich was 
subsequently 
modified to its present configuration by later 
events (see Chapter 6). 
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CHAPTER FOUR /. 
HUGHES LAKE ALLOCHTHON 
4.1 INTRODUCTIO~ . 
The Hughes Lake Allochthon ltes to th~ southeast of the 
Old Hans Pond Allochthon between ~ughes Lake rd Deer Lake. 
Metamorphic rocks of the east side of Deer Lake at Pynns 
Brook. have also been included in the Hughes Lake Allochthon 
(Williams et al,, 1982); however, these were not studied in 
any detail and are therefore discussed only briefly here. 
West~of Dee~ Lake the Hughes Lake Allochthon consists 
of · two subdivisions. A ·aeries of granitic gneisses, 
albite~chlorite schists, plnk felsite& and amphibolites are 
all 'assigned to the Round Pond Complex (formerly the Hughes 
. . ' . ' 
L~ke . Comple~ of Williams et al, 1982). The Round Pond 
Complex is .overla_l_~ t .o ·the southeast by a thick sequence of 
coerse. ~rkosi~ sediments whi~h h~ye b~en nam~d the Little 
·North ·Pon'd · r-o~aat. fon • . . Intervening- locally !Jetween these two 
is ~ thin mafic volc~~lc unit ref~rr~~ to as the Deer Pond 
Volcanics. Overlying the Little ~orth Pond Foraation to the 
southeast are ~elit1c ~nd ~·•••1tic schists of the South 
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Brook Fo{mation which have correlatives across D~er Lake. 
•.· 
Together the . Little North Pond FQrmation, South Brook 
Formation and Deer Pond Volcanics are referred to as the 
Mount Musgrave Group (formerly the Pasadena Group 
W 1111 a ms · e t a 1, . 1 9 8 2) • 
4.2 ROUND POND COHP~EX 
(i) Definition and nomenclature: 
The name Round Pond Complex refers to that assemblage 
of ~ranodioritic gneisses, albite-chlorite schists, pink 
felsites and amphibolites which consistently underlie a 
thick sequence of arkosic metasediments along the . northwest 
margin of the Hughes Lake Allochthon, Best ·exposures of the 
various lithologies within the complex occur along the Old 
r - Hans -Pond Road and on the shores of Hughes Lake, The name 
Hughes Lake Cumplex previously used to refer to these rocks 
·" (Williams et al, 1982) has been abandoned due to a conflict 
with terminology elsewhere. Lilly (1963) included these 
rocks in the arenaceous . member of his Mount Musgrave 
Formation. 
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'(U) Li .thology: 
As the name Indicate~ the Round Pond Complex consists 
of an intricately mixed, complicated assemblage of a variety 
of lithologi~s •. Some ·of th~ units .within the complex were 
previously unrecognized while others which were previo~sly 
recoinized have b~en redefined and ~einterpreted during this 
study. A descript·ion of _e-ach of the units, including their 
interpretation and significance, is · given below. ,. 
(a) Follated to gneissic granodiorite and granite: 
() 
The bu 1 k of the Round Pond Comple~ consists of a 
variety of · foliated to gn~issic granodiorites and granltei 
best exposed op the shores of Kughes Lake (Lpcality 341). 
The most common lithology is a pink, med~um-grained, 
foliated granodiorite which in thin-section is seen to 
consist of undulose ·quartz and a mixture of plagioclase 
feldspar, p e r t h i t e• and m i c r o c li n e • Both 
muscovite are present and ser~e to define 
biotite and 
a prominent 
-1" foliation in the rocks. This folia~ion generally trends · 
nort~ecrst, dips moderat~ly to the northwest and has 
associated with '. it a strong down-dip lineation defined by 
quartz-feldspar aggregates. These rocks also show varying 
degree~ of secondary albitization ~nd are com•only cut by 
quar~z-feldapar ve1na _and atringer• al•ilar to thoae found 
. ' 
,. 
.., ' 
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in the Old Hans Pond Group. 
Also occurin·g in this portion of the Round Pond 
Complex, but less 
a ~oarse-grained, 
common 
.;,eakly 
than th~e~ granodiorites, is 
foliate~rani .te, - This - ~ithology 
was encountered ' in a streaw flowing Into ~ughes Lake from 
the northwest (Lo~ality 345) and its relationship w~th 
surrounding rocks is unknown. I~ thin-section the dominant 
mineral , ~s a pertt)itic microe;line feldspar. Minor 
plagioclase is • also present along . with quartz,·biotite, 
muscovite (<5%) and magnetite. Delicate exsolution textures 
are- evident and the perthlte shows no evidence . of any 
granulation - or alteration (Plate 14). These prelimt'nary 
petrographic findings indicate that this lithology is likely 
a hypersolvus granite of alkaline character (0. van 
Breemen, written comm, 1983). 
Both the foliated granodiorites and granite exposed in 
{ 
the vicinity of Hughes Lake Qoa•only have associated wi.th 
. ' 
them massive t~ lineated amphibolite&. This association o f 
granitic crystalline rocks and mafic sub-units is typical of 
Grenvillian aged basement lnliers in west Newfoundland such 
as the Long Range Inlier tb · the north of the map area 
(Baird, 1960);. portions of the Pleur de Ly11 terrane of the 
Baie Ver~e Penlnaula (DeW1t,l972; H1bbard,l979; l in press); 
and aegaente of the terrane at the aouth end of Grand Lde 
..... 
.. 
(Knapp et al,l979; Kennedy,l981). 
PLATE 14: Photomicrograph of granite from Round Pond Complex. Note 
unaltered texture. Magnification 25X. 
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A direct comparison of lithologies in the Old Mans Pond 
and Corner Brook Lake (Kennedy,l981) areas reveals several 
similarities and discrepancies. For instance, the granitic 
rocks northwest of Hughes Lake are remarkably similar to 
Kennedys Last Hill Adamellite which he has correlated with 
the Silurian-Devonian Topsails Igneous Complex. 
Amphibolitic units, interpreted here as mafic dikes of late 
Cambrian age, associated with these granites in the Old Mans 
Pond area argue for an older age here. Samples of this 
granite are presently being analysed by the Geological 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
' / 
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• Survey of Canada Geoch-ronology Lab in an atte11.pt to verify 
this interpretation. The foliated and albitized 
granodiorites of the Old Mans Pond area bear a closer 
resemblance to portions -of Kennedy~_ metasedimentary terrane 
(Caribou Lake Formation) tha\1 they do to the well banded 
tonalitic .and granodioritic gneisses of his basement t er rane 
but do compare favourably with granitic gneisses reported 
south of Grand Lake (Knapp et al,l979; Martineau, 1980). 
The association of deformed crystalline rocks and 
amphibol1tes, and their consistent position below a thick 
clastic sequence to the southeast, create a strong case for 
the interpretation of these rocks in the Old Mans Pond area 
as Grenvillian basement. This interpretation is at variance 
with the view previously held by Lilly (1963) that these 
rocks represent more metamorphosed equivalents of the Li-ttle 
North Pond Fo-rmation (arenaceous member of his Mount 
Musgrave Formation) to the southeast. 
(b) Albite-chlorite sc:hists: 
Where the _ 'Old Mans Pond Road' cuts across the 
northeast end of the Round Pond Comp~ex a long cliff-sect.ion 
of variably chlorit.i~ and albitic .schists has been exposed. 
• 
These rocks are 'greenish in colour because of the large 
proportion of ·chloriti'c material in them. They range from 
foliated to schistose in nature. Quartz is a common 
----~---------------- ------ ·-- ----- ·- -· , . ~ -
I ' 
• 
··--... -., . 
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constit'uent, as . are. secondary albite porphyroblast~. The 
albites . range in · ,s i z: e from . a few m 1111 metre a up t o 2 
centimetres-in diameter and their development in the roc k s 
is fairly patc'hy in nature, Other seconda r y minera.l:s i 'n , 
these rocks include magneti t e euh~dra and biotite. 
.· 
Examination of these rocks•in thin-section reveals them 
to be composed of roughly . SOZ polycryst ~ lline to undu l ose 
quartz, 40% ' chlorit1c matrix, 5% poikiliti c a lbi te 
po rp_hy ro blasts and 5% biotite plates. · Poikilitic ·o paques , 
musc o vite and calcite all exist as minor components. 
albites in these schists have in some 1 Secondar~ 
"instances · been roddea le n ding a weak . lineation to the rock 
and suggesting th·a~/ the growth of the ' albites wa s most 
likely panially synkinematic with the main deformational 
event responsible for the porphyrob1astpsis. ·· In contrast, 
secondary magnetite and biotite in these rocks are 
undefor~ed indicating post-deformational ~ro~th._ 
f\ 
A biotite-chlorite unit approximately one · metre wide 
was found c toss -cu t t i ~.& the a 1 b 1 te-ch 1 or ll: e s c h 1 s t s a c r o s_ s 
th e road from the main cliff outc.rop. This mafi c ·unit has 
be e n i n t erpreted as· a retrograded ma f 'ic. (amph1bo11.te) ' dike. 
The albite-chlor1. te schi.st s ate enl:giJ!atlc in terms o f. 
. 
-· 
·-
...... ~ .. ·-------~ . -.... ·--·-"- · . ~ L 
r 
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·, 
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protolith. Because o'f their position below easily 
recognizable sedimentd of the Little N~~th Pond. Formation to 
the southeast they~ liave been included in the Round Pond 
Complex;· ho.w~ver, aside from the growth p-f secondary 
albites and PJesence of relict amphibolltes, they are unlike 
the mor¢ granitic lithologies which character~ze the bulk of 
this ·complex. It . 1 s su 'ggested here that these · rocks 
represent _ a deformed sedimentary _sequ.ence .of H~drynian age 
corre.lative with the Bateau Formation of the"Labrador Group 
(Williams and . Stevens, 1969). 
/ <·~·•phil~······ ' ... I _I 
As previou~ly mentioned, ._;>.-amphibolites and sundry 
micaceous un.its interpret·ed as retrograded amphibolites are . 
common throughout the granitic gneisse ·s and, ~lbite-chlorite 
·schists . of the Round Pond ~omplex. These amphibolites are 
most prevalent and be~t preserved in the rocks around Hughes 
Lake (Locality 337) where they are commonly medium-grained, 
strongly lineated and ' consist of roughly 60% amphibole, 20% 
biotite and the remaining 20% of plagioclase feldspar. 
Scattered garnets are. common in these rocks. 
Although the fabric and contacts of these 
generally ' p a r a 1 1 e l t he \f a b r i c i n t h e s u r r o a n d 1 n g r o c k s ~ h e y 
have been rinterpreted •88 mafi'c dikes similar to those whi c.h 
' . 
• 
-. 
··-
-, 
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cut Grenvillian ~asement in the Long_ Range Inliei (Will_iams 
and Stevens.l969; - Strong.I_915). The narrow and 
discontinuous nature of these amphibolites tends to support 
th18_, interpretation and later defo'rmatio_nal events have been 
,.· inv~ked ~o explain the present c ontact r~latlonshi~~-
A unique lithologic ~nit, previous~y unreco~nized in 
t h e 0 1 d M' a n a· -P o n d a r e a , is a _ p i n k • c r y p t o c r y s t a 1 11 n e f e 1 s 1 t e 
' which contains abundant ilmenite · both as d fs s e;ni nate d 
---euhedra and concentrated in bands. This lithology ls bes t 
exposed •tong th~ Old _- Mans Pond Road just · east of the 
·a 1 b 1 te-ch 1 or it e schists and northeast 
albite-chlorit~ schist ou~crop (L~calit~ 481). 
\ 
of ·- the 
Most commonly this unit consists of homogeneous 
main' 
pink 
fel-site with di;_sseminated ilmenite euhedra. In thin-Sf'!Ction 
'these felsites are composed of very f~ne-grained - quartz 
and I or feldspar - w i t h p.o 1 k ili t 1 c ilmenite euhedr_a 'and 
scattered biotite porph.yrob,la-sts. Rarely 
' . . ~ 
a _ pre~xisting mineral (pos~i~ly feldsp~r) 
a gh~st outline of 
l,._ess may be ,~ se~~. 
.. 
frequently; i_ lm~nite is present in thin ( 1-2 em) b~ds which -
are ~onvol~tely c folded (Plate 15)~ 
Included with th~ homogeb eous felsites is _ a unit whi c h 
.. 
,. 
- ----~------ -- . -- - --~- -~------ - ~-.--~--;;;;;;;;;;; ••••• ~-.-;;i.-..-iiiiiiiiii-----~--i 
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PLATE 15: Convoluted ilmenite bands in pink, crypto-
crystalline felsite. Interpreted as felsic 
volcanic flows. North end or Round Pond Complex. 
Scale is in inches. 
PLATE 16: Rounded blocks or bombs of felsic material in 
a more chloritic groundmass. Interpreted as a 
felsic agglomerate. North end of Round Pond 
Complex. 
" ·. 
\ 
a: . 
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is distinctly fragmental in nature. This unit occurs _north 
of the a l b'i te-ch 1 or it e s chis c s , c los!'! to 
. ' . 
the contact' - with · 
the Old ~ans Pond Allochthon (Locality 481) and is weil 
repre~ented by a pair' ·ot large erratic:s along · ~he 'Old Hans 
Essentially, this lithology ~onsist~ - of iensoid 
" fragmen_ts, " up to ten _ centimecres in length, of · p.ink _.f_elsite 
and more chloritic macerial set in a chloritic matrix (Plate I 
. .16) : As with the pink 
I 
felsites and 'the albite-chlorite 
a_chiats, disseminated il.~enit~ euhedra are ubiquitous. This 
pnit i~ also unique in that·it concaina abundant smal~ pink 
garnets. 
The macroscopic and petrographic character of the pink 
feleites and related fragmental units has ~ed to their 
interpre~ation as felsic volcanic flows and agglomerates 
respectively. The _ir position ~etween basement rocks and aq 
overlying cover ae~uence and - th~ir close association with 
mafic .. volcani.e flows (Deer Pond vo'lcanics, see Section •4.3) 
.,-
lends support te this interpretation. Felsic volcanic roc~s 
are virtually unknown ' at this level in the Humber Zone of 
west Ne~found land, · howf!ve r, such litholo&ies are well 
documeftte~ in the southern Appalachians (Mount Rogers and 
Catoctin ~orm•t!ons) where th~y form one half· of a bimodal 
volcanic suite extruded during rif,ting o f t h.e an c 1 en t 
co~tinental margi,rt in the late Pre~mbrian or '-early Camb r i an 
(Rankin,1975). A s .imilar scenario is envisioned here. 
-
• • 
• I 
:: 
.. 
.. 
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f: 
Within this context t h e .. ' g r a ~ i t e associated · with the 
granodioritic - gneisses of- th.e 'Round Pond C'omplex m:ay bE> a 
) 
plutonic phase related to · this volcanism. 
it 
The dominant str~~tural grain ot the Round Pond Complex 
is defined b y a s t r on g f o 11 a t i o n ' wh i c h· t r e n d s c o n If 1 s t e n t 1 y 
northeasi and dips moderately towards the north~est. This 
fabric effects' virtulll{y _all rocks in the:· Round Pond Complex 
and serves toL mask earlier, rock rellltionf!hips; for example, 
r 
the presumed- original discordance between amphibolites and 
f .e 1 sic · gneisses in the vici~ity of Hughes Lake. As· 
mentioned earlier, a s t r 0 n g d 0 w n-dip 1 i"n eat 1 0 n de f in e d by 
mi.neral aggregate_s is associated with ' this foliation in the 
_, 
rocks a~ong . the ·shores of Hughes Lake. Only rarely are 
folds _preserved · and "in cases whcre•·they ate observed 
'\ 
they 
inv~lve amphibolite units exposed along the east end of Long 
• 
P~nd and are isoclinal. 
S~ruct.ural elements other than the 11-ain foliation were 
not observed in the rocks of the Round Pond Complex. Th i .~ 
b~ no means implies an uncomplicated deformational ~isto r y 
for these rocks but rafher reflects the compet~D~ na~ure of 
. \ ( !_ -~ ' 
" ··' most of the lithologies _ which makes the recogni't ~on of 
/ - ~ 
I 
subtle defdtmational events difficult. SLnce the structural 
-. 
\ . 
•'' 
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grain of the Rou~d Pond Complex mirrors the trends on 
side of it, it is assumea that thi~ is a Paleozoic fabric. 
De f 1 n 1 t e r e li c t· Pre cam b r 1 an s t r u c t u r a 1 e 1 em en t s we r,.e no w.h ere 
observed. 
(iv) Metamorphism: 
,The ' metamorphic grade ~f t he · R o u n d · P o nd Co m'p 1 e x i s 
high~r than that of r~c~s to the west .and appears t~ reflect 
two separate metamorphic events; Th~ first of these events 
invo~ved the growth of albite p~rphyrob~asts throughout 
virtually all units of the complex. These porphyroblasts 
vary in slze frgm a few milli~etr~s ~p to a centimetre or so 
and their development is f·airly patchy. In·the vicinity of 
the southweat end of Hughes .Lake the porphyroblasts are 
p 
equant and appear : to have grown across the dominant fabric 
of the rocks. Fa r t he r n o r t h e a-s t there is evidence of a 
slight rod ding of . the albites in , the albite-chlorite 
schis.t·s, From -this it is sugges t_ed that albitizat~on 
occurred both syn- and post-ki.nematic,ally . with· respect to 
t~e main deformational 
,~·, 
event responsible for the dominant 
fabric in these q rocks. Kennedy (1975) and Kenned}' (1981) 
have rep~rted al~ite potphyroblastesis extendi~g through at 
least two deformatipna~ pe%1ods in similar rocks , to the 
north and south respectively. . Ra re g a rnets present in 
a mph i bo 11 tes 
_.< 
at ' the. east · .end.· of Long Pond and in 
\ 
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albite-chlorite s~hists southwest of the Old Mans Pond Road 
~ay also relate to an early metam9rphic e~ent. 
Ilmenite euhedra and biotite flakes· common throughout 
the Round 
, Pond Complex rep resent a I ate r _me tam~ic 
\ . - - ' '\.. ar~ invari~bly fresh and · u'deformed and since ~hey 
across lithic boundaries ~nd schts tos _i t~ 
\ 
. ' 
(v) ~ontact relationships: 
event 
grow 
.. 
The relationehips between assemblages within th'e Round 
Pond Complex are not at all well - ~nde'rstood. 1 T_lle contact 
relationships between _. the complex as a whole and rocks- on 
either side of- it have been more definitively ouklined 
' • 
during this study. 
To the southeast of the Round ~ond Complex _ lies . a 
sequence of well ~defined, · wel.l 'exposed clas-tic sedimen-ts 
(Littl~ ~orth Pond For~ation). Although the actual contact 
between these· sediments and the Round Pond Com_plex 'Cas not 
• 
observed it can b~ narrowed down to a gap of a metre or _so 
at the nor~h end of Littl,.e 1-lorth Pond (Locality 419). Here 
the contact has been interpre~ed . to repressnt an 
un p onformity based on the marked li-thic .c_ontrast . acros·s it 
and the cbarse conglome~atl c nature of the overly i ng 
sed lme n ts closest to 1 t -. This situation is identical to . 
_; 
· r 
- {" 
' .. .. 
• 
. . 
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that demonstrated on Be~le Isle wher~ coarse con8lomeratea · 
and arkosic sediments of the Bradore Formation unconformably 
ov!!!rlie Grenvillian basement gne 1 sse S · (Williams and 
Stevens , 1 9 6 9 ) • 
The contacJ of the RQund Pond ~omplex with the Bobby a 
Brook· Formation to the northwest is exp.osed in a nu111ber of 
locales. These are . descr~beJ below, followed , by a 
discussion . of tile ini~rqreta~ton a~d significance af this 
contact. 
(a) ·aid Mans .. Pond "Road': 
Cons"tructt-on--·of the • 
'Old Man~ Pond Road' has exposed a 
section · acros~ the Round Pond domplex-Bob~ys Brook toritact. 
To the west of the contact z6ne co~rse phyllites with ~hin, 
. / . 
d 1 s c o n t 1 n u o u s ,· \!highly contorted marble band_s dip . m~derately' I . . 
to the northwest. Imm~diately adjacent to the contact . on 
its· east side is a fairl·y homogeneous gr41en, chlorite-rich 
• 
unit with abundant biotite porphyrobl~ats ~hie~ &rades into 
albite-chlorite schis~s 
chlotite-rich · .unit . wa'8 
aver a few . metr e ~. ~~e green, 
~ 
interpreted in .the field as a 
cietamorphosed maf1~ vol~ani~. The albite-chlorite · schists 
0 
closest to the· contact conais·t of agmat1t1c mixtures of 
quartz-albiJe-chlorite schists with quartz - rt c h and 
chlorite- rich pods and ilmenite or magneti~e euhedra and 
schlier~n \ This " same aspect also ch~Hacterizes 
93 
throughout. 
th~ contact furthe~ to the northeast~ 
.. 
. (b) Southwest o( the 'Old Mans Pond Road': 
Southwest of the · 'Old Haas · Pond Road', approximately 
half way between the ro~d and Hughes Lake (Locality 273), 
the -contact is again w~ll ex~osed, this time in a stream 
flow·ing across it • Here a mixture of micaceous phyllites 
. ,/ 
and marble brecci~ to the west rather abruptly pass int o 
pure, fine-grained, pink myldnitic marble which then grades 
into albite-chlqrite schists with, no apparent structural 
break." : ; Based on the strong lithic contrasts across this 
i 
zone and· the mylonitic nature of the marble unit the contact \~ 
has been interpreted as a fault. This fault and the fabric 
on either side of it dip moderately to the northwest. 
" Downstream from the contact the albite-chlorite schists give 
way to foliated granodiorites typical of the Round Pond 
Complex:~ · Large blocks of green mic a ceous metayolcanic 
material occur conspicuously all . along the trace of·· t .his 
, contact. 
(c) North of Hughes Lake: 
The contact is once asain exposed ' along a stream which 
'' flows south into Hughes Lake (Locality 346). From Hughes 
\ 
.. 
,·.·. 
} 
,, 
' ' 
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Lak,e northward along O·hi·s. stream massiv-e to weakly fo·liated 
- ~ 
coarse-grained granite with minor amphibolltic units becomes 
increasing!~ myloni~ic . approaching the contact with l~ey 
shales _ and phyllites to the northwest. A mylonitic zone 
roughly 15 metres wide characteriz~s the actual contact 
a thin-section 
a -
of rock from t~is zon~ reveals 
c h~ rae t e ris t lc mo r <ared texture and a re 1 a ti ve a bunda nee of 
metamict sphene. This sphene likeiy resulted from mixing ~f 
carbonate material from · the shales wit~ • il'menite i'n the 
Round Pond gneisses ~Winkler,l979). 
Once again the contact is interpreted as a fault based 
on'"""' the marked lithic'contr~s·t lcross it and •its mylonitic 
nature. Both the fault aijd fabrics on either side 'of it dip 
moderately to the northwest. 
(d) Discussion: 
~~ ' 
'· 
From the ab~~e it is evident that vhereve~ the . contact 
/ 
(._ 
between the Round'?ond Com~lex and Bobbys Brook Formation is 
I . 
a sharp . juxtaposition of exposed i.t is char~cteri,::v.by 
dissimilar rock units 1 usually mark~d by intense ductil e' I , 
d~formati~~dst be interpreted as a faulf .• . The fau~ zo~ 1~r1ably dips moderately to the no·rthwes ·t. 
p.a ~ 1 e 111 n g the · t rend o f u n i t s .an e 1 t her s 1-d e o f i t • 
Dev~lopment of secondary albite, ilmenite a~d biotite, in 
-· 
.' 
( 
I 
/ 
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rocks to the southeast of the fault and the absenc e o f t hese 
minerals in rocks to the northwest serve to documen t a 
metamorphic contr a st across the fault. Green metavol c a n ic 
rocks commonly ass o ciated 
s t-r u c t u r a 11 y e m p ~ a c e d • 
! 
with this fault are most likel y 
Three possibilities e xist as to the interpretation and 
significance of this fault: 
I) The fault 111ay represent a high angle normal fault 
-' 
(ie • downthrown on northwest side). 
2) It may be interpreted as a high angle rever se fault 
( i e • upthr o wn o n northwest side) which brings Bobbys Brook 
over basemf.>nt material. This situation is possible but 
improbable since 1t would require an initial configuration 
in which the Round Pond Complex lay structurally above the 
Old Mans Pond Allochthon. It should be pointed out th a t 
some component of motion of this type may have occurred 
along this fault since it wa s observed in the fiel d t o 
project along a verti c al f au 1 t in v olving Carboniferous 
stra ta which demonstrates thi s type of motion. Hibbard ( i n 
pres s ) has suggested a polyg~netic n a ture f or this fau l t and 
it s co ntinuation to the south (Corner Br oo k Lak~ Thrus t ). 
3 ) ThF> pr efe rred interpretation for this fault is that 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 9 6 I 
it represents a conventional west-directed t ·h rust which 
I 
I 
basement material (Round Pond Complex) over younger 
I 
brought 
rocks (Bobbys 
events 
Brook Formation) and was modi i ied . b ~ later 
into its present configuration. This ihterpretation 
I 
is preferrea here . since it best explains / the presen t 
disposition of rock units and conforms . wJ t h a similar 
situation a 1 ong I s t r 1 k e t o t h e s o u t h w he r e j
1
u x t a p o s 1 t i o n o f 
basement against younger rocks along my i onitic thrust 
contacts has been well do c umented (Keniledy,~981). This does 
not rule out the possibility of later movement having 
place along this I 
I 
fault. 
I , ( vi) Age, correlation and interpr e t ~'tion : 
I 
I 
I 
taken 
I 
Ba sed solely on lithic character the pink granodioritic 
·I 
of the Round Pond Complex have been interpre t e d a s 
J 
gne1sse.s 
basement materi<\.1 of Grenvillian age and correlated wit h th e 
Long Range I Inlier to the north, the/ Indi.!ln Head Complex t o 
I 
the !Iou t h I and sma ller Precambrian inliers' in betwe e n. 
Amphiboliti c unitR v1tb1n the gneis~es have been inter p reted 
I 
w 1 t h /s 1 m 11 a r d 1 k e s I . that c u t as mafic dikes and correlat e d 
basement ro c ks elsewhere and h a ve/ been related to a r i f ti n g 
I 
e p 1 s o d e a t t h e 1 n i t ia t 1 d n o f t .h e .! a p e t u s c y c 1 e (S tro n g and 
,W1ll1ams,l972 ; Strong,l975). / These d ikes feed maf i c 
vol c ani c f lows which ln the maJ arPA a r e rep r e sented by 
met a morphosed basaltic 
.• 
rocks / (Deer Pond Vo l c an ics ) p res ent 
I 
' I 
l 
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be t~o~een the basement g n ei~ses a.nd an overlying clastic 
s e quen~e. Pink felsites and agglomerat e s whi c h have been 
included in the Round Pond Complex may represent a felsic 
co.unterpart c" to these mafic flows.· Similar bimoda l volcani c 
suites (Crossnore Group~ are well documented ln the south e r n 
Appalachians (Rankin,l975). The hypers'~lvus granit e 
associated with the granodioritic basement gneisses may be .a 
plutonic phase related to this volcanism. 
Al-bite-chlorite schists and related · micaceous units in 
the Round Pond Complex mast lik e ly re~resent Hadrynian 
met a sediments equivalent t o the :Bateau Formation · of the 
Labrador Group (William s and Stev e ns ·, 1969). 
4. 3 MOUNT MUSGRAVE GRO U P 
To th e s o utheast of the Round Pond Com_plex lies a thi c k 
seque nce of v o 1 can i c • a n.d sedimentary rocks ref e r red to he r e 
as the Mount Hul'lgrave Group. In c luded in t h i s g roup ar e 
mafic vol~anics (ne E> r Pond Volcanics. ), coarse ar.ko sic 
sediments (Lit t le No rth Pond Formation) 
j 
psammltic schists (S-outh Brook F o rm a tion). 
a nd p ·e 1 i t 1 c and 
, . 
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4.3(a) DEER POND VOLCANICS 
(i) Definition and nomenclature: 
The name Deer Po .. nd Volcanic-·s ls herein propo~e d . for a 
discontinous mafic unit found along the so~theasc boundary 
of the Round Pond Complex and well exposed immediately north · 
of Deer Pond. These rocks were previously unrec6gn1sed ln 
the Old Mans Pond area. 
(11) Lithology: • 
Expo~ures of this unit range from mas s i v e to ' lineated 
blotit~ amphibolites and 
·' which demonstrate well preserved epidote-filled amygdules 
~here exposed at the north end of Little North Pond (H. 
Williams, pers comm, 1982, Locality 417) and north of Deer . 
Pond (Locality 3 7 5) • 
·L o c a 11 y s o u t h o f t he ' 0 1 d M a n s Po n d 
·Road' these volcanics contain euhedral feldspar phenocrysts 
(Locslity 473). D~scon t inuous layers of arkosic s~di~ents 
• • 
are commonly associated vl~h these volcanics noith of Deer ·• 
Pond. 
• 
(111) Age, correlation and significan ce : 
The obvious volcanic natur"" of this · u nit and .its. 
.... . 1-,. [ ' 
' 
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occurrence locally between in f e r red base me n t rock a· t o the 
northwest and a"clastic cover sequence ' to the southeast · 
suggest a correlation with basaltic flows which 'OCC!H in the 
lower part of the . Labrad6r Gr,.._oup at Belle Isle . (Lighthouse 
• I 
' Cove Formation,' Williams and- Stevens,l969). As previously 
-
discus!;ed, the .amphibolitic units in the underlying 
Pond Complex may represent deformed feeder dike~ to 
volcanics and, possible felsic volcanics presently included 
in- the Round Pond Complex may be related to these mafic 
flows, making this a bimodal volcanic suit .e (Deer Pond 
Volcanic Suite). Discontinous 
commonly associated with these 
layers of arkosic sediment 
f 
volcanics may represent 
sedimentary interbeds simila't to those reported 1 n the 
Ltghthouse Cove For~ation (Williams and Stevens,l969). 
Mafic flows of Lighthouse Cove Formation are 
generally accepte_d as late Hadrynian to earJy Cambrian in 
age and have been linked to initial· rifting during the 
inception of the Iapetus ocean (Willlams,1979). A sim i lar 
age and setting are inferred here for the Deer Pond 
. Volcanics .• 
A peculiar feature of the De e r Pond Volcanics is their 
magnetic expression. 
· 0 n t h eo( reg 1 on a 1 a e rom a g n e· t i c 111 a p f o r 
the Pasadena area (4467 G) portions of this volcanic unit 
correspond to strong negative anomAlie~ (for example~ north 
, · 
I 
• 
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of Deer Pond). This situation is fairly anomalous for . 
volcanic sequences and one possiblE'! explanation for i ·t is 
that the sequence has been overturned thus giving it a 
• 
reversed magnetic signature (J.Hod~, pers comm, 1982). 
This fits well with the interpretation· of ' the.se . rocks a s 
forming part, of a northwest dipping, southeast facing· ·cover · 
sequence above' the Round Pond "complex. 
,4. 3(b) I.riTTLE NORTH POND FORH_A~ION . 
(i) Definition and nomenclature: 
' 
The Little North Pond F.ormation is repreRented by that 
sequence of coarse arkosic sedimentary r_ocks which lie to 
the southeast o.f the Round Porid Complex and are best exposed 
over nearly their entire thickness along the shores of 
..C:· 
Little Nort .h Pond. Lilly (1963) originally desiBnated these 
rocks as part of the lowe.r arenaceous member of his Mount . 
(ii) Distribution and th!ckness: / 
Rocks of the Little North Pond Formation lie in a 
uniform, northeast trending belt stretching f rom just south 
of Deer Pond north ;.o the Old M,.na Pond · Road, to t he 
\ ' 
,.J 
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are naceoua nature of these sedi~ents they form high. barren 
rjdges which provide nearly continuous exposure and allow 
the delineation of individual units over a.distance of 
several kilometres. The thickness ~f this averages 
between one and two. kilometres• · and since no structural 
~omplications are evident and beds · dip nearly vertically 
.. 
this probably represents the true ~hicknes~ of the sequence. 
(iii) Lithol o gy and stratigraphy: 
Coarse grained arkosic sandstones, quartz greywackes, 
quartz pebble conglomerates and minor pelitic schists 
characterize the Little North Pond Formation, The III08t 
abundant of these are the .arkosic: sandstones which are 
pinkish grey in colour, massive, coarse-grained and 
comprised essentially of blue quartz and pinkish feldspar in 
a micaceous matrix. Depending upon the proporti o n of ma t rix 
material present this lithology grades i n t o a quar t z 
g reywA eke- in composition. Thin magnet I te""rich layers 
constitute a minor yet distinctive feature· of 
sands tones. 
In thin-section. microcline is the dominant fe l dspa r 
and qua~tz • grAins are s ub-anguiar and polycrystalline in 
nature. Detrital zircon s are ubiquitous throughout. ~11 o f_ 
these factors point to derivation of th e s e sed ime nts from a 
102 
proxima 1 gra-nitic· or g n e 1 s s 1 c sou r c e ' t e r ran e . 
In spite of the massive nature of · the arkos i c 
I 
sandstones it is . iii places _possible to re~ognlze re l ict 
cross-bedding in outcrop (~ee Plate '17)". Wherever 0 bserved_, 
... 
the c~oss-bedding . invariably indicates t o ps t o the southea s t 
and a uniformly overturned section • 
. ' 
/ 
Quartz pebbl ,e c o nglomerate units characterize the 
-lowest' portions of the 'Little North Pond Formation adjac e n t 
·. to the Round Pond Complex. Wher e best preserved, su c h as 
a 1 on g t h e s h o r e s o f L 1 t t 1 e N o r t h Po nd , . t h e q u a c t z p e b b 1 e s 1 n 
'"'~-- -. 
;., these conglomerates .are moderate}y well c o Qnded, u p to 5 
centimet: res in diameter and set in an arkosic matrix ( Plate • 
,, 
18) • In other locales, such as just south of th e ' Old Man s 
" P o n 'd Road', the quartz pebbles hav ~ been 4!xtremely d e f ormed 
and dtawn ouf ·irito th i n'quart:z lenses. 
Of parti c ular inte .rest is the occurrence o f 
amphibol i te·R intima t e ly assoc iated with t ~ e L i 't t 1 e No r t ·h 
For m'8. t 1 on a 1 on g its wester·n margin. These are 
virtually ide'nti c.al . t'o · par t s of th e Deer Pond Vo l c anics a n d ,. 
.mafic uni~ s scattered throu g h ci ut th e Ro und Pond Complex. 
~· 
•· 
.. 
.. 
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PLATE 17: Relict cross-bedding in coarse arkosic sandstone 
o·f the Little North Pond Formation. Locality 4·19. 
Top indicated by arrow. 
PLATE 18: Slightly flattened quartz pebbles near base of 
Little North Pond Formation. Locality 419. 
... 
' 
I 
, (lv) Contact relationships: 104 
· t' As discussed previously "(Section 4.2), the contact of 
th.e Little' North Pond F_ormation with the Round Pond Complex 
to the northwest may be narrowed down to a gap of a mere few 
metres at Little ~orth 
I 
contrast which 
Pond· and repres~nts a zone -of marked· 
lithic has· been interpreted as an 
. ~ 
·unconformity. 
To the southeast, arkosic sediments of the, Litt-le North 
Pond Formation gra~e into psammitic ~nd pelitic schists of 
the South Brook Formation with no apparent structural or 
stratigraphic break. 
(v) Age, correlation and \nterpretation: 
Constant thick n e 8 8, uniform lithology, consistent 
relationship with the underlying gneisses of · the_ Round Pond 
Complex and invariable sou.theast-facing nature all combine 
to suggest that the Little North Pond Formation represent s a 
I 
clastic cover ' sequence overlying the' Round Pond Camp lex. 
Its arkosic sandstones and quartz pebble conglo11erates 
resemble the Brad ore Formation which overlies Gren;,ille 
base-ment to the north (Schuchert a~d D~nb~r, 1934; William~ 
and Stevens,l969; Ja111es et al,l9 .80) and mafic units 
associated with the b8B8l port :tons of the section are 
s 1 mil a r t o t h o s e t h a t o c c u r · i n t h e · 1 owe r p a r t s · o f t h e cover 
sequence on Belle Isle (Williams a'nd ~tevenR,l969). CAll of 
• 
'· 
.. 
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thig implies a latest P~oierozoic to earliest Cambrian age 
for the Little North Pond Formation and suggests that these 
s~diments · represent th~ initial cov~r deposited . upon the 
- eastern margin of North Ammerican · continent during 
rifting and initia~ion of the Iapetus ocean, 
To t h e • s o u t h o f t h e .m a p a r e a , -r o c k s c o r r e 1 a t 1 v e w i t h 
the Little North Pond Formation are consid~rably more 
areally extensive (Ytag Hill and 
-Caribou Lake Formations, 
,.Kennedy, 1981) but are more 
therefore le•s recognizable. Of 
highly 
note 
metamorphose~ 
is the absence 
and 
of 
pot as s i u m ' f e 1 d spa r · . 1 n the Antler Hill Formation where it 
overlies basement rocks (Kenn~ d~,l981). Th~s is a . direct 
reflectfon of the tonalitic nature of the~6asement rocks in 
this area. In the Old Mans Pond a rea on the other hand, the 
Little North Pond Formation overlies more ·granitic basement 
and, ae a result, cont~ins abundant potassium feld s par. 
4~3(c) SOUTH BROOK FORMATIQN 
(1) Definition, nomenclature and distribution: 
The name South Brook Poraation refers to that series of 
p e l'itlc · and psa111mitic echist.s which lie t o the s o uth e a s t o f 
the Little North Pond Formation. These rocks are inferred 
) 
\ 
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to be continuous b,enea t h their Carboniferous cover with 
.rocks ·on the west si~~ of Deer Lake at South Brook. Earlier 
work~rs (Lilly,l963; McKillop, 1963; Kennedy,l980) referred 
to these and similar lithologies south of the map area as 
the Mount Musgrave Formation. Thi~ nomenclature is herein 
revis~d and it 's suggested that these rocks, along with the 
Litt_le North Pond For-mation ' \ an"(f' Deer Pond Volcanics 
constitute the ~ewly proposed 'Mount Musgrave Group'. 
(.~ i) Lithology: 
To . the west of Deer Lake the South Brook 
.. -..... Formation is 
essentially pelitic in nature being characterized by gre~n 
mica ce ons s _ch is ts with minor -buff · and reddish paammitic 
units. 'A)' South Brook, psammltic schists composed 
essentially of quartz:, feldspar, musc'ovite, biotite. and 
garnet, and minor quartz1t1c, feldspathic a nd metagreywacke 
units 
Brook 
typify this formation\ Thie portion of the ·south 
Formation was examined only briefly by the author. 
Aside from layering no primary sedimentary structures :1 re 
preserved in these rocks. 
Examination in thin-section of some of the more 
peammitic unite northwest of Deer Lake "reveals a f 1 ne 
grained interlocking moAaic o f quartz and plagioclase 
feldspar with lese@r amounts of bio~tte and muscovite. The I 
' 
\ 
\ 
" 
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., 
micas define two separate foliations, a dominan~ one which _ 
is visib}e on outcrop .scale and, an earlier, rel"ict 
foliation defined by oriented mica plates between the main 
foliation planes. Similar featu~es have been documented by 
I<_ennedy (1981) in rocks which are correlative with [he South 
Bronk Formation (Mount Musgrave Formation). 
(111) Structure: 
I 
Pelitic schists exp~. d to the -west of Deer ·.Lake 
demonstr:ate a p a 1 r o f c r o s s - c u t t 1 n g c ,1 e a v a g e s w h i c h · 1 e n d a 
pencilled nature to the rocks (Locality 318). In places an 
early foliation is involved in tight -second gener•tion 
folds. The dominant f o 1 i a·t ion in these rocks is a 
crenulation cleavage as revealed 1~ thin-section. 
I 
r 
At Sou t .h Brook three phases of deformation were 
recognized by D.Knapp ( (Wllliams et al,l982). Her~ again an 
early foliation is folded bf isoclinal folds which exhl hit 
an axial planar crenulation cleava~e. These stroctures ~ r e 
then overprinted by a later event which produced open, 
llleaoacopic folds with moderately northvees-dipping axial 
planes. · 
(iv) Metamorphism: 
.. 
·• 
lOB 
I 
The ubiquitgus development of muscovite+biotlte+g~rnet 
in these rocks in~icat~ that they have been metamorphosed to 
upper greenschist facies or highe~ • A detailed pet!ographic 
. stu~y may allow accurate delineation of individual isograds; 
however, f6r the purposes of this study it will suffice to 
note thilt isograds trend roughly northeast (para llel to 
strike) and me~amorphic grade 
·--
towards increases the 
southeast. A K/Ar _ Isotopic age from muscovite in the Mou n t 
Musgrave Formation ~o the south (correlative with t he Sou t h 
~rook Formation) ..,. revealed a Silurian (cf.430 ~.y.) cooling _ 
age for these rocks (Wanless et al,1965; Kennedy , 1 9 8 1 ) • 
(v) Age, correlation and interpretation: 
) 
The South Brook Formation is interpreted here to be 
y o ung e r than the Little North Pond For 'mat ·ion t o the 
northwe s t and, as such, may represent a me t a morphosed 
equivalent of lower parts .of the Labrador Gr o up (Forte a u and 
Hawke Bay Formations). In lithology, metamorphic grild e and 
struct-ural style rocks of the South Brook Formation rese mble 
parts of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup of the Baie Ve rte 
Peninsula and, as mentioned previously, are correlative to 
the s outh of the •ap ar@a with the Mount Musgrave Formation 
of Kennedy (1981). These c orr e lations are longstand i ng and 
f ormed the basis o f a r@cent stu~y of the entire 
' F leur de 
Lye Belt' (Hibbard, 1983). 
1 
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4. 4 HUGHES LAKE KLLOCHTHON-S UMHARY 
The Hughes Lake Allochthon has been interpreted as a 
. 
structural slice involving Precambrian basement rockto (Round 
Pond Complex) and an ove.rlying cover sequence (Deer Pond 
Volcanics and Mount Musgrav~ Group). Granitic gneisses and 
various other litho 1 o g i e s of ·the Round Po nd Complex have 
associated with them amphibolitic u-nits which have 'been 
interpreted as mafic dikes equivalent to' those which intrude 
the Grenvillian Long Range Complex to the north and have 
,-
been related to rifttn·g during the embryonic stages of the 
proto-Atlantic Ocean (Will1ams,l979). A po-ssible felsic 
• volcanic unit which has been · include d in the Round Pond 
Complex may in fact form part of a bimoda( volcanic sui t e 
along with the newly recognized Deer Pond Volcanics 
( amygda loida l mafic flows) which interve ne locally between 
the Round -Pond Complex and a clastic cover sequence, the 
Little North Pond Fprrnation~ These volcanics are 
correlative with flows which interve ne between cover and 
base•ent at Belle lsle (Lighthouse Cove Formation, Williams 
and Stevens,l969). Chloritic schist~ associated with the 
Round Pond Complex have been interpreted as Hadrynian 
• sediments correlatiye with the Bateau· Formation of the 
,Labrador Group. 
'·, 
The Little North Po nd Formati,en is a two to three 
/ 
I 
. no 
kilometre thick, I c.oarse arkosic sedimentary sequence which 
unconf~rmably overlies 
I 
the Round Pond This 
sequence is charadterized by quartz pebble conglomerates at 
its base and a coqsistent southeast-facing ncture indicated 
by relict cros~'-bedding and grading in the coarset' units. 
i 
Similarities 1~ lithic character and geologic setting 
suggest a st f ong correlation with the Brfdore ·Formation of 
I 
the Labrador G_roup. 
i 
I 
Polydefo'rmed psammitic and pelitic schists of the South 
Brook Formation overlie the Little North Pond Formation to 
the southeast. This sequence is identical in lithology, 
ofetamorphic grade and structural style to parts of the Fleur 
de. Lye Supergroup and constitute part of the Fleur de Lys 
Belt (Hibbard, 19 8 3 i in press)". Together the Deer Pond 
·\. Volcanics, Little North Pond Formation and South Brook 
• Formation make up the Mount Musgrave Group. Recognition of 
this stratigraphic sequence and ita obvious ties to both the 
Labrador Group and Fleur de Lys' Supergroup provides a key 
link between those two. The ma r k e d c o n t r a s t in structural 
style between the two members of the Mount Musgrave Group is 
most likely a direct ref l e c t i oi1 of the highly competent 
nature of the Little North Pond Formation although the 
poaaibi_lty that a major thrust separates the two cannot be 
ru.led out. 
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FIGURE 4: Relationships between rock groups in t he Hughes .Lake Allochthon, Ol d Mans Pond area. 
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TABLE 4: Com~arison of Hughes Lake Allochthon with autochthonous sequence of west Newfoundland and Fleur de Lvs Suoerorouo. Ba1e · verte Pen1nsula. ~ AUTOCHTHOt!O:~ ~EOUENCE HUGHES LAKE ALLOCHTHON BAIE VERTE PENINSULA WEST llEWfO OLAND . . . . !James et al, in prep) ·(Hibbard, 1983) 
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Relationships of the various members of the Hughes Lake 
Allochthon are shown schema~ically in Figure 4. Inferred 
correlations ~between these ~ocks and the Labrador Group and 
Fle u r de Lys Supergroup are summarized in _ Table 4, 
A · lDa~ked contrast in both - / structural style ani:! 
metamorphic grade is evident between the Old Hans Pond 
Allochthon and the Hughes Lake Allo.ch t;hon. Sy n chronous 
structural events may be recognized" in both assemlages (See 
Chapter b); however, the overall effect of t hese events .,on 
rocks of the Hughes Lake Allochtho n was much more intense 
and pervasive. The metamorphic grade of the Hughes Lake 
Allochthon reflects at least upper greenschist facies 
conditions and-' extensive porphyrobla s tesis rsarnet. albite 
and biotite) is evident. 
• 
·--
CHAPTER /FIVE 
COVER .·ROCKS 
I 
Subhorizontal · Carbonif~rqLis strata of the 
Basin · overlap" the older Paleo..:oic sequences 
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Deer Lake 
along the 
western side of ~eer Lake with marked unconformity, In this 
' area the two lawer · form~tions of the Deer Lake Group are 
recognized. The lower of the two, the North Brook For~ation 
· (Be 'lt,l969) is characterized by greenish-grey to red pebble 
and boulder conglomerates, red and green sands tones and 
minor · red s 1 1 t s toIle s • Tp~ CQnglomerates range . f r_om 
sub-angul~r,matrix s~pported to rounded, clast 
supported 'and are p1oo_rly imbricated and demonstrate a crude 
cross-strattficat~o~ in places. Clast composition ranges 
from pink, · granitic ll!aterial to limestone and marble, 
Wherever the ~ontact with underlying · Pale6zoic rocks is 
exposed (eg. along Ninth Brook, Locality 187) abundant 
fragments of the immediately underlying lithologies are · 
common. 
A few thin; buff limestone beds were noted in the ~~r~) 
Brook Formation along . ~ittle North !rook (D.K,app, p e rs 
com111 1 1982). · Als 'o, 1an inlier of Carboniferous rockg was 
found \by the authifr along Norih Brook whi~h consisted ~ f 
i 
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buff to pinkish laminated limest~ne and minor pinkish chert 
which constitute ·the matrix ot' a conglomerate containing 
sub-angular fragments of quaTtzite, green!sh schist and dark 
grey _marble~ A similar conglomerate was 
(1969). A~cording to Hyde (1979) the ~orth 
reported by Belt 
4 
'\ 
Brook Formation 
. is inrerpreted to represent an alluvial fan deposit • 
Limestone~ in its upper parts represent a fransition · to 
marin~ conditions. 
Overlying the North Brook Fotmation and pccupying the 
northern portion of the Deer Lake Basjn are grey and red 
sandstones and siltstones of the Brook Formation 
(Hyde, 1979). A number .of uraniferous zones have been 
repor-ted to· oc·cur in this formation- ! .n the section exposed 
alo~g North Brook and o11 shales • have been found in float at 
the mouth · of· this stream ' (Hyde, 19l9). the Rocky Brook 
Formation is interpreted as representi~g a transition to a 
from more, •arine 
conditfons (Hyde, i979). 
' 
I 
The North Brook and ~Gcky Brook Formations late are 
•) 
Visean ' to early Namurian (late Mississi-ppian') in age (Hyde, 
·.:J 
1979). Re"l.ief on the pre-~ississlppian . e;osional surface 
;,as considerable- as ind"1cated by the' oldw Paleozoic fnlte-r s 
. , . . 
which protrude ~hrough the Carb~niferous strata .along the 
' westeFn margin of the Deer Lake Basin. 
• 
j 
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Rocks of the Deer Lake Group are essentially undeformed 
on the west side of Deer Lake except . for a gentle warping i n 
places. To the east of Dee-r Lake these same s. trata are 
a'teeply dipping to o v e r turned wh e r e they 
overthrust by older rocks of the Pynns Brook Complex and 
South Brook Formation (Williamset al, ' l982a,b). The Deer 
... 
Lake Group is in fault c9ntact w~th the older Ang~ille Group 
(early Mississippian) east of Deer Lake. This fault is 
steeply dipping and rocks adjacent t 0 l t s h ow 1 n t .e n s e 
deformation. Hyde (1979) and Belt (1969) suggest a strike 
slip nature . for this fault an4. relate it to the larger Cabot 
Fault to the south (Wilson,l962; Williams et al, 1970). 
,• 
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PART THREE-STRUCTURAL GEOLOG~ 
· CHAPTER SIX 
6 .I INTRODUCTION 
e 
The Old Mans Po·nd a rea is situated b e tween 
.  ~he 
t r.a n sported Humber Arm Alloc.hthon and the ·exp o sed eastern 
edge of the Appalachian miogeocline, and, as such, provides a 
unique - ~pport~nity to study the struct~ral development of 
the deformed antlent c6nt1nental, margin of e11stern Nor'th 
America. Rocks in the area d~monstrate several genetations 
of 
~ 
structural elements, presumably related to distinct 
deformational events which' were active· over a protr~cted 
period of Paleozoic ti~e. Each deformational event differed ~ . 
from ,... ea~rller and later events with. the _earlier events be i ng 
m-ore pervasive and intense. 
int~ns it y of deformation 
east a~ross _ the a~ea. 
,. _ ) . 
In general, ·the .comp,lexity and 
increases markedly from west to 
• 
,. 
The do~i nant structural grain in the Old . Mans .Pond ~rea 
trends foughly northeast except along the northern margin of 
the · area where_ structures · swing through a broad, c on..ve x 
no r_t hwa rd s arc to strike ne~rly due east. One of the most 
I 
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striking feature~ of thP area is a .rna rkt> d reversal in 
structural polarity from west to . east, · Rocks of the 
.. 
carbonate sequence to the west are involved in folds wh i ch 
are upright tb westerly inclin~d while eas-t of the "west end 
of Old Mans Pond bedding and c l ea vage dip moderately to the 
northwest and folds (ace southeast on primary sedimentar y 
criteria. Similar reversals in structural polarity have 
been reported from regions to the northeast (Bursnall,l9 79) 
and southwest (Williams and Godfrey, 198 0 ; Kennedy, 1981),' 
however, t 1 m.i ng and me.chanisms 1respor/aible have . remained ' 
obscure. A portion of this chapter is 'devoted to a 
discussion of, and pos sible explanation for, this enigma as 
it relates to the Old Mans ~ond · area. 
Also of con c ern here is to determine what, if any, 
' differences exist between the structural development of the 
carbonate sequence versus that of the metaclastic terrane. 
Earlier r.econnai s sance work in the area (Baird, 1960) had 
sugges.ted th a t no significant at ru c t u r 'a 1 break eJti.sta 
between the two (see Willia~a~ 1967). 
............ 
Thus, the poss1,b1lity 
of studyln~ a portion of Ehe ancient carbonate bank sequen ce 
fl 
thr.oughout ' and prism .. their clastic. essentially liraed 
defo r mati o nal hist~ry pres~nted ·itself~ This is a r are • 
qpportunity in the Humber Zone where rocks interpreted to 
r"epresent off-shelf rise P'rism a~diments are invariably . 
s~ructurally emplaced ' against thi c~rbonat~ sequence and 
I" 
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' show a more complex deformation~ history (R"odgers , 196 8; 
Stevens, 1970). Recent work in the ajolning area to the 
south (Kennedy,l981) has shown that a majoz thrust s~pa;ates ) . ' 
the two sequences in that area and the s.uggestion was made 
that this thrust system continued into the Old Mans Pond 
area. 
The format o f this chapter 
. 
follows a conventional 
approach to dealing with the description and interpretation 
of the structura l ge~logy of an area. Initially the area is 
divided into four domains (see Figure 5) and ' each is 
destribed and discussed a~ an 1nterna1ly consistent entity. 
Domain boundaries coincide with na>ural geologic breaks in 
the area and it is 
' ,_ 
' · t·rea t 1 ng hoped that by each domain 
separately any contrasts, or similarit~es, in structural 
style will be highlighted. ~allowing · this, a model for the 
structural development of the area is proposed based on the 
geology of the area, the sequence and pattern of struc tu ra l 
elements observed, regional tectonic constraints a nd 
comparis~n · with better understood orogenic •belt.s . It i s 
hoped that the reader will bear in mind that, while an 
interpretation of the structural hJstory of the area based 
on the recognition, interpretation and corfel~tion ot the 
vari o u s structural elements has been presented, alternative 
in~erpretations may ' be possible at all 
likely alter~ativea levels. Wherever poss1ble the mos t,• will be briefly 
)t 
I 
,I 
q 
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FIGURE 5: Structural domains in the Old Mans Pond are~. 
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discussed, 
6.2 TERMINOLOGY 
In the sections to follow _the esaentlal structural 
components observed to exist in the Old Mans Pond area are 
described. For , the sake of simplicity each e l ement within a 
given domain has been given a notation which indi~atea ita 
temporal relationship with other elements in that · domain~ 
'For example, Dl r e f e rs t~ the first deformational event 
recognized in a giv~n domain; planar fabrics related to 
this event ar~ n~ted as Sl, folds as Fl, lineations as L l 
etc, It should b e emphasized that DL etc. refer to events 
which are mutually exclusive to the domain in which t~e y 
have been rec ognized and ar~ not nec~ss~rily 
with . elements in th e other d~mains. 
synchronous 
The · n.o in e n c 1 a t. u r e u s e d h e T e i: o d e s c r i b e f o l d s · 1 s a s 
suggested by Fl e uty 09.64) and Ramsa·y (1967. ), _Usage of the 
terms schi~tosity, f o liation and cleavage 
suggestion of Hobbs e t al (1976). 
foliow the 
-·----"- --- . ·-- -... ·- ---·-- --·---· 
' ~-
,-- ·· . 
• 
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6.3 DOMAIN A: CARRONATE SEQUENCE 
The rocks of the carbonate sequence comprise the 
largest a~d, unfortunately, lea s t we ll understood domain in 
terms of s t r ·u c t u r a 1 deve>lopment. The · most remarkable 
feature of this 1oma1n is a marked reversal in structura l 
polarity from west to east across it, In the W'est ( Goo s e 
Arm) rocks of the carbonat'e sequence are involved in f old s 
W'hich are upright . to slightly overturned to the west and 
stallowiy plunging either northe a s ~ or southwest (see Plate 
19). These folds are invariably open and concentric in 
style and ·range up to seve tal hundred metres or so in 
. . 
amplitude. In all likelihood this is a reflection of the 
of the rocks a ffected, A moderate stylolitic 
cleavage is invariably present which is axial planar to 
these folds, This cleavage increases in · intensity towards 
l 
the nor~h and east and is e specially prevalent · in t h e 
~ast~rn carbonate terrane. 
---~ - -- w 
--~ ~ 
\ 
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PLATE 19: Large open syncline typical of fold style in 
rocks of St. George Group. Cliff face is roughly 
30 metres high. Southwest end of Old Mans Pond. 
In contrast, rocks to the east of the western end of 
Old Mans Pond are invariably involved in folds which are 
overturned to the east and accompanied by a slaty axial 
planar cleavage which dips moderately to the west or 
northwest. Typical of this area is the Reluctant Head 
Formation which is characterized by easily recognizable 
tight to isoclinal folds where exposed on the shores of Old 
Mans Pond at 'Reluctant Head' and in the cliff face north of 
the bend in Hughes Brook. The style of these folds as 
compared to the more open folds characteristic of the 
remainder of the carbonate sequence reflects to a large 
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extent the thin-bedded, relatively incompetent nature of the 
Reluctant Head which allowed for easy fold nucleation. 
These folds may be up to 100 metres in amplitude (eg. at 
Reluctant Head) but most are • on the scale of a few metres in 
size or smaller (Plate 20). 
PLATE 20: Small angular folds in Reluctant ·Head Formation, 
north shore of Old Mans Pond. Not northwest dip 
of axial trace. Generally folds in the Reluctant 
Head are more isoclinal than this. 
Most are isoclinal and all have roughly horizontal, 
northeast trending axes. In all cases the folds observed 
involve only bedding and, as such, constitute Fl structural 
elements in the carbonate domain. No intrafolial folds or 
preexisting fabrics indicative of an earlier deformational 
event were observed. 
., 
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Bedding, ford axes and clea-.age in the carbC:nate domain 
all trend roughly northeast except along . the northern margin 
of the area where they swing through a broad, convex 
northwards arc to trend nea·r ly due east. The ·resulta n·t 
pattern has. previously been interpreted as a late, 
regional-scale antiform (Baird,l96q; Kennedy,l98 'I). 
fo 1 d 
Stereoplots of data collected for bedding, A leavage and 
a.xis orientations in the c~~bonate domain are given in 
Figures 6A and 6B. Figure 6A is a plot of poles . t o bedding 
on 1 y. II A strong great · cifcle girdle is ev.ident with a 
co~responding Beta~pole oriented 10/035. This pattern 
reflect s folding about a northeast trending, nearly 
horizontal axis; an interpretation which is b o rne out by 
the f~w measured fold . axes. The point maximum i n the 
s o u t h e a s t q u a d r a n t i s. m o r e a f u n c t 1 on · o f concentration of 
readings from the Reluctant Head F.ormation than 1t is 
reflective of asymmetric, inclined folding. 
,.... 
pi-girdle is also evident. The p,ple 
oriented 40/285 which is roughly at right 
Beta~pole. 
A second, wea k 
to this plane is 
angles t .o t he 
Figure 68 contains cleav-age data . for' . the carbonate · 
domain. I d e IT't 1 c a 1 '1 nf luenc e g 
. 
to those demonstrated in 
Figure 6A are evidei'lt but are less well developed · l a r ge ly 
. 
·~ j 
due to the pauc(t.y o f data : This data set also conta i ns a · 
,. 
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fair degree of scatter. 
6.4 DOMAIN B: OLD MANS POND ALLOCHTHON 
I 
~In terms of structural style, Pocks • of the Old Hans 
~n~ Allochthon are nearly identical to the eastern portion 
o f ·t h e c a r bon a t e 
history of this 
4~in. However, the overall deformational 
doma,in- would appear to be more complex than 
that of the ' carbonate domain. The dominant structural 
element of this domain is a strong planar fabric wh ich 
trends roughly northeast and dips moderately ' northwest in 
the southern and central parts of the allochthon but swi~ 
through a broad arc to trend nearly due east and dip close 
to vertically in the northern part, thus mimicking the 
pattern shown by 
fabric,~ however, 
AllochthQn. This 
the carbonate domain. This dominant 
is a D2 el~ment within the Old Hans Porid 
is most evident in the Bobbys Brook 
Formation where F2 isoclinal folds, ~ell-demonst~at~d by· the 
thinly bedded carbonates of th i £ formation, may be , seen to 
fold an earlier Sl foliation which is best preserved ~n the 
shal e y interbeds. This early folia-tion gene rally 
otherwise indistinguishable since l t is · most coinmo,nly 
p-arallel to both primary l ·ayering· and the strong S2 fabr ic . 
A similar situation has been reported bi Kennedy (1981) in 
equivalent roc~s farther south (G.rand Lake Brook Group). 
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In the remaining, more westerly portions of the Old 
Mans Pond Allochthon the effects of an early period of 
deformation are less evident. Small, irregular bedding 
~ 
folds sporadically preserved in the thinly bedded shales and 
siltstones of the Otter Brook Formation may be related to 
this event (Plate 21). These folds do not possess an axial 
planar cleavage and were interpreted in the field to be 
result of soft sediment deformation. 
PLATE 21: Possible soft sediment folds (Fl) in interbedded 
shales and siltstones of Otter Brook Formation. 
These folds lack an axial planar cleavage. 
Scale is in inches. 
A small bedding plane thrust, similar to that described 
a 
by 
Stevens (1965) and interpreted to represent primary 
deformation due to slumping, was observed in a sandstone bed 
along the western margin of the Otter Brook Formation. This 
' 1 
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too _may 'represent a manifestation of th.e earliest 
' deformational event to effect the rocks o.f the Old Hans Pond 
Allochthon. 
... 
The d~minant, 52 fabric in the Old Mans Pond A.lloch-tho~n 
I 
in expression between the 
. 
three members of 'the 01 d. 
Mans Pond Group. In the predominantly arenaceo.us Canal Pond 
·•. Formati~n it i~ rep~esented · by a strongly mica~eous cleavage 
which masks primary . bedding, . thus making .the recognition o'f 
any assocfated folding difficult. More· argillaceous 
sub.units with.in the Canal· Pond are chara.cterize<J by ..a 
52 Gava~e. 
In the a r gill ace 0 u 8 Otter Brook Formation, 
s laty1 
S2 is 
rep.resent:ed by a strong slaty cleavage which is axial _planar 
t o i s o c .li.n a L f o 1 d s (plat~ 22), These folds strongly 
transpose o"riginal. layering (bed~tn'g) in these rocks 
' 
resulting 1 n b e d d 1 n g a n d . c 1 e a v a g e b e 1 n g p a r a 11 e '1 
combining to form the dominant fabric throughout much of 
this .formation. In 'thin-:-section the cl~avage itself is 
revealed to be a classic domainal siaty cleavage of t'l)e type 
described by Hobbs et al (1976) and C.eber (1981) (see PJ..'ate 
Identical fabrics have been interpreted by Weber 
( 1981) to arise through syntectonic recr'ystall1s~tion . under 
low grade metamorphic conditions. 
., 
' ' 
.. 
... 
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PLATE 22: Isoclinal D2 fold in shales of Otter Brook For-
mation. Note strong axial planar slaty cleavage. 
Field of view is roughly 12 centimetres across. 
PLATE 23: Well developed domainal slaty cleavage typical of 
Otter Brook Formation. Large mica domain is roughly 
2 millimetres long. 
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A down-dip dineation def,ine_d "by pyrite aggu;gates is 
commonly developed within the •laty cleavage in these rocks. 
This lineation iS oriented at a high angie to ~reserved fold 
\ . 
hinge.s and therefore . most likely represents the di_rection of 
, maximum extention within the stress field active during 
generation Qf the associated cleavage which, by lnferrence, 
, ·. 
li~s in a plane normal to the m~ximu~ shorteni~g d i reFtion 
., 
· '(Hobbs et al,1976; 
~· . Mitra and • Elliott,l979). 
\_ 
\ 
As previously mentioned, folds to which the dominant 
cleavage is axial planar are tight to isoclinal in nature. 
Fold closures are rarely preserved but, where obseryed, they 
are invariably antiformal and fold axes are h o rizont a l to 
gently northeast plunging. In rare i~t 'ances · {_these folds 
may be shown to be anticlinal ln•th~ stri~test sense~ One 
locality in which this · may be demonstrated occurs .alonJ . the 
'Old Mans Pond Road' just south of · Ol d • Man Mountain 
(Locality 146). Here a large fold (2-3 metres in amp l i tud e) 
in interbedded I ' siltstones and sartdst~nes is anticlinal and 
' . 
southeast-faciqg on the basis of grading in the sandstone 
beds. ; 
.On the north shore of Old Mans Pond 'L o cali ty 221) 
another fold, in this case in a pebbly sandst"o n e bed, 
I 
is 
again , a-nticlinal and sout~ast facing.: o n t h e basis o f 
grading • .Oespite the paucity , of preserved fold c l osure s 
\ extensive folding is sugge~ted by the alternation of facing 
direction based . on grading · a nd be dding-c l eavage 
• 
• 
- -~ __ , __ _ 
I 
\ 
.... 
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.. 
relationships from outcrop to outcrop within th~ sequence. 
The dominant f'bric in the Bobbys Brook Formation is a 
" strong cleavage best .developed· in its more argillaceous 
portions. This cleavage is slightly more ~ic aceou s than 
that in the Otter. Brook Formation reflecting the slightly 
bigher grade of metamorphism experienced by this portion o f 
the allochthon' . Folds associated vith the cleavage are well 
demonstrated by the thin carbonate beds typical · of this 
unit. These folds are invari<\bly small ( I 0-2 0 em in 
·~ 
amplitude), isoclinal and asymmetric in style. Axial traces 
of the f·ol d s are comply and. lineation-S preserved in the 
limbs show · variable orientations suggesting a complex 
deformational history for these r~cks (see Plate 2~). Rapid 
alternation in cleavage-bedding re l ationsh:ips evident 
throughout . the section indicate large scale isoclinal 
folding. 
J 
Ther~ is invariably present In the rocks of the Old 
Mans Pond Allochthon. a weak cleavage which is apptoximately 
coplanai ' with the dominant cleavage discussed above. The 
age of this cleavage relative to the domlnani fab~l~ is 
uncertain since its relationship with the dominant cle~vage 
and asspclated isoclinal folds could not be dpcu~ented, In 
many areas the two cle~vages ~orm an anastomosing or 
phacoidal pattern. A similar pattern is . commonly reported 
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PLATE 24: Complex asymmetric isoclinal folds (F2) typical 
of Bobbys Brook Formation. Folds axes tend to be 
strongly curvilinear. These folds involve a previous 
(Dl) fabric as well as original bedding. 
to occur in the transported Humber Arm Supergroup to the 
west where it is evident both in intact sedimentary 
sequences (Stevens,1965) and in the melange zones which 
bound the individual slices withi; the all&chthon. Although 
varied and often complex explanations for this phacoidal 
fabric have been suggested (eg • Schillereff,1980) this 
pattern in the Old Mans Pond area is interpreted to have 
arisen simply as a result of the superposition of two nearly 
parallel cleavages, both of which are roughly equivalent in 
age (see Section 6.9). 
The latest structural element in the Old Mans Pond 
. ... . 
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Allochthon is an open, northeast tr~nding, moderately 
east-dipping fract~re : cl~avage (see Plate 25) which tends to 
' 
become more pervasiv~ and closely spaced towards the east. 
-This cleava&e may or ~ay not be related tD ' kink or chevron 
type folds which fold the dominant S2 fabric in these rocks • 
These fold~ were observed along · the nort~ shore of Old Mans 
Pond (Locali~y 207), just west of - the contact between the 
Bobbys Brook.and Otter Brook Formation~ on the 'Old Mans 
Pond· Road' (Locality 156) and, along a logging trail 
northeast of Otter Pond (Locality 11 7) • They invariably 
possess hririzontal axial planes and ~ortheast tre~ding fold 
axes (see ~lat .e 26). 
The order Df str~ctural events recorded in . the Old . Mans 
Pond Allochthon then would appear to be: 1) . develop~ent of 
an early, bedding parallel cleavage and possible soft 
sediment folds and thrus~s; 2) isoclinal folding 
ac~ompapied by ~ strong axial planar cleavage which varies 
in expression between. members o.f the ,Old Mans Porid Group; 
3) development of a weak cleavage nearly coplanar (and 
possibly synchron~us) 
.,.. 
development of a la~e, 
related kink folds. 
. 
wit~ the _ dominant . cleavage and 4) ·· 
east-dipping fricture cleavage a~d 
Figure 7 is a stereoplot of b~dding, S2 cleavage and 
fold ax e s measur.;d in the .'Old Hans ' Pond Allochthon~ Later 
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PLATE 25: Closely spaced, southeast-dipping late fracture 
cleavage in interbedded shales and siltstones of 
Otter Brook Formation. 
PLATE 26: Late stage kink folds in Otter Brook Formation. 
Top is to the left. Folds have horizontal axial 
planes. 
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stage structural elements have not been included s 1 ne e ~ot 
enough measurements of these elements were made t o 
constitute a statistically significant popu l ation. It is 
interesting~ to note. that while significant scatter i n t he 
plotted data exists there is a strong maximum C! .riented 
50/120. Scatter of the data weakly defines a great circle 
oriell'Ted 071/58SE thus suggesting folding about ·an axis trend:~g Yl/342. A sim~r but less .well dev£>loped pattern ) . 
is also evid~nt in Domain .A (see Figure's 6A and 6B). This 
pa ttern is interesting in that a cursory examina t io n o f t h e 
area sugge s t .s folding about a ·northeast trending axis. 
While not conclusive, the patt:e .rn demonstrated by the data 
~h·~-s collected during study certainly refutes su c h an 
interpretation. 
t, 
Kennedy (1981) suggested a late stage, regional 
cross-folding event which produced folds with .nort h west 
trending axes in this region which were most evident in the 
r e gional sinuosity of structural trends. To this might also f · 
b e add e d the apparent fold i ng evident in the Old Mans Pond 
area but for one ~onsideration- Kenne dy (1981) beli e ved t h is 
~ 
event to b e a DS event and the last to effect r o cks in t h 'e 
a rea. In the Old Mana Pond 1area it wou l d be a 03 featur e at 
best. Kennedy adaits that the FS cross-folds a re d e f i n e d on 
regional patterns alone and that no known or co n sisten t l y 
o r 1 e n t e d D 4 f a b r 1 c s e x 1 s t w h. 1 c h c o u 1 d b:~ us e d t o uni q u e ly 
-·.- -
•• 
• 
,/" . 
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determine DS elements. Such discrepancies ·have le d to t he 
search for an alternative explanation of the observed • 
pattern in the Old. Mans Pond ·are(l. 
. ... 
One possible explanation, adopted he ·re, i s that t he 
arcuate pattern represents a primary geometry rela t ed to 
thrusting. Such a r~·ua te patterns are common ~·the Moine 
thrust belt {Elliott and Johnson,l980) where they ha ve bee n 
.. 
·, 
'a rcu a t.e contractional imbri.c a t e zones 
te. rmed 
(Coward, 1982). A detailed discussion of this geo me t r y and 
its development is ~iven in Secti o n 6.8. . . 
' 
'· 
\ 
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6.5 DOMAIN C: HUGHES iAKE ~LLOCHTHON 
The Hughes Lake Allochthon, like the Old Mans Pond 
Allochthon·, demonstrates a rather complex def~rmational 
history. The earliest recogn·izable element in these rocks 
is a bedding p_a r a 11 e 1 folia~on, similar to that in the 
Bobbys Brook . Formation of the Old Mans Pond .Allochthon, now 
preserved as a relict fabrlc'in the · psammitic and r.pelltic )oo 
schists of r:-he South Brook Fo'rmation. This fabric is most 
easily recognized in thin-sections of'the . South B.rook · 
Formation where it is commonly . defined by weakly oriented 
mica plates between the dominant cleavage planes. Kennedy ( 
(1981) has described a virtuall.y id'ent
4
ical early cleavage in 
his Mount ' Musgrave Formation to the south of the area while . 
to the northeast Hibbard (1979) has similar 
pattern. 
As in the Old Mans Pond 'Allochthon, it is D2 elements 
which dominate in the Hughes Lake Allochthon. These v a ry in 
expression betw'een differen.t portions of allochthon_. 
Crystalline rocks of the Round Pond Complex are 
characterized by a strong micaceous foliation representing 
S2 which · h~s associated with it a down-dip lineat ion defined 
·by m i n e r a 1 a g g r e g a t e s • T h e 1 n t e r p r e t a t i on o f t h 1 s f a b r i c a s 
a Dl element is tenuous since no earlier fabrics are 
preserved Presumably its development 
( (. 
1 4 0 
followed the sequence - of events envisaged by Mitra and 
Elliott .0979) and Mitra (1979) for the development of 
clea~age in crystalline basement rocks of the Blue Ridge in 
P e n n s y1 van 1 a and V i r g i n i a • 
The significance of the down-Alp ·<\ lineaq.on · • is poorly 
und{!rstood at this time. Traditionally the formation of . 
such line~r elements and their relationship to the stress 
field · responsible has ~en 
cases .lineations lie at La 
a matter of controversy. In ma.ny 
high angle to fold · axes and 
represent stretching lineations oriented ~ormal to the plane 
of maximum shortening (for example the lineation associated 
with S2 in the Old Mans Pond Allochthon). ,This is common in 
slate belts where strains were low. In other instanc es 
lineations have been found to be parallel to fold axes 
suggesting a peculiar stress field (Hobbs et al,l976, 
p.285). Hobbs et al (1976) have suggested that such a 
situation could arise thrGugh rotation of the · fold axes 
under high states of strain (eg. during thrusting) into 
parallelis~ with the lineations which, in ... this case woulcj 
repre~ent the stretching direction associated ~ith t e ctonic 
transport. This model ma' be particularly applic a ble to the 
Round Pond Complex considering its position at the base o f a 
major thrust assemblage. The few folds observed in 
~ 
these 
' rocks are in fact isoclinal with steeply-plunging fold axes 
which parallel the orientation of t~e lineat i on s (Plate 27). 
I 
•J 
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PLATE 27: Tightly folded amphibolite in Round Pond Complex. 
Fold axis plunges steeply to the northwest. 
The schistosity in the chlorite-albite schists of the 
Round Pond Complex is also interpreted to represent a D2 
fabric. The presence of rodded albite porphyroblasts in 
these schists indicates that a certain amount of 
porphyroblastesis must have either been contemporaneous with 
or predated the D2 event. Kennedy (1975) and Kennedy (1981) 
have reported albite porphyroblastesis spanning several 
periods of deformation in similar rocks to the north and 
south. 
The Little North Pond Formation is surprisingly void of 
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major structural . elements. Individual bed s of this 
formation are traceable over considerable distances , and 
invariably face southeast on primary sedimentary criteria 
(grading and cross-bedding) . ., The structural simplicity of 
to its exceedingly thick, 
homogeneous nature and the ability of the matrix in the 
arkoses and greywackes to . absorb most of the strain. There 
is a weak fabric preserved in these rocks which 
0 
manifests 
.itself in the tren4 of hills and outcrops, particularly on 
the \hares of Little North Pond • 
as a ~ombined SO/S2 featur~. 
' 
. This fabric is interprete d 
The most co.Qspicuous .and . pervasive structural element 
in the pelitic and psammitlc schjsts of the South Br ook 
Formation is a stro~g, micaceous cleavage (52) whic h . 1s 
axial · planar to m~soscopic isoclinal folds. The cle a vage 
itself ·generally trends northeast and dips moderately t o the 
northwest- and is a crenulation cleavage. The folds have 
apprciximately horizonial axes and curvilinear · hinge l ines 
a r ·e common. F~ld axes . tr@nd northeast parallel to the 
cleavage t'rend. 
Q3 ef~ects on the Hughes " Allo c hthon a re weakl y 
pres~ rv~'d or absent except in the South Bro ok Fo rmation 
whe r~ they are r epresented by open folding of the earlier S2 
cleavage about moderately n o rthwest dipping t o up r ight axial 
I; . 
• 
/ 
1,;. 
·'t 
1 4 3 
pla'nes. 
I . 
Fr~m . the abov~ ·discussL.on lt is obvious that . a minimu m 
of three deformational events effected the Hughes Lake ~ 
Alloch thoh. All three are best r~presented · in the · S o u t h 
Brook Format~on but presumably effected the remainder of th e 
allochthon as well; The sequence of _events appears to have 
been:· 1). ·Formation of an early bedding parallel f a-bric. 
This is only ev~dent in the South Brook Formati o n; 2) 
Development of a s t ro.ng, northeast trending, northwest 
dipping cl~avage and associated tight to ' isoclinal f~lds. 
This is the . most obvious structural eleme nt . and i s . 
responsible .. fo·r the overall structur~l grain o f the 
alloclithon; 3) A late 'deformational event which refolded 
the dGminant cleavage in the South Brook Formation but had 
little obvious effect on the · remainder .of the allo c htho n . 
./ 
Figure 8 i s a s t ere o graph i c pro j e c t ion of the maj or 
structural elements observed in the Rughe~ Lake Allochthon. 
As with the carbonate dorl.ain and the Old Mans Pond 
Allochthon, poles to the dominant fabric in this c'iom a i n 
cluster in the soutlieast quaclrant o f the ·ste r eogram and a 
weak pi-girdle is deve l op e d wh i ch has a pole oriented 
38/303. This patte r n i s similar to that dev.elope d i n Do ma i n 
8 which 
, 
is interpreted as . an ar c uate, thrus ~ -rela t e d 
pattern. Notably, th ~ Beta - pole · sh o ws 'roughly the sa me. 
' 
' 
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orientation as lineations in the Round Pond Complex. As was 
discussed earlier, these lineations most likely give some 
. indication of thrust transport direction. 
~.6 DOMAIN D: DtER tAKE BASIN 
Within the map area, Carboniferous strat~ of the Deer 
Lake Basin dip shallowly towards the east and sho~ n~ 
evidence of any def~ation asi~e from minor late stage 
block faulting (eg~ contac~ along 'Old Mans Pond Road'). 
East of · D~er Lake ~his iitu~tion chan~es and . •trata of the 
Deer Lake Group have been steepened and lo~ally overturned 
to the west by -thrusting of the Pynns Brook Complex 
(Vill~ams et ai,1982). Considering the age o~ the rocks 
affected, this thrus·ting is obviously'post~Carboniierous in 
age and, , as such, is almost certainly attributable to the 
Alleghanian Orogeny. It thus· , represents the only 
defo~mational event to effect rocks in the region which may 
be allotted an'accurat~ absolute a~e. Re cognition of t hese 
effects east of Deer Lake which have failed t o effect rocks 
"'" of equivalent ~g~ 
I ) 
~long the western shore of the lake 
indicates that this 
front in this are~. 
1o 
elements in rocks 
represents the Allegnanian struct~ral 
By infe~rence, all pervasive structural 
to t he we s t · o f De e s La k e· m u B t b e o 1 de r 
t,.h an Carbon ff e r ou s ( 1 e. pre - Alleghanian). 
.! 
-'" 
" 
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6.7 THRUST FAULTS IN THE OLD MANS POND AREA. 
Prior to considering the overall structural development 
of the Old Hans Pond area a brief review of the major thrust 
faults in the area, previou~ly described in Sections 3.6 and 
4. 2. and a more detailed consideration of their geometry is 
in order. These thrusts correspond to~ and ~argely define 
the boundaries of, two maj~r structural assemblages - ~he 
Old Mans Pond and Hughes Lake I Allochthons- and, as -~ s.uch, 
they repre~ent the single mo~t important strtictutal ele~ents 
cant ri,buting to the overall geology of the area. Much of 
the proposed geologic h~story hinges on their recognition, 
delineation and interpretation. 
Both thrusts a r e . p ~r 1 y e x p o s e d but 'have been 
reasonabiy accurately d~lineated during this study. The 
thrust bounding the Old Hans Pond Allochthon is 
characterized by a thin zone of intense shearing and is 
·generally difficult ~o recognize, for except 
' .. 
locally_ 
~ssoctated . quartz and/or calcite veining. Where not 
~irectly observed (eg. along the northern boundary of the 
allochthon) this thrust has been deline a t e d through a 
combinition of marked topographic expression~ truncation of 
geologic units and the localized occurrence 
! meta~abbro bodies . 1nterpreted to be r e trograded 
of sma 11 
u 1 t r a maf ic 
r ocks ( see Sec t 1 on 3 • 5) • 
I 
14 7 
The thrust bounding the western margi~ of the Hughes 
.' 
. • 4 
Lake Allochthon is ~uch mor.e distinctive in the f i eld, being 
characterized by a fairly _ wide du~ti lel'y deformed· zone. 
This tht:ust juxtaposes more higlfly metamo.rphosed ro c ks 'to 
the southeast against less metamorphosed rocks to the west 
but is generally' less topographically exp~esslve than the 
thrust '!found'tng. the Old Mans Pond Allochthon. : Coincidence 
of this thrust with a younger block fault along its northern 
end suigests that it has been the locus of more _th a n one 
phase of movement. 
; 
Bot~ of the maj?r thrusts parallel the regio nal 
structural &!aln of the area, The thrust boun~ing t he 
Hughes Lake Allochthon ~rends roughly northeast and dips 
moderately to the northwest while the thrust bou nding the 
Old Mans Pond Alloc~thon follows ~ much more complex pattern 
. . ' 
which is roughly arcuate in ~orm but gene ~a lly northw~st 
dip~1ng 0as well. This general northwest dippin~ na t ure is 
anomalous within the overall tectonic framework of west 
Newf oundland and is also at varif!.nce with the sou the ast 
dipping nature of thrusts to th~ south o f th e area with 
which they f~rm a continu ous, regional fau~t system 
see Figure 9). Both of these 
thr'ust ·s have be e n interpret ed a s modi f ied c onventional 
eaat-dipplng, west directed thrusts. Th e re l a t ionsh i p 
between them based on field ob~er-ations is ~ncertaln~ I n 
' 
.. . 
; . 
.. 
F"IGURE 9: 
Regional structural elements 
in the Old Mans Pond-Corner 
Brook Lake ar .. a. 
(after Williams et al, 1982 
and Kennedy, 1981) . 
Thr ust !ault 
on upper plate, 
overturnedr 
Normal fault 
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the north both have been truncated by later fault~ while to 
q c 
the south their juncture lies somewhere beneath Long Pond. 
On purely geometric grounds it is suggested here tha ~ these 
faults are in fact linked and constitute. a 'piggy back 
thru~t stack' (Butler,l982). This concept will be discussed 
more fully in "the ne:xt ~ction. 
-' 
6.8 ASSESSMENT AND STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS 
In the preceding sections t~e Old Mans Pond a rea has 
been subdivided into four structural domains, the boundaries 
of which coincide with well defined natural structural 
and/or stratigraphic breaks. Each of these dom a ins 
demonstrates a recognizable sequence of st~uctural elements 
which may be related to se~ular deformational even f e. 
s equence of structural elements observed in each domain i s 
sum~arized in Table 5. 
.. 
Any structural synthesis of the area must necessarily 
integr.ate each of the recognized sequence~ int o ~ single 
deformational sequence which may be , applied to the a rea as a 
whole. To do this requires that individual elements from 
s e parate domains must some how be corr e l a t e d temporally. 
Consideration of the fact that once wide~y separat e d rock 
groups have . been juxta~osed along major tectonic surfa c es 
15 o' 
' TABLE S: Summary of sequence of events observed in structural 
domains of the Old Hans Pond area. 
RANK 
FOURTH 
GENERATION 
D~ 
THIRD 
GENERATION 
DJ 
SECOND 
GENERATION 
02 
FIRST• 
GENERATION 
01 
l 
DOMAIN A 
(Carbonate 
gequence) 
• 
Block f aul tfng 
Possible fold-
ing: minor 
wast-directed 
thrusting. 
Upright, open 
foldio in west, 
weak cleavage; 
isoclinal east-
verging folds 
in east, stronq 
axial plane 
~~leava•~e. 
· ! · 
\ 
DOMAIN B 
[Old Mans Pond 
Allochthon) 
Block faulting 
Moderate eaat-
dipp~g fracture 
c l eav.'Jt.je; m~nor 
kink folds. 
Isoclinal, SE-
facing folds, 
lltrong axia l 
plane cleavage 
rangipg from 
slaty to 
micaceOI.III. 
Weak bedding-
parallel fol-
iation in east: 
soft sediment 
folds and bed -
d i ng plane 
t.lu:: ua ta in 
rem.1inder.· 
DOMAIN C 
(Hughes Lalte 
Allochthon) 
Block faulting 
' 
Open folds with 
west-dipping 
axial planes. 
Isoclinal folds ; 
DOMAIN ·o 
[Deer Lake 
Basin ) 
strong cleavage. Block faulting 
weak·, laye~;­
parallel fol-
iatiOh 
Folding ana 
overturning of 
beds eas1: of 
Deer L~e. 
. I 
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.... . ,
requires that due caution must be exercised in attempting 
such a correlation. 
The most obvious link· between Domains A,B and C are the 
dominant planar fabrics in each. -" These are invar1a~ly 
parallel to each other and impart to the its overall 
structural grain. (Note: rocks of Domain D are 
ess.entially urwdeformed in the Old Mans Pond · area .they are 
neglected _ in the discussion to follow.) Stereopl9ts of data 
of rom e _ach of the doms.in~ demonstrates well the _correlation 
of these eleme·nts in space (see Fi~ures _ 6B, 7 1 and 8). 
However,despite this strong spati'al correlatLon, a temporal 
correlation of these elements is suspect since the dominant 
-fabric in Domain A is a Dl element whereas in Domains B and 
. C it is a D2 element. 
A fundamental observation to be 111ade here ia that not 
only are the dominant fabrics in each' of the domains 
par a 11 e 1 but, · also • the major thrusts in the area are 
parallel to -those fabrics on either side of them. Certain 
s t u d i e s ( e g • M 1 t r a and E 111 o t t ,. 1 9 8 0) have demonstrated , _ 
ttlat cleavage {ormation and _thrusting are commonly coeval 
and, when auch ia the case • the clea'va·ge within a given 
thrust sheet is as .ym.ptotic to the thrust and the two are 
then!! ore 
-, 
parallel near the thrust plane. ·This is 
·-
illustrated in Figure lOa. Should a second thrust and its 
t 
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(i) Initial thrust and associated cleavage. 
(ii) Subsequent thrust folds initial thrust and cleavage. 
Two cleavages are parallel. near thrust surface but 
cross-cut at higher levels above decollement. 
FIGURE lQ: Evolution of an imbrica te stack. (after ' Mitra 
and Elliott~ 1980) 
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associated cleavage develop in front of the first, an 
imbricate 
generated. 
stack of ~he type illustrated in Figure lOb is 
{l 
At this stage structural ~ompllcations involving 
cross-cutting cleavages and folding of the original thrust 
s u r f a c e a r e e v 1 d e n t a t h i g he r l e v e ls 1 n t A e s t ·a c k. • 
\ 
\ 
-However, 
at a lower level of erosio·n, such as we see in the Old Hans 
P on d a r e a , t h e c 1 e a v a~ e s a r e p a r a 11 e 1 to their associated 
thrusts and what is observed is what appe..ars to be a .single 
deformation in a spatial field. In , reality however, 'the 
deformation is time transgressive towards the foreland (ie. 
II 
as we progress towards the west in the~Old Mans Pond a rea) 
so that the cleavage and thrusts become slightly younger in 
this direction • 
. Application , of this concept to the Old Mans Pond a rea 
sheds some light on the temporal correlation of structural 
elements between domains. Table 6 shows · the de format i o.nal 
of the area assuming correlation of thrus~ing and 
' J ' . 
the fo'r .aiation of the dominant fab.rics across the a rea as 
postulated above. If correct this correlation provi~ea a 
structural . d~t<um upon which to hang the remainder o f 
recognized deformational sequence. From this it is evident 
that ,a n early Dl event 'preceded tl).e main period ·of thru~Jting 
in the but did not effect the more westerly t e rrane. 
This early event is well documented in similar roc·ks along 
strike ~o the noTthwest ~ nd southe~st . where it is generally 
. 
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TABLE 6: Correlation of structural elements in the Old Mans 
Pontl area. 
FOURTH 
GENERATION 
04 
THIRD 
GENERATION 
03 ' 
.. 
SECOND 
GENERATION 
02 
.. 
FIRST 
GENERATION 
Dl 
DOMAIN A 
(Carbonate 
sequence) 
Block faulting 
Po ssible fold-
ing; minor 
west-directed 
thrusting • 
Upright, open 
folds in' veat, 
waa.Jc cleavage; 
DOMAIN 8 
{Old Mana Pond 
Alloch than) 
Block faulting 
Moderate eas t -
dipping fracture 
c leavage; minor 
kink fol ds. 
I socllnal, SE-
facing folds, 
strong axial isoc linal east- 1 
plane cleavage vergin g folds 
in ·east, strong ranging from 
slaty to 
. axial plane 
mi cace·ous. cleavage. 
-
Weak bedding• 
par allel fol-
iation i n east: 
-------
soft sediment 
f olds and bed-
dj.ng plane 
thrust:~ in 
" 
r emai nder . 
DOMAIN C 
(Hughes Lake 
Allochthon) 
Block fault i ng 
Open folds with 
vest-di ppi ng 
axial planes. 
I s ocl i nal folds 
strong cleavage 
' 
Weak, layer-
parallel fol-
iati on. 
DOMAIN D 
(Deer Lake 
B4sin) 
Block fau l ting ; 
f o lding and 
thrusts east of 
Deer I..ake. 
~---
• 
' 
----
,.. 
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interpreted to .represent an early phase of the .Taconic 
Orogeny (Bursnall,l979; Kennedy, 1981). Its exis~ence in 
'the more easterly, transported sequences of the o'td Mans 
Pond area is cons is tent w i t h the w.e s twa r d- t ran s g res s i v e 
nature of . the deformation discus~e~ above. 
Th~ fact that this ~arly fabric does not exist in the 
more westerly carbonate terrane is significant in that it 
indicates that this portion of the ancient margin vas not 
affected by the earliest deformation. 
li : This contrasts with 
..J 
findings immediately to the.south which show that: ·easterly 
portions pf the ~arbonate terrane demonstrate t.he complete 
range of deformational' elements shown · by the metaclast1c 
terrane (Xennedy,l~81). 
Thie lack of involvement of the carbonate sequence in 
the earliest deformation may be· due in part to the unique 
position of . the Old Mans Pond area west of the northern · . end 
of a minor reentrant in the ancient continental margin as 
defined by the trace of the Baie Verte-Brompton Line which 
swings sharply westwards in this area (see Figure 11). This 
reentrant repres~nts a relatively minor feature as compared 
to the larger reentrants and proaontories described by 
previous authors (Thomas,l977; Williams .and Doolan,l979), 
however, its effect on the geology of the Old Mans Pond area 
was signific~nt. · 
, . '
---
Baie Verte-Brompton 
Line 
Old Mans Pond 
area 
\ 
r 
/ 
--
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
· FIGURE 11: Location of Baie Ve rte-Brompton Line in 
Ne wfoundland. 
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As pointed out by W1lli<P11S (1979), reentrants are 
marked by wide zones of thin-s~inned deformation. This is 
evident in the Old Hans Pond area where thrusts · were 
initiall.,. shallower than in \ adjacent areas, allowing for 
movement of structurally trahsported sequences fartner 
horizontally and away ·from the main locus o'f deformatio n . 
Hence, the minor structural salient w)1H:h characterizes t h e 
a rea. Rocks of the Old Mans Pond Allochthon were I thus moved 
farther west than their counterparts to the north and - south 
• 
and, as a result, they are better p~eserved a~d less 
metamorphosed, Considering the'apparently large ~orizontal 
component , of motion it is not surprising that the 
autochthonous carbonate s_equence fails to demonstrate the 
earliest effects 
-deformatlo.nal event. 
of this westerly-transgressive 
T,hree other aspects ' of the geology of the Old Mans Pond 
a rea 11S:y also be related to . the foraation of an 1-mbricat~ 
stack. 
Firstly, within the context of the imbrl h ate stack 
model, proposed abo"e • tlte rather n~bulous weak cleavage 
which ls nearly coplanar with the dominant c~eavage in t he 
Old Mans Pond Allochthon may ~est be interpre t e d as having 
formed in response to a sl i ghtly earlier or : la~er thrust 
s.1111lar to t he s econd cleavage in Figure lOb. It has thus 
.I 
" . 
- . 
' 
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been included as an integral phase of D2. 
·• 
Secondly, a~ mentioned prev.iously (Section 6.,4), the· 
concep't of an imbricate stack may be used 'to explain the 
apparent · regional antiform in the a rea • The process by 
. 
which this is · a ·ccomplished is best illustrated via a 
hanging~wall sequence diagram (see Figure 12a, ad~pted from 
"I • 
Elliott and Johnson,l9~0). ln this d~agra~ it ls evident 
,that at some point along strike imbricates may rejoin ~~e 
maLn decollement. When this occurs the ends·of •~he stack 
are characterized by antiformal folds involving both thrusts 
and ~leavage · (D.Elliott, 
.. pers comm, 1982) producing a 
characteristic 'eye-lid pattern' (see Figure 12bL 
\ 
Thirdly, the · reversal in stru~tural polarity which 
characterizes the area may. b~ parti4lly explained as ~eing 
an integ.ral part of conatroction of the imbricate stack. 
Pas•ive rotation of thrust related elements is ac~6mplish~d 
~' 1n a f~s~ion similar to ·that described by Mountjoy (1960) 
.and Mitra and . Elliot / · (1980) in which successive movement on 
several thrust surfaces, -one beriea.th t.._he other. may resul\ 
. * . 
in conside;rable cumulative rotatibn of the 1upper sheet. · As 
succ:easive wedge~ ~terial are added beneath the initial 
t hrua t this sur f~ce mua t be rota ted 1 nt o the vertical and 
~ossibly beyond du~ to space considerations. 
' • 
~-L--~,----~--1L-~~--~--~--~ A 
...... , ,,..., 
------~incipient thru•t 
-. 
( (I) -----18 
............. ,,.. 
' ,. 
-----~incipient thru•t 
c 
FIGURE 12: (i) Hanging-wall seqOence diagram illustrating growth bf an irnb~icate 
stack. Thrust transport direction is out of the page. (after Elliott. 
and Johnson, 1980) 
(ii) Plan view of (i) showing characteristic 'eye-lid' pattern. 
{. 
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One implication of this suggea·tion has parti.cular 
relevance to the Old Hans Pond area, In order to overturn 
the Old !-fans .Pond Allfehthon~ it is required that at least 
one. and probably more, thrust siices be present to the west 
of it. Such thrusts may ex1s~ but remain unrecognized. Th~ 
most likely candidate is the f~tilt which truncat~s the 
easte·rn margin of ihe Humber Arm Allochth6n along the 
eastern s .hore of Penguin Arm (Williams et al.l982.1983). 
This fault is presently interpreted as a high angle normal 
fault . but the possibility that it represents an 
oversteepened thrust does exist (see cross-section i.n back 
· pocket). Similar faults are common along the eastern margin 
of the Humber Arm Allochthon and it has been suggested by at 
least one other worker that the s.e faults are actually 
thrusts which cut up the back of the allochthon 
( Wa 1 t h i ·e r, 1 9 4 9 , "Island Pond thrust"; see also 
Schilleref f ,_11).80 ·and Kennedy, 1981). 
A significant effect which the reentran~ described 
earlier may have had is to have acted as a harbour during 
.. 
later d~fo~mati~n, buffering ·.much .. of the a rea from 
penetrative effect~. As a result, late'r. (D3) elements are 
scarce and difficult to characterize. 
. . In the east (Hughes 
Lake Allochthon), open. folds with northwest-dipping axial 
planes bave been allocated as F3 . since they fold the S2 
fabric 'in this domain. However, Douglas (1950) and Mountjoy 
· \ 
. ·---·- ---- ---
"'- . 
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(1960) have bo~h described similar style folds which they 
interpret as having formed as upright or, in this case, 
) 
westerly inclined . fol~s which ~ere subsequently rot~te& into 
a reversed sense ·, of asymmetry through motion o n an 
, underlying thr~st · surface,.., This mqtion may 
_ r.eprese n t 
·reactivation of the t h r us t during 1 ate r. de f orm a t ion ( i e • 
durL,ng D1) or m_a y represent a late-stage motion duri ng 
imbrication of the stack (ie. late D2)~ If the la~ter were 
, _ .. the case, th~n. these folds in the Hughes Lake Allochthon may. 
be .late stage D.f felture.s. 
l 
In the west, D3 is characterized ~y posst"ble upright 
I 
folding iq the carbonate sequence (eg. ahgular folds in. the 
Reluctant Head Formation) a n d a moderat~ly east-dipping 
fracture cleavage evident in rocks. of the Old Mans Pond 
I 
Allochthon. The minor west-diTected thrust f aul t present. 
a~ong the north shore of Old Mana Pond ts also .a D3 feature. 
These effecea indicate continued compression fro~ the east 
during D3. 
.Fig~re 13 illustrates , a simplified ~ode l f o r t he 
structural evolution· o.f the Old Mans Pond area, The 
g e ometry , is essential~y that of a large duplex (D~hlstrom, 
1970i Butler, 1982) the de f i n ition o f- which hinge8 on th e 
recogni t ion o f a roof thrust, in this · case the ba s al 
decolleme n t of t h e Humber Arm Allochthon. Otherwise t he 
,. 
I 
I 
I ,,. 
! 
,_ 
w 
(a) 
(b) 
HUMBER ARM 
ALLOCHTHON 
' / 
,. ' "/ 
I 
, · 
·--
NOT TO SCALE 
E 
\ 
PrHNS !!RoOK 
COMPLEX 
" 
............ _ 
Figure 13: Duplex model for the structural evolution of the Old Mans 
Pond area. 
(a) Thrusting and generation of duplex. 
(b) Upright folding causing rotation and overturning of 
thrusts and related fabrics. • 
.. 
) 
! ... ' ·' 
• 
•. 
. 
' 
-r 
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structure is termed an imbricate stack. Although the 
inferred link between the basal decollement of the Humber 
Arm Allochthon' anasome as yet undefined surface east of 
Deer Lake is highly speculative. it is an interpretation 
which solicits ,JDuch , suport and warrants serious 
consideration. It is reasona b·le to imagine that the · 
ophiolitic Bay of Islands Complex must ha~e at some s t,;J.ge 
been rooted · t .o other 
"' !--
rocks of ophiolitic affinity. the 
closest of which occur in the Pynns Brook Complex (Williams 
et a 1 • 1982). The Pynns Brook Complex represents the 
continuation of the ~ Bale Verte-Brompton Line which is a 
maj~r lihear feature in the Ap~lachians, generally ~iewed as 
.. 
'the most · westerly ,possible root for abducted ophioli~ic 
complexes (Williami and St-Julien, 1982). Hence the link 
between the two in Fi~ure 13a. 
The sc~nario envi~aged here then irivolved. initial 
th ru1 t imbrication of continental rise sediments in an 
eastward di~pi~g subduction zone followed by -obduction of 
this structural assemblage across ~n essentially undefor~ed 
continental shelf edge along a major decollement. At some 
time move11ent · along this ~decollement ceased and · subs i diary 
. \.·,' 
imbricate · -thrusts were generated to accqmodat• further . 
shortening (foi exa11ple see Elliott and Johnson, 1980; 
,Jtowley and Kidd, 1981). A large fold nappe was also f o rme,d 
be neath th e Old Ma ns Pond Allochton at this time · (see Figure 
·., 
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l3a). This fold is required since the carbonate sequence 
now ly!ng "above" this thrus i is a -lways right-way-up and 
I 
. northwest f,acing • The . only way to arri:ve at this 
co~:-~ra t io·n w.ithi ll the proposed mode 1 is for the ca rhona t e · 
sequence · to have been originally overturned b.eneat!h the 
thrust. · The axis of the inferred . synformal fold nappe 
pres~~a~bly li~s somewhere .b~twee//ltiindow Pond' and. the most 
westerly exposure of ~he Relf~ tant Head Formation. 'It is 
I 
this. inferred · synform whi;ch mky be responsible for the 
unusually rapid transition ·· in structural polarity which 
- ~haracteriz~s . the area. .  
~ubse~uent to this thrust . imbrication, 4 second 
<· '" defor~ational event was 
., 
o v e r t u rn i n g 1 a t 1 e a s ~ 1 n p a r t • 
responsible. for folding and 
the initial ttrrusts ·and their 
n.. . relate~ ~c.s )~"P;igure 13b). 
by the 'thrust ~'osed al«?ng the 
.. 
This is nicely demonstrated 
which is 
north shore ·of Old · Hans Pond 
~ 
east-dippi'ng along tl}e shore of -~he pond but then 
rolls over : to become moderately northwest-dipping further to 
the north. 
In sumaa ry', the overall geometry and .,.. seque:nce of 
def.o.reationa~ven".s. in the Old Ma·n~ Pond area would seem to 
f lt well w'i th a ei•ple model i nvolv1ng thrust imbrication 
and coeval cleavag~ foraation within a single, westwards ' 
tlae t~;..an agre•elve deforaational e•ent • Recosnition of thi.s 
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geometry represents the crucial initial step towards 
unravelling the overall tectonic history of the. are a ·~ 
According to Dahlstrom (1970), specific structural 
environments should contain a limited suite of 
elements and it is .merely variations 
structunv 
in size, form and 
combinations 'of these elements~ which tend to mask the 
underfylng simplicities. . ,:-_ Once a simple geometr~c solution 
to the observed .structural and stratigraphic ' pattern h ·as 
been · [developed, as has ·~been done above, it may then be used 
as a basis for fur .. her study. 
6.9 TIMING OF DEFORMATIONAL EVENTS: 
A prime consideration which .f';mains · concerning the 
-4 struc~ural evolution of the Old Mans Pon.d area is 'when?' .• 
To place an absolute age on a given deformational event 
three approac~es are possible. The first is to date events 
in relation to the age 'Of the rocks affected. In the Old 
Mans Pond area the rocks affected range in ·age fro111 Helikian 
, 
to middle or upper Ordovician (disregarding 
Carboniferous strata of the Deer Lake Basin) thus maki n 'g 
thi s apprQach relatively ineffectual. The second approach 
is to use isotopic data for .11inerals of known relative · age.~ 
Si nee no such data exist a in the Old • Han• Pond a rea this 
approach ~·Y obvioullly· not be applied here. 
.. 
• I 
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The third, and mQS C app llcable approach is to correlate 
the deformation with regional events of known age a~.d style. 
J 
In recent years much work has been done to firmly . establish 
an accepfed sequence of tectonic events and the style and 
timing of these events as they apply to the Humber Zone. 
This · · 'tectonic framework' places certain constraints on how 
the structural ' deveiopment of the Old . Mans Pond area may 
best be interpreted. A brief review of this es t ablished 
1 f rame~ork is given below. This information has been 
compiled from Rodgers (1968,1970); Williams 
( 1978b, 1979,1982); Williaas and Bursnall ( 1982); 
.Williams 
an d. Hatcher (19 8 2) ; and Colman-.Sadd ( 1982) t:o which the 
reader is referred for further information. 
Earliest recognized deformational elements in the rocks 
of the HU"mber Zone have been related to the Taconic Orogeny 
'• . 
of"io~•r to middle Ordovician 
. . age. Effects of this orogeny 
manifest themselves in the transported allochthonous 
sequences of west Newfoundland {eg. Humber Arm · Al l ochthon) 
and ' in the rocks of the Fleur de Lys Belt, where laconic 
polyphase deformation is · evident. It is generally beli!!ved 
that the Taconic Orogen_y resulted from the attempted 
subduction of the No .rth American plate beneath an oceanic 
. . . 
pl.~ te the to resulting . 1n llt, 
iabrication of the 
the des true tion and 
ancient aargin. This orogenic phase 
culminated ln the eaplaceaent of an allochthonous sequence 
~ 
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of rise ~rism clastic s~diments and oceanic crustal material 
onto the continenta~ marg1. n and, r.f na lly. 
. continent-cont.inent or continent-island arc collision • 
Taconic effects are highly r .estricted spatially, being most 
evident in areas of presumed plate overlap (eg. eas _te rn 
Humber Zone an~ westerrr fringe of the Dunnage Zorie). More 
' 
questionable Taconic effe~ts have been recognized in parts 
of· the Gander Zone while remaining portions of the orogen 
appear to have been undisturbed by _ this event. Invariably 
_the Taconic ev.ent is characterized as having been polyphase 
in nature. 
The next event to effect the Humber Zone was the 
Devonian aged Acadian Orogeny. Thh orogenic event was much 
more regional in its effect and Acadian structures .. may be 
recognized across the - en t i "re orogen in Newfoundland. 
Upright folds with locally strong penetrative axial plaftar 
cleavage tend to characterize the Acadian. W~st directed 
thrusting is evident locally in - the west but east direcred . ., 
thrusting is common elsewhere (ie. Notre Dame Bay, Gander 
and. Avalon Zones). Generflly, however, the trend w,aiJ 
towards more vertically d~iven rather than horizontally ' 
directed te c ton'ism. Intrusion of large igneous bodies . such 
as the Topsails Igneo-us _Complex ·also occurred . at th1tt time • 
...... 
The last aajor · oroaenic episode to effect the rocks of 
........ 
..... 
'I" 
.. 
\ 
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. . / . 
the Humber Z,one was the Allegh~nian Orogen; of Carboniferoos 
J 
age. Alleghanian effects in the northern 
I 
Appaia ch ians are 
poorly u1de .~~tood and range fTom non-existant to locally 
intens·e, / Large . 
f 
transcurrent f au 1 ts and associated 
are prominent Alleghanian features in c ross-f of d s 
Ne~~ounjland along with very localized thrusting, With 
reg~Jrd!i to the Old Mans Pond" area, Alleghanian effects may 
be safely disregarded since the Alleghanian deformational 
front has been documented to lie to the east of Deer Lake 
'--, 
(Wil~iams et a~,l982) and no penetrative def~rmation may be 
recognized in Carboniferous strata . west of.---Deer Lake~ Thus, 
~~' recogn.izable penetrative effeets .shown by the middle 
Ordo.vician and older rocks of the Old Mans Pond area must be 
related to either the Taconic or Acadian ~vents or, more 
likely, a combination of both, 
, 
The age~ of rec?gnized deformational events in the Old 
Mans Pond area, , based · on local considerations and the 
regional tectonic framework outlined above, have been 
interpreted as follows: · 
Both D 1 and D2 have been interpreted as 
distinct . phases of the Taconic Orogeny. Dl 1a evident only 
in the more easterly, ttansported 
/ 
asseablages and changes 
character froa ~ relict / cleavage in the east (Hughes Lak~ 
Allochthon) to a less pervasive, soft sed1aent deforaation 
• 
J 
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in the west (Ol,.d Hans Pond Allochthon)': 
0 02 is . interpreted ' 
as . the main ph as e of 
' . . '. 
Taconic thrust imbrication and 
concommitant pervasive · cl~avage formation. This phase of 
tectoriiam wa~ time transgressive towards the west and is 
itself 
.'\. polyphase in nature ( ie. weak cle~vage which is 
n@arly coplanar with. the dom~nant 52 fabric; possible late 
F2 f~lds in Mughes Lake Allochthon) • 
.. 
., 
Support for this interpretation takes a number of 
forms. The style of deformation (ie. 'polyphase in nature, 
characterized by westerly transport of material) 
consistent with present concepts of .. the Taconic 
(Rodgers ,1970; Kennedy,'l975; Williams ,19·7 9). The 
occurrence of small, deformed gabbroic bodies along ~ne of 
the thrusts (Old Hans Pond Allochthon) compares favourably 
with the documented occtirr~nce of simiiiar bodles along 
Taconic sttuctural surfaces in the Fleur ~e Lys Supergroup 
(Williams Talkington,l977;~ B lfr s n a 11 , 1 9 7 9 ). , These 
~ragments may be ophiolitic in nature, and thus requl r ·e an 
easterly source, or· they may be related to bl~altic flows 
(Lighthouse Cove, Deer Pond Vo lcani.c s'}-- which lie 
conveniently along a natu.ral decolleauit' between basement: 
and cover. 
•• 
Kennedy (1981) has sugge~te~ a taconic age . for 
.throatll\& .alons strike· to the aouth baaed . on the atyle of 
) 
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deformat!on and limited isotopic data on metamorph i c 
muscovite which yield a Silurian (c.f. 430 m.y.) cooling 
age (Wanless et al,l965,1973). 
(2) D3 : Based on the upright nature of Dl effects, and 
the fact that they overprint Taconic elements yet are 
-~onstrained to befng pre-~lleghania.n, it is proposed here 
that DJ corresponds to the Acadia"'n Orogeny. As mentioned 
previously, much - ~f the area was most likely sheltered from 
Acadian effects d.ue to the pres e.nce of a minor reentrant in , 
the ancient margin. Some reactivation . of earlier thrust~ ls 
e nt i rel·y likely and it is t a 'lso ,suggested here that so11e 
passive rotation of Taconic fabrics into their pre sent 
northwest-dipping configuratio~ may have occurre~ at this 
time. 
(3) 04: All normal faults in the are~ are believed to 
be ·tha·n younger Acadian and possibly yo~nger tha n 
Allegh~nian since many involve £arbonifer~us strata. As 
-mentioned ··above • some of these faults, ·· particularly the 
Goose · Arm fault and the fault along the eastern margin of 
the · Humber A~m Allochthon. aay in fact be reactiva t e d 
thrusts. 
, 
' 
\ 
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6.10 SUMMARY 
.. 
The Old Mans Pond area is dominated- by an imbricate 
· stack of . structural assemblages which involve a · 
representative sampling of much of the ancient ·continental 
margin of North' America including basement rocks (Round Pond 
Complex) and the overlying sedimentary prism (Old Mans Pond 
and Mount Musgrave Groups). Structural evidence and 
re ·g~onal, tect!lnic COtlSiderationsl indicate that the stack W8B 
assembled from the ~as t and emplaced ag:ainst 
au toc:h thonous carbonate ~ue nee du r 1 ng 1:: he Tacont.1 . Orogeny •. 
- Early fabrics which are evident; in the transported sequences 
are ,n·ot . present l 'n the carbonate sequence implying- that the 
carbonate bank - was not involved in the earliest phase of 
deatructi_on of the margin. However, the carbon41te bank was 
involved in the main ·phase of the Taconic at which tiae it 
suffered considerable folding and disruption. This is 
evident .in the omLs~ion of much of th~ carbonate seqpence 
(Table Head etc.) beneath the Old Mans Pond Allochtho~, 
Qhich contrasts with the sit-uation farther to the west where 
the Humber Arm A1lochtbon ·was emplaced _onto an essenti~lly 
undiaturbe~ carbonate bank at the ~ame time. 
Subsequent -t rogenic ac~ 1 v 1 ty d~ri ng - the A cadi { it 1s ..... 
partly responsible for overturning thruate and fabrics 
generated during the Taconic Orogeny, thu_a prod~cing the 
--- --- -- ---- - --
', 
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( 
marked reversal in s~ructural ' polarity which characterizes 
the area. Aside from this the Acadian had 11 t t le other 
effect on the area, possibly due to its sheltered position 
• 
· at the northwest end of a minor reentrMlt in the ancient 
margin. 
Except fo~ late-stage block faulting, the Alleghanian 
Orogeny is believed to have h~d little or ~o effect on the 
area . since Carboniferous strata along the western margin of 
the Deer Lake Basin are undeformed. The Al l eghanian 
I 
s true t ·ural front in this area lies to the east of Deer Lake 
.. 
(Williams et al, 1982,1983). 
I· 
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PART FOUR-SUM!{ARY 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
7, 1 CONCLUSIONS 
The major contributions of this study towards a better 
· understanding of the geology of the Old Mans Pond area are 
as folfows: 
• (1) A previously uorecognized allochthonous assemblage 
of rise prism sediments within the area (Old Mans Pond 
Allocht~~) has been accurately delineated and characterized 
during this study. The Old Mans Pond Allochthon is 
divisible into three lithic units (Old Mans Pond Group) 
which have been corr@lsted with the Curling Group of the • 
Humber Arm Allochthon, Detailed paleontology and 
sedimentoldgy r~aaina to be done in order to confirm this 
·correlation and establish paleogeographic 
between the two. 
relationships 
The contact between the Old Mana Pond Allochthon, and 
the carbonate sequepce la a aajor, ainuous thrust fault 
which.'•• ait~d alona it at leaat two aetaaabbro bodiea, 
------------ ·-· .. - - . 
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Movement on this thrust was originally from east to west but . 
it has since been modified to dip moderately to the 
northwest. 
(2) A second newlJ recognized structural slice (Hughes 
Lake Allochthon) has also been delineated during this study, 
This slice involves a complex series of crystalline 
meta.morphic rocks at its base (Round Pond Complex). The 
Round Pond Complex includes granodloritlc gneisses 
interpreted as Grenville basement, amphibolite units 
interpreted as mafic dikes and chlorit1c schists interpreted 
as a metasedimentary sequence of Hadrynian age. Also 
included in the Round Pond 
. . . Complex is f possible felsic 
volcanic unit and a relatively undeformed alkaline granite 
which may be related to this silicic volcanism; This is the 
f 1 rs t report of sillcl~ volcanism at this level in west 
Newfoundland eve~ though siltctc volcanic rocks and related 
granites of this age are common in the southern Appalachians 
(Catoctin, Mount Rodgers etc, see Rankin, 1975). Additional 
petrographyJ geochemiatry and geochronology are necessary to 
establish this Grenville basement-felsic volcanic-~lutonic 
relationship. 
Overlying the . Round Pond Coaplex to the southeast is a 
thick ae(uence of clastic aed1aentary rocka and aino~ aaflc 
volcanics designated aa the Ho~nt Huaarav• Group. A weli 
' • 
~­
·) 
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exposed, variably metamorphosed maf"ic volcanic sequence 
(Deer Pbnd Volcanics) directly overlies the Round Pond 
Complex forming the lowest member of the Mount Hu~grave 
Group. The Deer Pond Volcanics are 
) 
interpreted as rift 
facies basalts extruded during initiation of the Iapetus 
cycle correlative with the Lighthouse Cove Forma~ion of the 
Labrador Group (see Williams and Stevens, 19&9). I It is 1 
highly possible that the Deer Pond Volcanics form a bimodal 
volcanic suite with the felsic volcanics presently included 
in the Round Pond Complex. 
Overlying the Deer Pond Volcanics to the southeast is a 
homoclinal, southeast-facing sequence of massive arkosic 
sediments which is variabiy conglomeratic at its base 
(Little North Pond Formation). The Little North Pond 
Formation has been interpreted as a clastic cover sequence 
overlying Grenville basement and is thus correlative with 
the Bradore Formation of the Labrador Group. j 
A series of pelitic and p•amaitlc schists lying to the 
southeast of the Little North ·Pond .Formation constitute the 
upper member of the Mount Musgrave Cropp (South Brook 
Foreat1on). The South Brook Formation is similar in 
lithology,. metamorphic grade and structural st.yle to the 
Fleur de Lys Supergroup and -its interpretation as part of a 
aediaentary cover sequence oveil~ing Grenville 
I 
baaeaent 
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serves to strengthen co~r~lations between the Fleur de Lys 
Supergrou~ and the Labrador Group; 
(3) Structurally the 6ld Hans Pond area is dominated by 
a large-icale 1m~ricaie stack involving the structural · 
assemblages described above. Local relat1onshi~s indicate 
that this stack was assembled from the east and emplaced 
against the carbonate . sequence during the Taconic Orogeny. 
Assembly of the stack, deformation and metamorphism all 
occurre·d dia.chronously from east ·to west as indicated _by the 
laclt . of 0 • involvement of westerly portions of the carbonate 
sequence in the earliest stages of deforaation. Much of the 
a rea was sheltered from later deforaation and metamorphism 
due to its position northwest of a minor reentrant in • the 
ancient margin. 
7 • 2. D I S C U S S I 0 N : T~CTONIC EVOLUTION OF THE HUMBER ZONE, WEST 
NEWFOUNDLAND: 
The regional geology of the Huaber Zone of west 
,. Newfoundland has generally been incor~orated ~nto a plate " 
tectonic mo~el involving growth and subsequent destruc~ion 
of an Atlantic-type continental aargin. A model for this 
tectonic evolution ia briefly de•crtbed below. Thia model 
draws heavily on coatr1but1oaa aade by Dewey and Bird 
\ 
,, 
,. " 
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(1970); Williams (1979); Rowley and Kidd (1981) and 
Colman-Sadd (1982) towards a d~vel?pmental mode l for the -
Appalachian Orogen and an attempt is made to incorporate the 
of this study in~_ew·ork laid out by these f indinga 
workers, 
Th·e late Precambrian through lower Ordovician 
development of the eastern margin of the North American 
continoent now recorded in .the Humber Zone involved growth of 
• 
an Atlantic-type continental margin along which an 
eastward-thickening sedimentary apron, characterized by 
shallow water clastics·and carbonates in the west and deep 
water greywackea and shales with minor carbonates in the 
east, was depoaitea upon a baaeaent of Grenvillian gneissic 
rocks. Lowest parts of the cove~ sequence are characteri%ed 
., 
by tholeiitic mafic fl6ws which were fed ~y mafic dikes 
intruded along fractures in G.renville base•ent during the 
earliest ~tftin~ ~base (Strong and Williams, 1972). 
The geology of the Old Mans Pond area deaonstrates 
virtually all facets of this ancient margin~ Crenvilli~n 
baseaent tocks presumably underlii the en~ire area at ~epth 
and are eipoaed in the Round Pond Coaplex of ~he Hughes Lake 
Allochthon. Relict •afic dikes are found associated with 
i . 
cryBtalllne aetaaorpbic r9cks and aaf1c . . porph,r! t1cJ .. 
and ••Yidaloidal ~olcan1cs (Deer Pond .Volcan1ee) • locally 
.. 
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overlie them. A thick clastic sequenctf (Mount Musgrave 
Group) unconformably overlies the Rounq'Pond Complex and has 
I 
been interpreted to represent a portion of the thicker. more 
easterly part of the s.edimentary · prism. 
The allochtt1onous Old Mans Pond Group also represents a 
part of the sedimentary prism, albeit more proiimal than the 
Mount Musgrave Group. These rocks show strong affinities to 
, 
both autochthonous and allochthonous portions of the known 
. 
Paleozoic sedimentary sequence in west Newfoundland and have 
for the time 
·· ; 
being · been interpreted to ha_ve originally lay 
somewhere between those two (see Figure 14). 
Completing the\ sedimentary section in the Old Mans Pond 
area are Cambro-Ordovician sediments of the ancient 
carbonate bank. · Lower parts of this sequence are locally 
clastic in nature (Penguin Cove F.ormation), however, the 
bulk of the succession consists of shallow water carbonatef 
correlative with tne autochthonous carbonate bank sequence 
common throughout western Ne.wfoundland and . traceable over 
the length of the Appalachian-Caledonides system (Rodgers, 
"1968; Swett and Smit· . 1972; Williams. 1978b). 
In the vicinity of Old Mans· Pond the lowest portion of 
the carbonate sequence is represented by the Reluctant Head 
Formation (Lilly, 1963). This unit consists· o f t h i nly 
17 9 • 
.. 
interbedded limestones and muddy dolostones. with local 
b r e c c 1 a .. u n 1 t s a n d 1. s i n f e r r e d t 0 b e u p p e r m i d d 1 e c a m b r i a n 1 n 
age. \olhile correlatives of this formation are known t .o th.e 
south (Grand Lake Brook Group), east (Bobbys Brook 
> 
Formation) and west (Cooks Brook Formation) the exposures at 
Old Mans Pond represent ~he only location where the 
Reluctant Head remains ~ssent1ally unmetamorphosed and the 
only place in west Newf,Pund land where a nearly complete 
section is preserved. 
Figure 14 shows the palinspast_ic · restoration and 
interpretation of the various lithic units prior to the 
initiation of the destruction of this passJ.ve continental 
~- ., margin. 
' 
The earliest evidence for the ./ destruct 1 on :<> f the 
ancient stable continental margin is a disconformity which 
marks the top of the St. George Group (lowest Llanvernian). 
This disconformity resulted from upwarping of the carbonate 
shelf as it passed through the outer arc swell or peripheral 
bulge to the west of the a)ready active subduction zone 
(Chapple, 1973;' Jacobi, 19 81 j Rowley and Kidd, 1981; 
ShaniBugam and Lash, 1982). Normal, east-dipping listriC" 
faults were initiated on the shelf at this time (Rowley and 
Kidd, 1981) and erDsion of the shelf, 1 n places down to 
basement, occurred (Williams and Stevens, 1974). An ear.ly 
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Llanvernian age (469 1Ma, Dallmeyer an\:!. Williams, IS75) .from 
th~ metamorphic aureole at the base . of the Bay of• I91an'Cis 
ophiolite co~plex indicates that obduction of this sequ~nc~ 
had begun b 'y this time • . Shunmagum and Lash ' (198'i) 
. I . d , te 
jamming of the subductton zone as a c~use for the peripheral 
bulge,- imply_ing that .accretion of continental ris·e sediments 
\ had.·also begun. 
, 
Subsequent to being uplifted, the shelf subsided u to · 
a byssa 1 depths progressiYely westwards due to downflexing 
.. 
i n to the · sub d j t ion z em e to the e ~' t . (Williams , . ! 9 7 9 ; ~owley ond Ktrd, 1981) •• This subsideOee is "'Corded by 
._,_. 
deeper water car~onates (table Head Group, Klappa et al, 
1980) which - are succeed-ed . by a flood of immature clastic 
sediments (flysch') derived from the east . and containing 
~phiolite detritus and cl<!~ts of digt1nct1v~ rise pr i sm 
lithologies (Steven~, 1~70; Rowley and Kidd, l98 I ).Youngest 
exposures · of ~his flysch are early to me~ial Arenig in age 
(Stevens, 1976) and indicate that th• accretionari ·wedge, 
complete with ophiolite complex, was bein& .. trahsported', 
uplifted and eroded by this time. The presenc e of rise 
prism. lithdlogies indicates that continental r i s~ sediments 
we re also in c orporated into the ac c retionary prism. 
' \ 
Rowley and Kidd (-1981) suggest that deformation and 
.int:tamorphis·m of t he rise prism sediments began immediately 
\ 
---~ > _'_ ·-·-··~ ....... - - - ....:...........,... -.--.. -.. -~- -_,- _-:--. __,..., __________ ... _....._ _______ - - --,---
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a f t e r 1 n c,o r p o r a t 1 o n 1 n t o t h e a c c r e t 1 o n a i: y w e d g e a n d that 
stacking, deformati-on and met~-morph1sm ,, all occurred 
diachronously and progressive.ly from east to west. 
,, 
of · thi ·~ ·, study concur with t~ia view since the.carbonate 
. / 
sequence in the Old Mans Pond area shows none of the effects 
of earliest deformation ~hown by the tragsported Se(\uences. 
As. subducti-.e~ continued, more continental rise · material 
w~s beiwg proEressively thru•t-accreted, deformed~ uplifted 
. I , 
and eroded, shedding flysch. westward (Stevens--, .. 1970; 
Hlscott, 1978). As . this mass crossed the carbonate shelf 
edge it· was moving on a single thrust surface or decollem~nt · 
. .  . . 
t-o which fragments of t he c a r b o n a t e b i ·n k a n d , ~a r e 1 y , 
C~enville basement were atta~hed (Elliott and Jo~nson, 1980; 
Rowley and Kidd, 1981).\ Ev~ritually this, "l!!ajor \iee:gtlement 
locked, forcing more_ea&terly portions of the thrust sheet 
to override more westerly parts. This late stage 
' '· 1 tn b ric at ion .was responsible f.o r final s tac)li ng and 
emplacement of the ijumber Arm Allochthon and e~uiva ~~nts. 
and for generatiori of the ~h~ust stack which ~ om i n a t e s 't he 
Old Mans Pond area. Large fold nappes )uch as tha't ben e ath 
- . ' the Old Mans Pond Allochthon were also formed at - this ·<.:,time·· 
··. 
, (see F.igure . 13a). Accord i ng to Rowley and Kidd (19 8 1), ·-
carbonat~ sl i vers (eg. P e nguin Hills ' Klippe, see Wi l l i a ms 
198 2) fo'und between ,separate sli c;,es of tra n s ,ported 
s t ru c tu r a l assemblage s ·a r.e o f this late.· 
, . 
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large-sca~e imbrication of a single in~ltial thrust and argue 
against gravity sliding as a mechanls.,m for 
~ emplacement of allochthonous sequences. 
a s s e m .. b ly a n d 
As pointed o~t by 
t'bee"·e authors, such • .mechanism does not 
existence of earlier or later thrusts affecting these rocks 
• (see Casey and Kidd, 1981). A simi-lar mechanism has been 
wel'l documented . for the celebrated Moine khrust system of 
nox:thwest Scg,tland (Ell:iott · and Johnson, 1980) where folding 
/ of thrusts, . formation _of. imbricate stacks and longitudinal 
r a m p 1 n g o f t _h r u s. t s a r e 'a 11. cl.early illusTrated . to be a 
direct consequence of such a process. Such a mechanism has 
obvi_ou.s merit in, the Old Mans Pond area (see· Chapter 6). 
Becau.se of the westerly transgressive nature 0 f .th i 8 
entire. · process a s -trong deformational and .metamorphic 
g r a d l e n t w a s c r e a t e d a-c r o 8 8 w h a t i s no w t he Hum be r Z one • I n 
the west,....-both transported and autochthonous ~equences are 
. 
unmet~morphos~d ~nd only mildly heformed while to the east, 
laterally e ,quivalent sequences have been po lyde.f o rmed and 
highly metamorphosed (Fleur de Lys Supe ~group). The Old 
Mans .Pond area conveniently spans the . intervening terrane 
and records the transition from one to the othe·r. 
Final emplacement of the Humber Arm Allochthon has \ beeri 
\ 
dated as medial Caradocian (D. multidens zone, Stevens, . 
197&) and essentially ma~ks the end of the Taconic Orogeny 
" \ 
I 
' 
• 
.. 
,( 
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-
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-~ 
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in Newfoundland. Culmination ·of t h i s o r o,g e n i c e v e n t m a..y 
have bet?n due to coliision of the North · American plate · with 
a second continental plate (Williams, 1979) or island arc 
(St. Julien . and Hubert, 1978; Hiscott, 1978; Rowley '·and 
Kidd, 1 9 8.1 ) • or, alternatively, may have be~n caused by \th~ 
. . 
positive bouyaricy of th~ North American continenial bl-ock 
which eventually I c~oun t e rae ted the dow\ard p~ll of the 
su·bducted slab • (Co !man,- Sad d, 1982). In any event, 
subduer: ion ceased and a wi~spread cover of Caradocian shale 
was deposited across what was previously an active volcariic 
terratl~ to the east (Dunnage Zone) while a Caradocian 
unconformity is' evident in other parts of . the system 
(Williams, 1979). This. , combined with the fact that Late 
0 r do vic ian. and Silurian rocks record a ct-aange from ·. 
·deep-water marine to terrestrial conditions (Williams, 
. ' 1967b), indicates that ' the Iapetus -.Ocean -was destroyed at 
this time •. 
In Newfoundland, a brief period of relative quiescence 
was followed by a second orogenic event during the Devonian 
(Acadian Orogeny). :rhe Acadian Orogeny is . generally 
·believed ' ~ have resulted from 
(Colman-S a dd,. 1982) and its effects are 
renewed subduction 
evident across the 
· entire orogen (Williams. 1979). This . orogenic e~ent is 
chara.cterized by generally_ upright f"oliling rather 
more 
. J 
structu·res 
~ .... --
.. . _.,.. 
- -
characteristic of 
• . 'If 
. \::: . 
than the 
the ;ra c o~ic 
i 
... j 
- ,. 
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Ort>geny (W.illillms, 1982'). - In · tl~e Humber . Zone -,upright to 
slightly westerly ln~lined folding of allochthonous and 
a~t~chthonous sequencea along with minor thrust faultiftg and 
penetrative cleavage · formation have all .been sugg~sted ~s 
Acadian features 
' • 
(Williams, 1979, Williams and . \Godfre y • . 
1981). In addition, regional metamorphfsm related to the 
intrusion of large plutonic batboliths ( e g • Topsails 
Igneous Co~plex) als~ occurred during the Acadian. 
Remarkab"l.y • the Old Mans Pond area is relatively free 
from - L • deformational or metamorphic effects whic~ may be 
0 
any 
readily a."ttributed to the Acadian Orogeny, The most 
s1gnif1.cant effect - of · t.hls event was to p~ssively rotate 
· earlier Tacqnic features into their prese~t reversed sense 
of polarity. !he reason for this lack · of Acadian 
o~erprlnting has been attributea here to the pos i tion of the 
"' 
~ 
Old Mans Pond area t o the northwest of a minor reentrant in 
the ancient margl~ as defined b~ the Bale ~erte :Brompto~ 
f o r l mo r e t h i n-s k 1 n n e d Line. This reentrant allowed 
deformation during the Tac o nic resultit\g• ' (fl structural 
as~emblaies being moved further horizontally and away fi~m 
the orogenic front, t~u~ resulting in the stru c ural salient 
e vid e n t l n the area. The ,eentrarit also acted as a harbour 
dur~~g the A~adian. sheltering the area from pe rv asi v e 
effect s . 
. .
.. 
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, 
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.. 
A third orogenic event ·to effect the northern 
Appalachians (Alleghanian Orogeny) had little or no ~ffect 
on the Old Mans Pond area other than localiz~d block 
faulting. ~ The Alleghanian deformational front . lies to the' 
east of Deer La~e in this region (Willia11s a 1, 1982, 
1983). I 
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